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Contributors to This Quarterly
FRANC J. NEWCOMB has been a student ~nd friend of the Navajos for many years.
With her husband she lived at the Newcomb trading post, north of Gallup, and
knew' the Indians as they came there to deal and to visit. The frontispiece for
this QUARTERLY was drawn by Mrs. Newcomb from her knowledge of the Navajo
altar-of-the-sun sand painting. Accompanying it is the article explaining the
symbOlogy.
BENJAMIN SACKS, doctor of philosophy from Stanford University, is assistant professor
of history in the University of New ~xico. He is the author of "L'Affaire Drey. fus;" published in the QUARTERLY for November. 1935, and of studies of the Independent Labor Party and Internation~l Socialism during the World War.
ELIZABETH KNAPP of Moorestown, New J~rsey, writes as her biographical note: "Ancestry-American with a Rebel tinge: education, sketchy; ambition-novels. My
stuff has appeared in a few little ma~azines; sometimes it gets there just in' time
for the funeral. Right now I have several pieces placed, but I don't know the
date of their debut." The story, "John Hotchkiss' Religion," is her first contribution to the QUARTERLY.
GLENN S. BAKIm lives in Hutchinson, Kansas, where he writes professionally for both
pulp and quality journals. He admi~ an artistic conflict between the demands of
the two markets. His verse has appeared in anthologies and KaleUlograph, Frontier MUllaml, THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY, and other magazines.
EUGBNIA POPE POOL is a Texas poet who irecords the Southwest with word and brush.
She has written for a number of the issues of the QUAR.TERLY. Her home is in
Lubbock, Texas.
FLoRENCE HAWLEY did advanced work at tihe University of Chicago, where she received
her doctorate for a study of the tl1ee-ring histol') of the famous Chetro Ketl
ruin in Chaco Canyon. She has published articles in both scientific and popular
journals. Dr. Hawley is assistant prolfessor in the Department of Anthropology of
the University of New Mexico.
"

i
i

MAy REES has been a native of New MeXlico long enough to, learn to love the Spanish
language. She came here from Iowa and has taught in Las Vegas High School
and New Mexico Normal University.

I

"AMERICANISM, My Definition," is a sYD1jPosium resulting from invitations to a score
or more individuals in the Southwest and other parts of the United States. Each
was asked to wnte a definition of Americanism in from fifty to two hundred words.
Lawyers, educators, writers, contribute their opinions of essential Americanism.
A number of replies have not yet been received and may be printed as a supplement in the next issue.

I

l
I

I

II

JOHN DILLoN HUSBAND, frequent contributor to the QUARTERLY, is a teacher of English
in Batavia, Illinois. He has had ve~ses accepted and published in College Verse,
Mam:uBcript, The Lantern, and the Chicago Tribune.
MARGARET PAGE HOOD, of Las Cruces, needs no introduction to QUARTERLY readers. Her
poetry is widely known in New Mexico and the Southwest.
MYRTlE STOWE COLVIN lives in Glendale, California, and is interested in the Indian lore
from which her story, "Dxv Husks,", is woven.
SPUD JOHNSON, manager of the Villagra Book Shop of Santa Fe, is the author of Horizontal YeUow, a book of verse publisliled by the Rydal Press in Santa Fe.
ALICE WILSON is a former student of the University of New Mexico. She has published
verse formerly in the QUARTERLY and New Me:;r;ico Magazine.
"The Smoke Talk" this time is by PROFESSOR DUDLEY WYNN of the English Department
of New Mexico University.
J. W. DIEFENDORF is professor of education and state high school inspector for New
Mexico University. He is a noted fisherman and, we suspect, may be the hero
of his stOry in this QUARTERLY.
PHYLLIS E. HARVEY is an undergraduate student of the University of New Mexico. She
has appeared before as a contributor to this magazine.
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(Drawing by Franc J. Newcomb)
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.L'Affaire

Boulang~r

By BENJAMIN SACKS

are few better illustrations of the aphorism that
T the roots
of the present lie in. the past than current
HERE

c,

French politIcs. The Croix de Feu of Colonel Franc.ois de la
Rocque and ~he Front populaire of M. Leon Blum are the
outcome of traditional attitudE!s extending into the welter
of nineteenth century political and social turmoil. In this -,
conflict of the past century, no episode is more significant
for modern thought than the Boulanger affair. Perhaps
history will once more record the rise of a dashing military
figure, capitalizing on the perplexities of a distressed democracy and supported by the· monarchist sympathy 'Yhich
seems eternal in a section of the French nation. Perhaps,
too, history will repeat itself to the extent that such a challenge may secur-e for the flagging democracy new and able
champions who will raise republican sentiment to· a stronger
and more secure position. Certainly in this day and age,when
dictatorships seem t1> be the inevitable, it is no barren labor
to recall a moment when the French declined the hypnotic
.
attractions of the "man on horseback.'"
George Ernest Boulanger was born in 1837, at Rennes,
. Brittany. His parents were poor-as an old Bretdn phrase
goes "there was more bread than butter in the family." Young
Boulanger chose a military career and enrolled at 'Saint Cyr,
established in 1808 by Napoleon as a school for ·cavalryand
infantry officers. Upon graduation he. saw service in Algeria, Italy, and Cochin-China, in the latter place winning
the Legion of Honor medal for bravery. During the FrancoPrussian War in 1870, he was attached to Bazaine at Metz,
but managed to avoid the ignominy of surrender which overtook th~ rest of the army, by ~scaping to Paris. At the capital he took part both in its defense against Germany and later
against the communists, receiving as recognition for his
service the title 'of Commander of the Legion of Honor. In
[-257] ,

•
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the years that followed he rose rapidly in army rank.
Through the good offices of the Duke D'Aumale, fifth son of
Louis Philippe and then inspector g:eneral of the army, he
became, in 1882, a director of infantry in command at Tunis.
, Fortune, however, still had greater things in store for
Boulanger. The Count of Paris, titular leader of the monarchist cause after the death of both the Count of Chambord and the Prince Imperial, gave a brilliant reception for
his daughter who was to he- married to .the Crown. Prince of
Portugal. The Government was very provoked, regarding
it as a royalist demonstration, and, urged on by its radical
members, notably Georges Clemen~eau, retaliated promptly.
A law was enacted forbidding the heads of any family that
had once reigned in France to remain in the territory of
the Republic. As an added measure, Clemen~eau insisted
upon the appointment of a new Minister of War who wDuld .
remove officers of nobJe lineage from army posts. Whatever
the mode might have been-·adroit social mixing or distant
blood relationship to Clemen~eau-Boulanger, in 1886, secured the coveted position.
Boulanger retained his cabinet post for almost two
years. Anxious to outdo those who had chosen him, he proceeded to purge his establishment of any taint of royalism.
Frotp the army list he erased"the names of all the princes who
had figured in the reception of the Count of Paris, including
even the Duke D'Aumale, his benefactor. To give further
satisfaction to his radical patrons, he dispatched from the
neighborhood of Paris tho~e cavalry regiments whose officers were reputed to have {given expression to clerical and
royalist opinions. Boulanger, however, did not permit
these anti-monarchiacal measures to endanger the efficiency
of the French military forces. He gained theIriendship of
the soldier by improving the latter's ugly uniform, adding in
particular a few ribbons to the military cap, by revising
army rules to permit the soldier to grow a full beard, by
extending the legendary permission de dix heures to midnight, by lengthening the terms of furloughs, and by reducI

.•.
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ing military service from five to three years. In the way of
technical advances he introduced the Lebel rifle, a small repeating gun, for infantry use, and endeavored to in.crease the
production of munitions and the erection of cantonments
?
upon the frontiers.
During this period of· his life Boulanger becatne involved in an affair which is' often said to have had much to
do with his·eventiul1 downfall. As Minister of War he fou.nd
himself the recipient of many social engagements. His wife,
by ..whom he had
two
daughters, 'cared little, however,
for
.
'.
.
SOCIety and refused to attend functions. Consequently, Boulanger often had to go by himself and was an easy victim
for some designing woman. Madame de Bonnemaine had
been divorced from her husband on the grounds of incompatibility. Accounts seem to indicate that she was a romantic but neurotic -individual. Intensely desirous of. meeting
the populaf War Minister, she secured, it is said, an introduction at a pre-arranged dinner. Boulal1ger suc.cumbed to.
her charm'S and soon became her constant and devoted companion. His wife, however, refused to give him a divorce,
merely taking the two children with her, and Boulanger was
perforce compelled to establish. Madame de Bonnemaine as
his mistress.
Marital troubles failed to dim the rising star of Boulanger. He had an excellent faculty for focusing attention upon
himself. He could do nothing simply. No better ~llustration
of this fact could be afforded than the accolades which greeted
his advent during the celebration of the national holiday.
At Longchamps, in the courses of a military review, he
appeared astride a magnificent black charger·~reputed to
have had a circus record, dashed wildly about the oval, and
pulled up in a spectacular 'manner before the presidential
box and-- saluted the august personages present. To .the·
French assembled for the event Boulanger, did indeed seem
a striking figure. His broad and well-knit shoulders and
his short pointed blond beard and· luxuriant mustachios gave
him dignity, while the glittering array of medals and~orders
•
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on his breast, topped by the red sash of the Grand Cross of
the Legion of Honor across his shoulders', impressed the spectators with his valor. The soldiers and'the horse incarnated
so nealistically the popular idea of glQry that the crowd
shouted itself hoarse. NeedlesS to say, the general and his
black charger became the idol of the Parisian populace. His
portrait was noted by observers to have found a niche in
many homes and rumshops. Boulanger pins, Boulanger ties,
and Boulanger pipes with his head carved as the bowl were
sold in the street. Popular songs were composed in his
honor. One lilting piece was entitled, "Boulanger Is the Man
for Us." Even more romantic were the songs, "Let's Drink
to Boulanger," and '~See Him and Die." One composition, a
march, became a favorite at every ball. '
Inevitably the radical leaders who had given Boulanger
his opportunity began to doubt the wisdom of their course.
That there was current discontent with the Republic was not
to be denied. The nation was very rapid'y forgetting the
constructive measures ~f the democracy since its inception in
1875-internal reconstruction, maintenance of peace, beginnings of secular education, and' safeguarding of civil
rights. 'It is an old maxim that a few hornets attract more
attention than the thousand bees gatheringho~ey. Several
unfortunate events had occurred which had impaired the
prestige of the Third French Republic. The death of many
Frenchmen on the battlefield during M. Ferry's program of
colonial expansion, especially the reverse at Tonkin" in
1885, irked an older generation weal"y of bloodshed. The
revelations that Daniel Wilson, son-in-law of President Jules
Grevy, had used his influence to traffic in decorations, subsidies, and appointments, shook the republic to its foundations, causing Grevy's resignation. Further excitement and
apprehension was engendered by the many rumors wh~ch
persisted in sifting through that the Panama Canal project
was experiencing financial difficulties as the result' of corrupt practices. Still other sections of public opinion were
anta:gonized by the restrictions against nuns serving as'

1·

~

I
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nurses, thus depriving the hospitals of skilled assistance as
well as burdening them with higher operating expenses,
since secular help would have to be paid.
.
To those elements which had never relinquished the
hope, even after 1875, that France might once more become
a monarchy, the time indeed did seem propitious for an advance. Aided by a militant press, the sentiment was fos.=
tered that the republic was honeycombed with inept and dissOlute leaders. The election of 1885 indicated quite early
that this campaign was making rapid headway. Although
the republi~an bloc remained in office, the size of its majority
was sharply reduced.e Whereas, in 1881, the monarchists
had polled a popular vot~ of one million, seven hundred
thousand, in 1885, they receiv~d the votes of three million,
five hundred
.. thousand, while in the Chamber of Deputies
they doubled their representation from one hundred to two
hundred members.
In the light of such developments it was little wonder
that the government should take measures to preserve the:
Republic. It was by no means a flight of imagination to picture Boulanger, the popular -idol, as having an excellent
chance of becoming the standard bearer for the opposition.
Everywhere he was being hailed as the hero of retribution,
the liberator of Alsace-Lorraine, the terror of Germany, and
the hope of France. Accordingly, when M. Rouvier formed
a new ministry in-May, 1887, Boulanger was 'not included.
Instead he was transferred to the command of an ,army corps
at Clermont-Ferrand. The thousands of Parisians who gathered ~ the Gare de Lyons to bid him a fond farewell indi- ·
c~ted the strength of his following.
At his new post
Boulanger behaved very badl~.Twice he visited Paris without leave of absence, some said: to see Madame de Bonnemaine, others believed the purpose to be the furthering of
" 'republicans
his political ambitions. As punishment some
favored the course of dispatching him to Algiers, but the
Government chose to seek his removal from the army. A
commission of sev~snant-~enerals was appointed to
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inquIre into his conduct and repo~d findings that indicated
Boulanger was making use of the army for party machinations. Especially damaging was the 'fact that, while at
Clermont-Ferrand, his name had been submitted at five
bye-elections and he had polled fifty thousand votes. Forthwith he was retired from the army on half pay.
That the course adopted had really given Boulanger his
opportunity was soon apparent. The path was clear now for
the latter to engage openly in politics. Boulanger was convinced that the French people had developed an attitude of ~
boredom,. toward' a Republic which gave little but a worthless war, corruption, and taxes. The nation was tired of
parties and parliamentary government. What it wanted
was a great man to take it out of the slough. With but twenty-five thousand francs, as a campaign fund, he stood fqr
election in the conservative departement of the Aisne and
was sent to the Chamber of Deputies by an impressive majority. As a deputy he came out flatly for a revision of the
constitution. The abolition of the Senate, the curtailment of
the powers of Parliament, the removal of ministerial respon-sibility with a propo"rtionate increase in presidential powers,
and government by plebescite were the chief points in his
program. So disappointing was the reception given his proposals in the Chamber that he .resigned his seat, determined
to campaign among the electorate for· greater support in his
battle for a more dignified France.
, The fears a~d apprehensions of the Govern:rp.ent were
realized shortly. The following which Eoulanger had built
up attracted the attention of the bitter foes of the republican
regime. M. Paul Deroulede, soldier-poet, motivated by the
so]e'-passion of revanche' against Germany, offered the support of his organization; the League of Patriots, in his struggle with the Chamber. Worse yet were the advances which
.the monarchists ,made toward him. The support of such a
personage as the Duchess D'Uzes, first peeress of France and
possessor of the tremendou,s fortune of an ancestor, Clicquot,
famous ~hampagne distill~r, was no insignificant fact. Bou- ~
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langer was friendly toward both groups. •He worded his
program broadly so that each could place a' favorable constructiol) upon it. To the exponents of revanche his addresses indicated 'that he would revise the constitution along
lines which would promise a more militant policy. To the
exponents of royalism his remarb implied that,the revision
would lead to monarchy. The consequence was that Boulanger's campaign fund was enriched by several millions of
francs.
The plan of action determined upon by Boulanger was
to contest· bye-elections whenever possible and then, at the
next general election, to enter, his name as' a, candidate on
.the ballot in every departemeni~. If he was uniformly victorious, it would be the equivalent of a plebescitary vote and
a mandate that he assume the reins of government. Througho.ut 1888, Boulanger engaged in bye-election campaigns,
principally in rural areas, with extr~ordinary success. Propagandist methods, popularized by commercial firms in the
United States, were utilized with telling effect. The French
nation was showed with placards, posters, chromos, an'd
circulars. One conteniporary ,critic records the distribution
among Germanophobes of almanacs which stated, that the
signs of the zodiac made it very clear that Boulanger was
destined to conquer Germany on the seventh of May, 1890,
and that he wopld be proclaimed, in 1891, president of the
republic. On the other hand, for those who. feared' war, a
circular was published
assuring them in Napoleonic style
I
that "Boulanger means peace."
The climax of this campaign came sooner than expected.
In January, 1889, M~ Hude, deputy for Paris, diep, and a bye- "
election was held to choose a successor. Although his monarchist suppo~ers advised against entering the list iIi such
a r~dical, socialistic, and even communistic to~n as Paris,
. Boulanger announced his candidacy-. . As his opponent the
republicans named M.' Jacques, a millionaire distiller and an
old but staunch democrat. Despjte what was sa1d to have
been an unusually liberal distribution of' free drinks, M.
i

(
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Jacques could polloruy162,OOO votes as against 244,000 votes
for Boulanger. $0 great was the popularity of le general on·
the night of his triumph, J~nuary 27, 1889, that the royalist element urged a coup d' efat. Boulanger chose, however,
to cHug to his original plan lot securing a more pronounced
verdict at a general election. Some attribute this decision
to the fear that h~ would precipitate a civil war in France
which would invite. German intervention and consequent
French dismemberment. Others point to the influence of
Madame de Bonnemaine, jealous of the close ~onn~tion
between Boulanger and the Duchess D'U~es, as the deterring
factor. To this latter group it was but another case of Mark
"
Anthony
or a new reading of the old play, "All for Love," or
the "World Well Lost."
The Government, ,given a breathing spell, took prompt
action. Because the departement as an electoral unit had
favored national rather than local personages, the decision
was made to revive the arrondissement (district) as the
polling center. It was all too evid~nt now that the originat'
idea of utilizing the departement in the expectation that
repul!>Iican strength in the cities would offset conservative
majorities in the rural areas had proved a boomerang. A,
second measure enacted was the abolition of multiple candidacies, which meant that Boulanger would be able to stand
for election in only one district. Boldest of the measures of
the Government was the step taken to impeach Boulanger.
~ In March, 1889, M. Constans, minister of the interior, issued
a warrant for his arrest. The Chamber of Deputies was requested to indict him on several grounds. The first accusation was that of employing unauthorized and scurrilous
agents such as an old prostitute and a swindling journalist to
act as spies while he was in command at Tunis. The second
un the list was that of trafficking in army contracts and using
the funds of the War Office to payoff his old debts a~d to
send pictures of himself everywhere for propagandist 'purposes. His clandestine visits to Paris while stationed at
Clermont-Ferrand were termed acts of insubordination.
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The instigation of mob scenes at the qare de Lyons prepar.atory to his depaqure for Clermont was ci~ as evidence of
an intention to overthrow the republic~ Still a~other indication was the fact that he refused to reveal the sources of
his political funds, a self-confession that the monarchists
. were his indulgent financiers.
The immediate consequence was the flight of Boulanger
to Brussels." While, some critics attribute this to t~e presence of Madame de BonneJ!laine at the Belgian capitalt others
maintain that it was the apparent one-sidedness of the government inquiry which inspired his precipitated departure
in April, 1889, from Paris. In vain did his followe~s plead
with him to return to Paris and confront his accuseIfs. Boulanger respondea that he would be willing to appeal'! before
judges of correctional courts or· a jury of the 'Court of
Assizes, but not before a senate which was packed with his
political adversaries. So turbulent did the insistence of his
aides become that Boulanger, fearful
. lest he invol~e Belgium in international difficulties for countenancing ~oreign
revolutionary groups within her borders, departed uncere.:.
moniously for London. Again not a few of his critics assert
that'the motive" for his voyage across the English Channel
was the presence there of Madame de Bonnemaine. ,
Be it as it may, the flight put an end to the ~olitical
ambitions of Boulanger. As one Writer put it, "the peacock's
feathers had dropped, the jay ,stood revealed, and. all the
birds began to peck him." In his continued absence the
,Senate fouridhim,guilty of embezzlement, treason, and con.spiracy, annulled the elections in the places where he had
been victorious~ and sentenced him to deportatiQn. To
dash completely any hopes he might have had for a re~ival of
his fortunes came the disclosure,s in Le Figaro. M. 'Mermeix, a repo:t:ter who haQ. thrown in his lot with Boulanger
when the latter's star had been rising, .revealed in a sensational series of articles that the royalists had been the finaneil angels of le genera~. "After this exposur~ Boulanger
never made any serious effort to return to France. He set~
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tIed down in England with his mistress, Marguerite de
Bonnemaine, in St. Brelade's Bay, on Jersey. Some contemporary writers mention the fact that large sums were
~angled vainly before his eyes by Americans interested in
having him visit the shore of the United States for an appearance tour. The end for both, however, was at hand.
Marguerite, ever compl~iningof ill health, died in July, 1891,
and was' buried in Brussels. Depressed by his isolated life,'
Boulanger shortly followed her to the grave, blowing out his
brains on her tomb in September of the same year.
Thus ended the Boulanger affair. Its consequences are
by no means to be treated lightly. Whether Boulanger was
really the toOl of interested groups or the leader in a movement to grasp personal power could shortly be relegated to
the realms of academic discussion. Wh'at was important
was the fact that it brough1 the abler republicans once more
to the fore and a drooping democracy was reinvigorated.
The French Republic was, again entrenched firmly in the
estimation of the citizenry, and the outlo'Qk for a continued
advance of equality, liber~y, and fraternity was brighter.
Even the royalist press adtised the conservative element to
accept for the present the 'republican form of government.
Its leading proponent, the Uuchess D'Uzes, interested herself
in other things. She becaime an enthusiastic promoter. of
ballooning and is recordea to have been one of the first'
women to drive an automobile. Later, as an elderly lady, she
espous'ed woman suffrage. I Perhaps there is no more appropriate"ending than to indidate that it was not until the eve
of her death in February, ~933, at the great age of eightynine; that France witnessed another vigorous drive against
'the Republic.
,_

I
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John Hotchkiss' Religion
By ELIZABETH KNAPP

),
t

HEN John Hotchkiss lost.his religion and his ~oney in
the same year, the catastrophe came from 4L single
,v'f'
beginning.
Now all the years of his manhood John had been careful with his money; he put -it away economy by edonomy.
The parlor stove hardly held a nre twice a year, f~r John
made his family sit in the kitchen to save wood. As !long as
he could seil eggs at all he begrudged even one for a cake;
and it was the same with butter. •
_
By the time his wife died, he had paid off the mprtgage
on his farm. He got himself a housekeeper immediately,
since there.must be someone to churn and wash and dook the
meals. She was· the sister of his Polish pickers, mo~t hopelessly ugly, and recently the mother 'Of an illegitimate child, '
who had been tuck~d away in the grandmother's 'house and
lost in the swarm of children there. Tradition expects the
housekeeper to a widowed farmer to keep house, earn her
board; and share ·her bed; John never bothered to. demand
this last service. Some years before his wife's death :he
had stopped playing the lover, bec.ause his energies h~d gone
into paying for the fertilizer and making the feed go as far
.as possible.
.
.
Therefore when his only child, Ike, married and ~tarted
out with a filling station, the burden on John's shoulders decreased. He was a successful farmer, owning hi& sixty.acre place, holding a thousa~d" dollar mortgage on anotherq •
farm, and having-two thousand dollars piled up in tn~ bank.
He could die comfortably any tirfte he chose." The only
expenses staring him in the face were taxes, the five: dollars
a week for his housekeeper, and his table. As he considered
it, he felt like'a rri~n stretching.
Perhaps Katy, Ike's wife, was the unconscious sower of
recklessness. John thought' oft~ner and oftener abput his
[ 267]
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money, and inevitably, about what would happen to his
success 'when he was gone. He realized he couldn't take it
- with him. Automatically, he expected it to go to his son;
. when, it did, Katy would share it. John hated Katy. He
kept away. from her. On the other hand, he couldn't right· fully disown his son on account of his daughter-in-law. Ike
had not even told him he was marrying; first one neighbor
told the father that Ike was courting Katy Wills, then an..
other informed John that Ike's marriage Ucens~ was in the
city papers. On both occasions John Hotchkiss remarked,
"All right, if she suits him. He's got to live with her; it's up.
to the boy." With scarcely a direct wor,d on the'subject,
Ike moved out.
It occurred to John Hotchkiss that he would spend some
of hi~ money; no need to continue denying himself so rigorously. He went back in his thoughts, asking himself what
would have been the heigl)th of luxury to him as a young
man. He'remembered that the chance to sell fresh eggs had
meant real deprivation; h~ used to love eggs for breakfast.
So he ordered the woman, '~Fix me two eggs in the mornings
after this, regular." And !he decided that it befitted a man
of his attainments to sit ip. the front room rather than in
.
the kitchen.
This outlay of money doublecrossed him. The unusual
eggs made him sick after a week and the front room never
seemed as warm to him ~ the kitchen. Neither was the
round table the right heigpt for his feet, and it was lonesome without
. the
' woman. :. She refused to move out of the
kitchen for the evenings. "I be sit here too long,"she explained. So he gave up
stYle and returned to his old habits.
1ii
After supper he and the woman rarely exchanged a whole
sentence. If he observed, '''Your fire is going down," she
attended to it by answer. : ,
Inasmuch as it was q\.lite clear that he could not spend
his money on himself be~use richer fa~e disagreed with
him, John stumbled on another way of spending. Church
was the one diversion his life embraced in its simple routine.
I
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He turned up on the dot, sat stolidly through the raw. ~rvice,
and shook hands briefly afterwards. At no moment l~n the
duration of his membership could he have called to nii~d the
~olor of the walls nor the number of silken banners, _whereon were inscribed such mottoes as: Jesus Never FiLi18, and
God Is Love, and There Is Omy One Unfailing Help.
.
One Sunday he happened to b.e standing by when tie collection was being counted. It added up to three dollaIts and
sixty cents. For all that John had put in his custOmaty ten
cent piece, an impulse of generosity sent his hand to· his
pocket, primed him to say, "I'll make it even," and he brought
the amount up to four dollars.
.
The remembtance of bringing the collection up to four
dollars swelled in -John Hotchkiss until he burst forth with
the pleasurable idea of giving a whole dollar each Sunday.
At first he trembled and retreated, but the suggestion lay
like a snake in his path, charming nim willYDiIly. He succumbed to it and laid a wrinkled bill on the offering the next
_
Sabbath.
.
He had never experienced suc}l satisfaction with' himself as he now felt. That dollar loomed as large as a tri"!state
bus. The appearance of the collection plate with his offering tl!.at overtopped the nickels and dimes and pennies-kept
revolving in his mind. How many other times haQ' the
Cherokee church's collection known a dollar? For if J'ohn
Hotchkiss had devoted every breath to clearing his farm
and laying by three· thousand dolla~s, he had weaker-.neighbors who would never achieve this, and obviously the cnurch
worked on a comparative economic scale~
The following Sunday he had barely a qualm; wh~n the
plate neared him he drew a green note from his pocke~ and
planted it on top of the change. After a few weeks it $tood
forth to him that a crisply crackling dollar would heighten
the effect, which brpught him to specify new bills whellever
he drew money.
.~,
This impressed the Cherokee parish; bodies shifted and
eyes strained to watch the miracle. Nobody' else coul(i do

•
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likewise, although by emul~tion pennies grew into nickels
and dimes were stepped up to quarters. In setting the pace,
John fully recognized the fruits of his leadership. The
flavor of acquaintanceship] sweetened; in his heydey he
found gratification in lingering after ~ church, when he
showed his inexperience by growling roughly where he
intended to be agreeable.
What could have been ~ more logical, as the stove pipe
rusted so badly that it was dangerous and the bandbox stove
celebrated its sixth birthday in a feeble ~tate of. health, than
for the trustees to wait on J[ohn Hotchkiss?
He received them with wooden hospitality, fed more fuel
to the kitchen fire, and left them to draw up their own chairs.
The Polish woman withdrew (not so far tHat she couldn't
.
catch every word).
~She heard them remind him of the condition of the
church stove. "We don't get the heat from the wood we burn
as we should ought. .One of these days them sparks that
flies out of the top part of the pipe is going to set something
afire. What we came here for, is to ask would you make a con-. .
tribution towards a. new on~."
The woman felt without seeing the heavy and undecided silence. While she waited for the dry refusal, like he would
give her if she asked, she wa~ shocked to hear him promising,
"I can see my way clear to heating the church this coming
winter. I'll order a new stqve from the catalog." A superstition crossed the woman's;mind that this was certainly the
work of spirits.
John's increased standing guided his religious sensibility. Because the Cherokbe church couldn't afford steady
ministerial offices, most"Suiday services were conducted by
the congregation. 'Somebody led; local talent made' the
prayers. John had never talken any greater pa¥t than mumbling the benediction. Other members read more fluently,
prayed more eloquently. A1woman who used to teach school
before boards required diplqmas had charge of the music and
t}1e young people.
'
I
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Nowadays the church preferred to have the voice of its
.most prominent participator lifted in intercession. with the
~ost Holy. They turned spontaneously as they studied the.
Bible to hear the opinion of a man who could put a dollar in .
the plate regularly'.'
- John dug phrases out of his memory; he took an untoward interest in the columns of spiritual advice in the
papers, appreciating that the jellow who gets paid for writing a Daily Prayer must know how to do it. His comments
on the weekly lesson became quite flexible. The Cherokee
community believed they saw the hand of God for not only
was John inspi1red \0 the extent of a' thirty-dollar stove but
. his biblical illuminations displayed unsuspected mental resources. The woman, alone, took exception to the co~mon
respect in which John was held; a person who never knew
enough to offer a simple glass Qf cider to visitors could not
command her good opinion.
Ike and Katy, the rumor travelled ;from rhouth to mouth,
were upset over the part the Hotchkiss patrimony played in
church. One could, they felt, be too liberal, too good a
churchman. . It showed a more practical grasp of religion
to begin charity at home and keep it there.
This angered John so much that he deliberately promised the church a brand new, handsome Bible that would elevate the rude pine altar by its gilt-edged pages and purple
satin marker. The group sighed with contentment; never,
they concluded, would the Lord be so well pleased with them
as on the morning John Hotchkiss read the Hol,y Word out of
it.
World affairs never bothered Che,rokee as a whole.
Their attention centered on the couno/ paper that printed
regional news. The district was self-sufficient., Cash was
rare in so far as credit was the medium. The sto.:rekeeper
took all the produce he could handle, and generally all the
money the farm earned, besides.
Consequently, the national bank holiday in the Roosevelt era meant little in Cherokee: John Hotchkiss was prob(
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likewise, although by emulation pennies grew into niekels
and dimes were stepped up to quarters. In setting the pace,
John fully recognized the fruits of his leadership. The
flavor of acquaintanceship sweetened; in his heydey he
found gratification in lingering after .church, when he
showed his inexperienee by growling roughly where he
intended to be agreeable.
What could have been more logieal; as the stove pipe
rusted so badly that it was dangerous and the bandbox stove
celebrated its sixth birthday in a feeble state of health, than
for the trustees to wait on John Hotchkiss?
He received them with wooden hospitaiity, :ted more fuel
to the kitchen fire, and left them to draw up th~ir own ~hairs.
The Polish woman withdrew (not so far that she ~ouldn't
catch every word).
She heard them remind him of the condition of the
church stove. "We don't get the heat from the wood we burn
as we should ought. One of these days them sparks that
flies out of the top part of the pipe is going to set something
afire. What we came her~ for, is to ask would you make a contribution towards a new one."
-<ll
The,woman felt without seeing the heavy and undecided
silence'. While she waited for the dry refusal, like he would,
give h~r if she asked, she was shocked to hear him promising,
"I can see my way clear to heating the church this coming
winter. I'll order a new stove from the catalog." A superstition crossed the woman's mind that this was certainly the.
work of spirits.
John's increased standing guided his religious sensibility. Because the Chero~ee cl;1urch' couldn't afford steady
ministerial offices, most Sunday services were conducted by
the congregation. Somebody led; local talent made the
prayers. John had never taken any greater part than mumbling the benediction. Other members read more fluently,
prayed more eloquently. A woman who used to teach school
before boards required diplomas had charge of the music and
the young people.
~
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No:wadays the church preferred to have the voice of its
most , prominent participator lifted in intercession with the
Most Holy. They turned spontaneously as they studied the
Bible to hear the opinion of a man ivho could put a dollar in
the plate regularly.
John dug phrases out of hi~ memory; he took an untoward interest in the columns of spiritual advice in the
. papers, appreciating that the fellow who gets paid for writing a Daily Prayer must know how to do it. His comments
on the weekly lesson be~ame quite flexible. The Cherokee
community believetl they saw the hand of God for"not only
was John ¥nspired to the extent of a thirty-dollar stove but
his biblical illuminations displayed unsuspected mental re~ources.. The woman, alone, took exception to the common
, resp-ect in which John was held; a person~ho never knew
enough to offer a simple glass of cider to ~isitors could not
command her goOd opinion.
~
Ike and Katy, the rumor travelled from mouth to mouth,
Were upset over the part the Hotchkiss patrimony played in
church. . One could, they felt, be too liberal, too good a
churchman. It showed a mor~ practical grasp of rel~gjon
. to begin charity at home and keep it-there.
:
This angered John so much that he deliberately promised the church a brand new, handsome Bible that would elevate the rude pine altar by its gilt-edged pages and purple
satin marker. The group sighed with contentment; never,
they concluded, would the Lord be so well pleased with them
as on the morning John Hotchkiss rea~ the Holy Word out of~
it.
World affairs never bothered Cherokee as a whole.
Thei~ attentibn centered on the county paper that print~d
regional news. The district was self-sufficient.' Cash was
"
rare in so far as credi~ was the medium. The storekeeper
. took all the produce he could h~ndle, and, generally all the
money the farm earned, besides.
Consequently, the national bank holiday in the Roosevelt era meant little in Cherokee. John Hotchkiss ,was prob-
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ably the only person inconvenienced; he had made out one of
his infrequent checks to pay for the Bible. When the bank
was proclaimed insolvent he did not quite know what it was
all about.
Two facts pounded themselves in: he couldn't carry out
the purchase of the Bible and he was virtually penniless! A
purse full of change was in his pocket; the rest had gone up
in smoke. Despite ~ilderment, John c?uld li~e on as he
had done for years, WIthout currency. HIS credIt was good
at the store, and it wouldn't be unusual if he waited to pay'
the woman until a crop had been sold.
But he had to have a dollar a week for church. A dollar
a week, and this was early spring when a farmer has no
money coming in. He woke up as never before to the value
of coins and bills in the pocket.
Could he sell a little hay or feed? He stomped around
the barn, estimating. No, it was not possible; his animals
had to eat and his supplies were running low. The one other
source was the thousand dollar mortgage he held. He went
to see the man; with sinking heart he learned that the morgagee was in worse plight than he and that the interest was
doubtful.
One Sunday morning he counted out thirty-five cents, all
he had. There was good food in the cupboard, the woman'
would wait, and his sixty acres lay free and clear. John
Hotchkiss ought to have counted himself among the very
lucky. But he couldn't go to church: he lacked the dollar.
With despair he thought of the evaporated money in the
bank.
The woman shook out the ashes with vigor, suggesting
that at this moment he :usually left for church. "Have you
got a dollar?" he demanded. She had.
Church had never been more enjoyable. Outside spring
winds sighed in the pines, declaring spring rains for crops.
Every hymn they sang was an old favorite and voices rang
clearly. John offered the prayer, asking that this church and
all other churches be blessed, the sick and s.orrowing com-
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forted, and the wicked brought to see the error of their ways.
In the lesson he shone forth; when he shifted his native intelligence to the Holy Writ he surprised himself with what he
could get out of it. He genuinely believed what he said.
His churchgoing years blossomed-he had gotten religion
and he was relishing it. . .
The congregation knew John had the Bible ordered.
Time elapsed and no Bible appeared. They asked simply
about it, just as_they inquired if he had broken ground for
spring planting yet. He stalled. With the passing, of more
weeks they knew' something had gorte wrOI\g, although no
one suspected that the sum he contributed each .week came
from the woman'.s hoarding:
Rebellion is never far below the surface, human nature .
is always ready to pull down what it has been looking up to.
So John Hotchkiss was tumbled from his pedestal. "He ain't
going to give us that Bible," they said, "and he hadn't ought
to promise something he doesn't mean to do. He thinks no
one else can pray and hold the meetings like him. He will
see how much"we think of him, the old tightw~, tOo stingy
to part with money for the Bible he said he'd give us."
What hostility John missed in the churchly atmosphere,
he could guess at. Still he wj>uldn:t ex:plai~ ; he prefered that
his loss remain a secret,' for he dimly felt that it reflected on
him. Then again, if he started talking about it, the exact
amount he had been worth'might leak out and he had never
let his private affairs be public knowledge. Bitterly he made
up his mind to stay away. The d~fficulty of finding the dollar
doubled as the woman's funds ran .low ; he would not have
listened to reducing his donation.
If only they would come after him to ask for his presence! He wanted to feel "religious" again, to rise in prayer.
But no; when he tarried at home, not a single person came
to invite him out. He did not understand that his craving
was to be'needed in his circle. He thought in dJsgust that
all th~ ehurch people had wanted him for was the money be
could provide.
I
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In the fall, his lonely and hard work rewarded, he paid
off the woman and settled up at the store. After an inlJer
debate he let the order for the Bible go through, having!an
unworthy consideration in his mind of regaining his position when the church beheld his gift. It would be nice to
hear the singing again, to J.1ave his interpretation accepted as
authority. He missed it all.
When the Bible came he undid it, and the splendor of its
velvety covers and glittering letters, the rich softnessof1he
marker, hurt him unbearably. The landmarkS of his life
were the burnt ruins of his barns in, the second year he
farmed, the biers of his parents, then I:1is wife; and the bank
failure. He had faced each calamity and known himself
strong enough to go on. This ache of regret for a vanished
joy was new to him. The Bible was a symbol of an episode
he could not repeat, and the beauty he had dreamed of it
. only pained him deeper~
.
On the spur of the moment he decided jealously never to
give it to the Cherokee church. Giving it had been spoiled
for him, the old rapture had been starved, and if he got up
to read from the Book his mind would be ~cupied solely with
the ungratefulness of his listeners. To present it and never
attend a reading from it did not suggest itself to him.
A rage to destroy it quickly and thoroughly seized him.
He opened ]the fire-box of the kitchen stove, but before the
first corner was well in the flames the woman was beside
him. She cried out, tugging at the Holy Boo~, "What the
matter with you? Book cost the money. It go to parlor
table."
He perceived that she was right and his hands loosened
on the book. The whole force of his life had been to save,
save, save. Now neither pride nor pain could make him lay
waste a thing of value. For a short time he had seen life.
with a brQader vision and it seemed as if the Cherokee church
wo.uld mould a different being out of him. His taste of fellowship had proved fleeting and sour.
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His methods of economy and hard work piled up more
money which. he could not spend, but at no time did his
~ religion return. It seeped through the district that the longpromised Bible lay in John's, own home, which epnvinced
everybody that he had kept it for his own selfish pleasure,
and he was hated more than ever.
The truth was that the woman had placed it on the
round table, burnt corner carefully~.in the shadow. Every
other day she came in and brushed its soft radi~nce with· a,n
old cloth. Nonetheless, John Hotchkiss did not open the
Bible once during his lifetime, and on the rare occasions he
entered his parlor he kept his eyes averted from the round
table.
i';

.;

A Carpenter Speaks
'. By OLEN BAKER

I made the cross whose heavy load
Bowed Christ's tired shoulders down,
That day he climbed Golgotha Road
. Wearing a blackthorn crown.
I did not think of symbols then,
I only thought to build
A better cross than other men
In the carpenter guild.
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The Change'
By EUGENIA POPE POOL

Why should we fear a change of form?
As a white cloud drifts
In a sea of blue,
Why can't we think of drifting too?
As the leaves, in their bright dress,
. ~lutter down to death,
Why can't we "think of beauty
With our last breath?

•

Moon Mystery
By EUGENIA POPE POOL

Delicate, and faint, .
A new world moves into space
And hangs in an orchid sea ...
A phantom world!
But knowing the secrets
Of every race
Makes her wear a blanched face.
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The Missing Rings: No Mystery Story
By FLORENCE M. HAWLEY

man steals something from you, it may indicate
anything. from carelessness on your 'part to a faulty
polic~ system~ or the cussedness of human nature, but when
nature steals something from you, you are pitted against the
gods. May the best man win!
On the other hand, Dr. Douglass,' like all scientists, was
stealing from nature. Nature held a secret, and Dr. "D,"
as his co-workers have affectionately called him, wanted it.
He plotted ways and" means of obtaining data on Sijn spot
occurrence in the distant past so that he could, perhaps,
project it into the future. You can't picture a man plotting
and planning some safe~racker's technique for obtaining
data on sun spots? It does sound like considerable work for
a rather dull end, and you are rightabout the work but not
about the end. Would you call a volcano dull? Well, the
sup. spot is what we can see of a volcano-like disturbance on
the face of the sun. One does not deal with one sun spot but
with many, the number increasing periodically and the band
occurrence moving closer to the equator of the sun as the
numbers increase. No one can say just what causes these
disturbances or spots, but it is obvious that they do represent
increased activity of some kind. within the interior' of the
sun.. The dark spot which we mortals see from such 'a dis. tance is dark because the gases escaping in a whirl from the
hot interior cooT as they are released and hence look ,darker
than the glowing surface around. them. The bands' might
be compared to the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn, as you see them drawn upon that globe which came
with a year's subscription to something. Globes have their
uses after alL
At the periods of sun spot maxima some areas upon the
, earth receive increased storms dependent upon the increased
atmospheric disturbance, while other areas are affected in
[277 ]
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the oppoSite manner and parch with drouth and choke with
dust storms. Now do you see ~hy Dr. "D" worFied about
stealing the secret?, Records of aun spots extended back into
the 1700's, but no self-respecting scientist would consider
trying to work out cycles, peripdic recurrences, on such a,
short period of data as that. Perhaps these cycles of sun
spots, storms, and drouths were not periodic, although the
short records suggested ,it. Nothing but safe-cracking
nature could solve the question, ~nd the question was too real
an issue to be left unsolved. He: cracked the safe.
, And what does all this hav~ to do with the secret of the
. missing rings? Plenty-but wait.
If sun spots affect the weather, what does the weather
affect? A child could answer the question if put that way,
but it took a man renowned as an astronomer to put it in this
~way and to answer it for himselr. The weather affec~ plant
growth, of course, and the plant which grows over the
longest, period of years is the t~ee. Some trees grow all the
year around and hence would n<1lt show the effect of seasonal
variations in precipitation, but trees which stop their growth
in the winter and lay down a bard dark layer of protective
woody cells in the fall thus mark the growth vf the year.
Trees growing in moderately Idry, temperate area, where
their annual increment is largely dependent upon annual
precipitation, would reflect tha~ annual precipitation in the
width o{their annual rings.
.
The- study of modern trees in the region of Flagstaff, '
Arizona, convinced Dr. Douglass that his system of studying
tree rings was workable. He found that the ring record of
large and small rings marking' certain years could be Identified from one pine to another and that the record could be
carried back as far as the tree ring records extending into
the past. In checking trees from a large area against each
other, he foOOd
that while their actual ring
sizes for any
I
.
given year :varied from tree to tr~, their pattern or record
was consiste~t throughout an area in which the weather
fluctuations were quite consistent and that 'this area could be '
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determined by identifying the record of one tree in ter~s
of the main group until a periphery. was reached where the
new records did not match the old. This periphery would
mark the boundary of another climatic area, for which a n~w
chart of fluctuations through the past would have to be
,
W9rked out. Trees which grew in bottom lands or ne~r
streams showed little fluctuation ingrowth' from year ,to
year, outside of age ,variations, but those which grew in ,the
uplands and on slopes showed records sensitive to annual
precipitation. Dr. Douglass was well on the way to wresting one of nature's most useful'secrets from her. .
' .
Then came the mystery of the missing ring, perhap~ a
measure of vengeance for his success. When a tree grows i
on'or just under a ridge, the storms sweeping up from below.
strike it with full force to do it injury. The soils of ridtes
are usually rocky and the slopes' steep. Enter the missiing;
ring,-or can missing ring enter? Caesar's ghost entered;,
why not the missing ring.
,
When a tree grows in such a place that too little of the
moisture of a dry season is available for growth, the tree
does not grow, or it may grow orily on one side where some
moisture is available to the roots." The ring which grdws
on one side in such a case is usually microscopic in size; but
the record on the other side is short one year's growith.
When is a missing ring not missing? When it is present;on
one of the other s~tors of the tree. One knows that the rIng
is missing from a specimen because the record of large and
small rings of one tree matches those of a number of other
trees, but with the exception that the records of the one is one
year off from that of the others over part of its length. Per'haps the records match from 1936 back to 1905, but below ;
that the sm,all rings on the ridge tree are one year ahead of
those of that group talffin from the slopes.·
The implication is that about 1905 one ring did not grow . i
upon the ridge tree, and when one looks at the main group to
locate a very small. ring indicating a very dry year :pear'that
point, he finds that 1904 was, indeed, very dry in the South•
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west. 1904 is very likely to be missing~ but a good -detective may be able to find a minute indication of its presence at
some point in the cross section ,of a specimen.
Checking in these missing rings is simpler in explanation than in execution. Beneath a desk light, hour after
hour, s~t Dr. "D" peeringthr~ugha magnifying glass at a
bit of wood held so close that it rubbed his nose. Night
. after night his white hair reflected back a halo of light,glowing like a moon from dusk until dawn. Men laughed at him
and he began to question his own idea of seeing the weather
through tree rings, but still :he shaved the wood surfaces
clean with a razor blade, oiled them, and painstakingly
checked the records of specimen to specimen and hunted
the miss~ng rings. Year after year his charts collected;
his measurements of individual ring widths grew to fill filing
cases and his specimens collected in boxes on shelves, boxes
beneath tables, boxes lost but not forgotten in dusty corners,
filled with the skeletons of old pieces of apparatus devised
for ring measurements and for mechanical studies of cycles.
He ma~hed the records of modern trees against thos~ of
beams long ago cut for house roofs in the Hopi villages, some
of thes~ Hopi beams having been cut in the 16th century
and used again and again in new houses built when old ones
collapsed. The outer rings of the old trees duplicated the
records of the inner rings of the more modern and younger
group; the two together offered a record of. dry and wet
seasons back to the 'early 1300'8, A. D.
·
.
During the historic period of the Southwest, the Spaniards recorded ~t least two bad drouth periods and their
effects upon the Indians. In 1668, '69,.and '70, the pueblo of
the J umanos, one of the group east of the Manzano mountains in New Mexico, suffered drouth and famine almost to
the point of extinction,
and while slightly over a century
I
later, between 1~78 and '80, the Hopis of northern Arizona
were struck by drouth, .famine, and disease. The cattle
which they had acquired from the Spaniards all died;· the
people themselvF were starved to skeletons. .Many died;
.

.
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some joined the'Navajo; som~ tried to get to Zuiii w~ere
conditions were slightly better~ The Spaniards tried to rqake
of their hardships a wedge by which to persuade thenb. to
come over into the Rio Grande and give themselves rip as
Spanish subjects, but the unconquered tribe answered ·that
they preferred death to subjectibn. De Anza reported that
if rains did not come the next season the entire group w~uld
have had that choice of death and extinction; their food iWas
gone; their animals, were gone; the desert produced too little
food to sustain life except for a roving people accustometl to
. !I
traveling long distances.
,
These were the effects on the pueblos of three year
drouths for .which. the tree records' showed very small rings,
missing in some cases. What, then, of:-tonger drouths 'and
of their effect upon people and trees? '
The chart was back to the early 1300's, and there it
stopped at a period so difficult to read that certainty was
impossible. The midnight 'oil bur~ed out;-the razor blades
fell one after another into the waste basket, but the missing
ling, in its absence, was lord of the-day.
The scent of the tree ring struggles had been set in
Arizona up to this time. Now.the scene shifts to northwestern New Mexico, where Neil Judd and Earl Morris,
archaeologists of national repute, were excavating Pueblo
Bonito in Chaco Canyon and Aztec Ruin, north of there, near
.Farmington.
. .
The historians and the tourists of the country have always asked for dates on the ruins excavated. -The archaeologists were more concerned with culture sequences, variat!ons, developments, and diffusion than they were with exact
time, but they tried to oblige, and the dates which they
suggested varied from man to man as much as their hat
sizes. I do not mean to say that they gave out wbatever date
first came into their minds; they manfully tried to evalu,ate
what data they had on chronology, but that da~a actually
gave no more than relative chronologies of culture sequences.
Hundreds of y~ars in one man's e~timate became thousands
I
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to another. J ~dd and Morris decided that if they could persuade their ~stronomical~r~end, Dr. "D", to ~tudY the spec.imens of roof I beams WhICh they were taking from theIr
ruins, he might be able to construct a master chart from
them. If, evJntually, very old Hopi beams or beams from
late pr~historic ruins could be found, their records might'
fit onto the inner record of the long modern master chart
and onto the outer record of the prehistoric' pieces, and so
fill in the gap and date the ancient roof beams and, hence, the
ruins, at the same time that it carried the record of weather
fluctuations several hundred years farther into the past for
sun spot and meteorological studies.
The beams were collected and Dr. Douglass began their
study. The drY climate of New Mexico is proverbial; these
old beams had been so well preserved that when they were cut
the center was golden with pitch and the odor of re~in was
strong. A master chart was made to represent the beams as
a group from each ruin; the charts were matched against
each other and two ruins were found to be very close to the
same age. But what the age was remained a mystery; there
was a definite gap between the ancient and the modern
charts~ How to fill it?
Dr. Douglass came to the rescue again, with the same
straightforward thinking which characterized his decision
to begilil tree ring work. . Certain pottery types were khq,wn
to represent the general period of the old specimens. Certain tYJj>es were known to approximate the period of the interior of the modern chart. Between these types of 'Pottery
others were known to come in a general ~equence. If a ruin
with th~ types in between couJd~be110cated, it might produce
logs which would fill in the p:ap in the chart. At the same
time, these new logs' might clarify the faulty record at 'the'
inner end of the modern chart, that faulty record on which
some trees indicated so many missin~ rings that the accuracy of all for that period was in question.
Once again Dr. "D" solved the problem. In the summer
of 1927 a beam expedition was sent out, a ruin answering
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to the proper description was located at Showlow, in! the

. White Mountains of Arizona, alJ.d the, logs taken from it
proved to be of the right period, crossed the gap, linked the ,
two charts, dated the ruins, and carried the main chart, with
its new additions, back to about 700 A. D. The missing
rings of the late 1200's were found to be part of what is now
known as the Great Drouth, lasting from 12'76 to 1299. It
was the longest and driest drouth known in the total period
.of the master chart, which has now been carried back to 11
A. D. for the area of Arizona and northwestern New Mexico.
The latest dates to be found on the logs used in many southwestern pueblos fall within this period, and archaeologists
can picture large districts of formerly populated area being
crossed by famished bands of people seeking new homes,
f~, and water. Their own pueblos were deserted, and the
, fact that hordes of the people must have died at this time
is indicated in the limited areas of occupation in the succeeding period. The peak of pueblo extension had been reached;
the :peak of pueblo culture had passed, and the missing rings
spoke as clearly. as the deserted villages of the tragedy of
that passing. The land was so ,dry that even the trees could.
not grow; a curse from the water spirits, the clouds', the
spirits of their ancestors, was upon the people, and they left,
dying.
The Rio Grande are,a of New Mexico was populated
more heavily from this period onward than it :had been previously. Apparently some of the people who were forced
by drouth from their old homes and their garden farms came
east of this Mecca of flowing water and fertile river terraces.
Here we can trace their moves and their relative periods of
cultural developments, but so far they have been dated
ba~k
,
only into fhe13th century. W. S. Stallings, a student of Dr.
Douglass, came i\lto the Rio Grande to work out its record
of weather fluctuations and to date its ruins, but the task so
difficult in Arizona was even more difficult here: Aided by
the experience Dr. Douglass could pass on to those he
trained, Stallings was still held in the strong clutch of that
"
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demon of nature,-our old acquaintance, the missing ring.
In the Rio Grande the areas in which the weather fluctuations are consistent are small; these areas can be compared
with other areas in which the records may be almost alike
or on the other hand, far from alike.. Districts next to each
other .may be less alike in their records than some far removed from each other. . Tile patience and care of Stallings..
were not second to that of Dr. Douglass when he worked out
separate charts for the districts of the Rio Grande and of
the surrounding mountains and valleys. At present the.re
is a tentative Rio Grande master chart which covers all of
the smaller charts, but the variations within the large area
make the composition of such a master chart hazardous and
difficult. From some of the valley ruins around Albuq\lerque, the juniper beams of the old roofs cannot ev~n be cross
dated upon themselves, the record of one identified in the
record of another. Juniper, it must be admitted, is infinitely
more difficult than pine or pinon or Douglas fir for tree ring
work, as its growing habits make the. rings of uneven widths
and tenuous. But the missing rings,-well, you understand
by now what we would say about them, and, probably, what
we privately say to them!
Tree ring work in New Mexico has not been en.tirely
limited to the wood of prehistoric or of historic ruins. In
the eastern slopes of the Manzano mountains drowses a small
Spanish village named for those mountains. In the spring,
the traveler sees a pink glow of apple blossoms long before
he sees the houses of the brown adobe town, and these blos- '
soms are on trees in orchards reputed to date back to the
period when the Franciscan brothers worked for the souls of
pueblo people living in large villages in the district. Bandelier said he could find no record of the planting of these
orchards in the memory of the modern inhabitants, and it is
he, probably, who started the story of the great age of the
gnarled treeSJ The trees do not bear fruit today, but early"
American soldiers coming to Manzano found girls selling
local" apples as refreshments at dances,' much as our cigarette girls do today.
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Perhaps science is harsh on romance, but thQse apple
orchards, laid out in rows, suggested themselves as excellent
material for tree ring studies: One of the old trees in the
north orchard had died during the year; its last leaves were
still shriveling upon it. Its trunk was as large as any there,
;- and the fact that the trees stood in rows suggested that
they all had been set out at one time. While the villagers
. gathered to watch from the stone wall around the orchard,
this recently dead tree was cpt and sawed down, and in
scientific glee I carried the stump back to my laboratory. I.
had little idea from the trees themselves whether they were
young or old, but I was going to prove their age from a c~unt
of the rings in my specimen.
I suppose it is a wonder that 'some chamber oj commerce
in the state'did' not hurry me into solitary confinement and
burn my log; the date which I published for its interior was
no earlier than 1800 A. D. Such a rejuvenation and face
; lifting of antiques has been paralleled in practically every-'
thing dated by the Douglass method of tree ring analysis;
man proposes but the wood disposes the great age of the
Southwest. We know that the pueblo cultures and their
progenitOrs, the Basket Makers, extend back at least to the
time of Christ and probably further. We c~n give definite
dates on ruins b~k into the sixth century,.p.a,nd we know 01
many earlier ,ones yet to be dated. But before these people
were here, the much-discussed post-Pleistocene. people
camped and flaked their h~ndsome Folson and Yuma points
and hunted the bison and the mammoth. How long ago did
these people live? ' Geologists offer estimates varying from
2000 to 20,000 years and only geologists can settle the
problem.
.
The Southwest is old enough; it -needs no romantic fibs
to estabiish its right to vote. As for the exact age of its
many old cultures, we shall continue to consult the trees, our
most accurate time pieces, as far back as they will go. Then
gir~ yourselves for battle and take up the razor blade; be
onward and after the Missing Ring.

...
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Nancy Hanks
By GLEN BAKER

Nancy Hanks dressed in the firelight,
Not yet had she been wed;
What were her thoughts in the firelight
The hickory back-log fed?
Did she see a looming event
In shadows cast before?
Was there perhaps a man-child
Playing upon the floor?
\

Duerme en Paz
By MAY REES

J

;\

.

Duerme en paz·
La madre mia.
Las manos lindas
Quietas Bon.
Duerme en paz.
A la tempestad de la vida
Sigue la calma de la gloria.
Y duerme hoy la. siesta
Que sera la siesta mia
En la tierra la interr6,
EI cuerpo solo. El espiritu-j No!
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Americanism-My Definition
, A SYMPOSIUM
"

ONT~IBUTO~.to

symp~iu~ w~re

requested to Write
C theIr definItion this
of A m,encanUJm In from fifty
two
~

hundred words. Since the last few months have stirr~ up
so 'much talk on an American way of political life and an
American plan for economic society, the QUARTERLY intends
here to bring together interpretations of Americanism
which may offer clearcut points of view as to just what representative Americans consider, fundamental to the life of
our nation.'

*

lie

*

Americanism, according to my belief in it, means first
of all, not only my own freedom but the other fellow's-within, of course, the agreed limitations of such laws as may
be adopted by a majority but are ahvays"subject to change by
a later' majority. And this freedom means f,reedom of
thought, freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, freedom of action, and even, if necessary, the free right-which
Lincoln mai;ntains as Americanism-to revolt and take the
consequences.
The second most vital quality in Americans, as I see it,
is the principle that every' citizen of age shall b.evrotected
in bis free use of the secret ballot to register political judgment, so that the remedy of conditions shall always potentially lie within the hands of the majority and not of any
so-called benevolent minority whatsoever.
At the.present moment in our affairs, a timely quality
of true Americanism would seem ~o me to be a strong sense
of our constitutional right to change the const~tution whenever the changing needs .of the' country so warrant. At the
present moment ~lso a timely quality of .true Americanism
would seem to me to be as vigilant guard against the burrowing from within by such organizations as the Daughters

.

,
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of the American Revolution as against attacks from without
by such organizations as Fascism and Communism.
WITTER BYNNER, Poet.

Santa Fe, N. M.

Americanism is an adherence to a system of government, in which the citizen is free to live, do, think, speak,
WI1te, 'and worship (or not worship), as he plea:ses, limited
in the exercise of his freedom only by the equal right of
every other citizen; and in which those limits are clearly
defined and enforced by general law, deliberately adopted by
the ,majority acting through duly constituted forms and
agencies-all under a written constitution, by which rights
gelilerally deemed fundamental are guaranteed, and which
cam be changed only by processes giving ample opportunity
for general approval ,or disapproval.
C. M. BOTTS, Lawyer.
Albuquerque, N; M. "

1 '

Taking into consideration the caliber of the individual,
tr,e Americanism. affords the ouportunity to participate in
the great adventure of life on a fair competitive basis.
The American Ideal envisions a government that· consiCllers the viewpoint of youth, maturity, and age. A government without paternalism, except such as is necessary for
th;e reasonable protection of the child in youth, the opportun~ty for education to prepare for future citizenship, and a
r~asonable security in olq age.
: Americanism'should afford protection to civil liberties
and property rights under a constitutional government
guaranteeing at all tin"es the rights of the minority as
against the majority.
At its best Americapism should call for a fair contribu- ~
tion from each citizen, and in turn afford a reasonable opportunity for individual be1lterment in accordance with ability.
Such a government and ~he social order hereunder in spite of
imperfections, are the best man has yet devised.
!?EARCE C. RODEY, Lawyer.
Alb, uquerque, N .M
.
"'"
6>
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Americanism is a composite characteristic or picture
of one hundred' twenty-five million different individuals,
ranging from the rugged indivIdualism of the waterfront
gangster or the Wall Street banker to the meekness of ~
Mahatma Ghandi or the lowly Nazarene.
JOSEPH GILL, Lawyer..
Albuquerque, N. M.
Americanism does not mean loud, blatant, ~ssertive
pseudo-patriotism, nor does it imply one hundred percentism, Chauvinism, flag-waving, or Red-baiting. It does mean
a fervent love ,of this America of ours" a quiet yet firm conviction that its institutions, though permitting many inequalities andJnjustices, do offer greater opportunities for
,"liberty and the pursuit of happiness" than do those of any
other country; and a deep determination to develop and to
maintain those institutions at any cost. While reeognizing
'.the importance in bur lives of bath tubs, automobiles, radios,
and the hundred other material conveniences, it holds to the
belief that sympathy, tolerance, brotherhood, and the-love of
spiritual beauty,' are still more. essential to our people.
Finally, in the splendid lines of Euripides, as translated by
John Milton, it believes that
This is true liberty, when freeborn men
Having t'advise the public, may speak free.
GEORGE ST. CLAm, Dean of Fine Arts College.
University of New Mexico,
. Albuquerque.
I

,

'J

'!<

Personal liberty is to me the most valuable part of the
American tradition. Personal liberty in America has been
attacked in recent years, and it has even been curtai~ed, but
this country nevertheless remains, as it always has been, a
land of liberty. I believe there is more intellectua' iliberty
in America today than in any other major nation~u The social
taboos and legal censorships that once hampered the artist·
and writer have been almost completely removed,' and free,

~
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A realistic definition of Americanism should run in
terms of what Americans profess' and do. Opposite and
diverse things seem to be the rule. Thus, ~tudes, and swing
music; patriotic ideals, and selling munitions to warring
nations; "love thy neighbor," and "devil take the hindmost" ;
"the greatest good to the greatest number," and protective
tariffs; government hands off, and protection against "Unfair" ,trade practices; Harvard, and Hollywood;, Shak~s
peare and the pulpf\; government larg~ss, and lower taxes;
a melting pot, and race riots; Ku Klux Klan, atheistic cults,
Liberty League, League' for Better Relations with Soviet
Russia, Single ~ax League, Birth Control, Fundamentalism,
donkeys and the more abundant life, elephants and sUnflowers. But through it all an uncritical belief that perfectibility is in the offing, perhaps near, perhaps' remote, depending on the degree of faith.
, VERNON G. SqRRELL, Professor of Economics.
University of New Mexiao,
Albuquerque.
o

.
1

,
0'

J1
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Whether thought of as principle or as goal, Americanism, at root, means the right of every citizen to full development and expression, no matter what his origin or sacial
. status. America was founded by people passionately intent
upon such a right. They thought specifically in terms of
religion, or government, or economics, but, fundamentally,
they thought of self-expression through th~e ,~venues.
However, because of conditions surrounding the c9untry's
growth, Americans have tended toward both romanticism
,
and naivete; extent of territory and ,hugeness of :natural resources have l~d us to believe that there was room fot all and
.plenty for all, without serious collisions of purpose. Now we
begin to live more crampedly, physically and mentally; we
face clashes of interest; and we discover that unchecked expression of one strong will ma~ make, not only for inade'quate expression, but even the complete throttling ,(j)f many
wills.
.
.:
So, America, at the thres~old of the life of ~ mpre conlonger
gested population, finding that equal opportunity
resides in broad spaces and the lavishness of Natur~, is confused. America clings to its long-precious ,belief; but
blindly. The country has changed, but Americanisri, so defined, has not. The task of the present generation is Ito make
that old principle valid in modern and in future AmJrica.
,
'
i
JAY{j. KNODE, Dean of the General'Coll~ge.,
University of New Mexico,~
: .

no
l

Albuquerque.

I'd say Americanism amounted to a superhitiye inter,est in co-operation and organization. I'd call it Lalmost a
superfluous interest if it ~asn't indisputable that! Mother
, Nature permits men and nations a 'great play of possibilities'
from which to choose a few to make something out iof. We
doubtless have in this characteristic of ours something we
can turn to remarkably beneficent use as we grow ~ore s~t
tied in our landscape and more h&mogeneous in bJOpd or in
understanding.
'1
' :
I
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It's extraordinarily ha~d to know anything about one's
country, of course, because 'It's extraordinarily hard to know
anything about oneself. The above is the only idea I'd care·'
to hazard about Americans, as apart from Europeans and"
Asiatics. The habit of joining has been a human characteristic'from the first, but certainly we push it to an extre~e.
We join for the sake of joining, and partake of movements..
which basically conflict with one another. Deacons of the
chu~ch light the flares of the Ku Klux Klan, and political
racketeers lead the cohorts demanding social justice.
.
HANIEL LONG, Poet..
Sant,a Fe, N. M.
Americanism is that WJay of life which seeks the highest
degree of individual freedom of thought and action that 'is
consonant with the greatest welfare of society. This ideal
liv~ in other times and other climes before it became ~he
American shibboleth. Society itself connotates the surrender of a measure of individual freedom. Two bodies may
not ~imultaneously occupy the same space; hence ever increasing population reduces each individual's quantity of
freedom while modifying, if not enhan~ing, its quality."
Always individual freedom must yield to the paramount
social welfare. Many liberties of three million American
pioneers have been surrendered to the social welfare of their
huncilred million descendants. But that same social wel:l;are
has provided many new compensatory freedoms. Sane
restriction may actually increase freedom. In 1793 social
welfare did not require regulation of railroads. Today'
traffic must be regulated, the leper ptust be quarantined. In
order that motor traffic may be free to move at all, it must
observe prescribed rules. Such appropriate regimentation
is applied Americanism. Unrestricted freedom, excessive·
individualism would destroy Americanism. Changing restrictions appropriate to changing conditions are essential
'
to tqe realization of my ideal of Americanism.
Alb~querque.
GEORGE C. TAYLOR, Lawyer.
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The disposition is strong to define AmericaJnism 'in
terms of my a.spirations for my country anq its people,
rather than in'terms of what the word has actuallY come
to connote to me. I should like to be able to say, and honestly
so, that Americanism means allegiance to the best in American life as I see that best.
But I am afraid the word has no such sigDi:fi~ance to
~ me. 'The word hAs been ruin'ed by the company has kept,
or, better, by the low purposes it has so often-bee~ used to
bless and conceal. During my undergraduate days Ameri.canism was· the patent slogan 'employed by Ku :Kluxers
to mask their intolerance of Catholics and forejgn-born
citizens. Of late years it has been overworked by ~ certain
group of short-sighted men in an effort to make disrespectable in this country Intelligent thinking on the subjeet of our
increasingly important foreign relations. More r~ently it
has been used in a manner designed to condemn those who
patriotically try' to serve their nation by removing the causes
of discontent i.n the lives of the humble. Because these' and
similar sins have been committed in the name of American.~
ism, the term has been spoiled for me.
Americanism, as I see it, is a word commonly used to
induce all sorts of people who think differently to act, and at
times, to votea:like. It is a vague word of high-emotional
content, a symbolic word that'means all things ,to all men,
a "weasel" word in the sense Theodore Roosevelt used the
term-a word that conceals rather than conveys meaning.
In short, Americanism, in common usage, is a kind of lowest·
common denominator by which leaders, gen~rany fakirs,
attempt to establish contact with a following they desire to
lead to no good end.
0''1'
Without meaning to be facetious or enigmatic, let me '
conclude by saying, that Americanism, instead of 'representing a standard to which all men might repair has become a .
symbol all honest men ought to repair.
THOMAS C. DONNELLY, Professor of Political Science.
University of N,ew Mexico, Albu(jUerque.

it
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I do not know what Americanism is; the term is used in
different senses by different people. Tp a nit-wit flagsaluter, it means one thing; to a humanistic student of history, :it means another.
But I can make a guess as to what Americanism ought
to be.
It ought to be a reasonable but not fanatical affection
for the land in which we were born, and a feeling that our .
friends and neighbors and fellow-countrymen are, our possible sympathetic fellow-workers toward the future. It
ought to include a profound sense of humiliation, in view of
the hideous and cruel mess we have made of things in the
past. It ought to be eager to accept such lessons as are
adaptable to our land, and it ought to be bright enough not
to condemn an idea just because it orjginated in Russia or
elsewhere. It ought to insist that every -man, woman, and
child be given a decent chance to lead a decently happy life
no matter what they maycost the people who pay inheri-'
tance taxes.
I do not believe that Americanism nece~sarily involves
the need for a bloody revolution. But I do believe that it
involves a reconstruction of our social structure to an extent
that is not even yet clear to the eyes of most Americans.
Though America has achieved wonders, I believe that
George Washington would look with his fa:mous, cold glare
of contempt on any present-day American who admitted
that he thought that there were not terrific changes still to
be made. Unfortunately, I know a great many Americans
who regard any change as a low form of treason.
.
I am not a Red: the Red Flag is not tatooed on my chest.
Nor is the American flag. I am simply one of the millions of
quiet, native-born Americans who are dissatisfied with the
presoot, but who have a vague hope for the future. And I
refuse to believe that Americanism is a belligerent thing, or
that iIt is incompatible with a respect for the citizens of other
nations and a hearty desire to co-operate with them.
ARTHUR DAVIDSON FICKE, Poet.
Hillsdale, New York.
I

0

b_
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What Amer!canism is escapes me.
I should like to state what I wish it were.
1. Equality": in the courts', in education, in health and
work.
2. Freedom of opinion and expression, including the
right to'criticize the government and to advocate its change.
3. A stand~rd of values which would rate, other gifts
\Jiigher than acquisitiveness..
> 4. A sense of citizenship which would make every citi-'
zen feel that he owed some thought, time and effort to public
affairs.
5. Courage to face change, readiness to . try the
untried, ability to go ahead with a changing world.
6. Freedom from snobbery.
ERNA FERGUSSON, Southwestern Author, Lecturer.
Albuquerque, N. M.
~

.

Americanism means more than certain specific rights
and duties. It is an ideal-a vision of the increasing democratization of life, bringing greater freedom, opportunity,
and abundance to all men. The truly American way would
be to rescue the orIginal republican ideal and intention from
its grave in the letter of the law, so as to give it life and
meaning in terms of changed conditions. Any dOctrine,
any "ism," even Americanism, without intelligent re-interpretation and re-adaptation, becomes a straight-jacket
instead of being the liberating force it was originally
intended to be. , '
DUDJ:tEY WYNN, Profesor of English.
University of New Me~o.
America-The New Englander thinks of maples on a
hill; the Floridian of shrimp boats coming through green
marshes; the Chicagoan of blue shadows under the bridges;
the Southwesterner of the smell of desert rain ... America
is home.
FRANCES GILMORE, Southwestern Author, Teacher.
Universlty of Arizona, Tucson..
I .
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To me, Americanism symbolizes an attitude toward life
and an end to be accomplished under our" system of government. It embC?dies a principle that is as universal in its
meaning as the concept of the brotherhood of man. For the
origin of this attitude and the nature of the social end to be
realized, I look back first to my childhood environment ; and
back of this to the ideals and hopes which made possible the
Declaration of Independence and our Constitution.' It was
these ideals which gave my parents the basis for their faith
in the future of America. Accordingly, my Americanism
is an inherited attitude, ideal, and method. It embodies'
the progressive realization of the dream of great thinkers
and the hopes of oppressed men. In practice it is a rationally planned program for realizing a fuller, freer, and more
secure, life for all citizens than has ever been re!lized by
men at any other time or in any other land. The idealistic
conditions of this full and free life are best' stated in the
Preamble of our Constitution, which declares that the purpose and end of ouf system of government is to "establish
Justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our posterity." Our Consti.
tution, our representative form of government, our secret
ballot, and our legal institutions are our American instruments and agencies through which we may realize these ends
by peaceful, lawful and orderly methods.
This is my Americanism. It commands that I shall not
consciously barter it away for temporary advantage or personal gain, and that I shall fearlessly live arid labor for its'
progressive realization.
A. S. WHITE, Professo'l' of Political Science.
University of New Mexico.
We must insist upon Americanism in terms of the land,
the forests, the water, the minerals, the man power of the
nation-not of anyone hereditary right or group of rights.
Slave owners in the SOl}th once held a property interest in
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the bodies of scores of human draft animals, and the United
States Constitution had to be amended to deprive them of
that interest. If other amendments have to come to emancipate men, land, or the resources of the lana from the
tyranny of so-called vested rights, then it is Americanism
to bring about that emancipation. Americanism is just the
well-being of Americans. We. are wresting sovereignty
from the money barons and their independent sovereignties
within the state. Utopia wil~ round a corner" if an American way can be found to place on these feudal estates the
be made to shoulder,
social responsibility which wealth must
'
T. M. PE~E, Professor of English.
The University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, Neill) Mexico.
.'

\\

Becalmed
By JOHN DILLON' HUSBAND

~,

Strained eyes will find no star above this sea,
To hold the mind upon, a fixed course,
To steer for one far star' when no whid blows,
Is task to tax the weight of all man's force
More dreadfully than any,. storm he knows.

','

This agony of dark, of light that's ende4,
Cuts against tHe marrow of the soul
Unlike the quiet ligbtanddarkness blended
That guides the nervous scraping of the mole.
Strained eyes will find no star above this sea,
And stars without a wind were futile find! .
Yet helms in hand we watch for what may be,
And wait for some far wind to lift the mind.
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Egocentric
By

MARGARET PAGE HOOD

I lay beneath a cedar tree
And felt the world go spinning free.
Across the dark-laced arc of sky
Prodigious mountains rolling by
Entonoo a vibrant melody.
The cedar branches hummed with sound
Of wind, and underneath the ground
The red roots struggled in silent flight.
But what were they to me that night
When I saw the moon was bound?
Caught on the wing like a silver bird
And hanging fast in the cedar tree. I heard
Her shining feathers rustle by
And her voiceless cry
Touched me and stirred
My. pity. I left her there for what could I do
When the world spun true
.,
In a mighty curve, the stars flowed'
Into a molten river, and I rode
On as the darkness grew.
Tight pressed to earth, ~y ear
'
Suddenly heard the pounding of the gear
That turned this universal top "
And then I knew ... The world would never stop
. While my pulse beat so strong and clear. ,
{.
i4

~:
)

..."
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Dry Husks
M.STOWE CAL.VIN

.
brought Maria to his hogan in the moon of falling
leaves. Juan worked as siI~ersmith, setting the jewelry
with turquoise, signifying divine protection. Very near him,
beneath the gn~rled cottonwood tree where stood the loom,
Maria wove the gay colors she loved. Occasionally she would
ride her pinto pony to the trading iJost and sell or trade h~
blankets for food and clothing for herself and Juan.
. Time pass~ with no cloud to darken the sky. Ca~e Little
Blue-bird. Juan made for her a cradle from a perfect pine
tree. From the oak he formed a hood, then painted the
cradle inside and out and made a buckskin curtain to hang
above the head. ~. Maria made for it a little blanket and .tiny
pillow, and together they tied the carrier to the cradle-board
with lacings, and in it Little Blue:'bird lay-in the same way
a tree grew-upward. Juan looked forward to the time
when the child could run about and Maria prepared baby ,
moccasins. Maria sang to the child-of the blue-bird and
coyote, of rocks anti trees, of moons and winds.
Juan worked steadily at his bench for another year,
seldom riding or hunting as of,old. His body was growing
lean and there· was a bright red spot on either high cheek
bone. Truly the evil spirit must be pursuing him, and Maria
prevailed upon 'him to go to the medicine-man. Juan, with
his ceremonial ba~ket of meal to sprinkle over the bodies of
the dancers, recited sentence by sentence a prayer; then came
the wild dance of swaying bodies and rhythmIC feet. Juan
returned to his hogan, but day by day grew weaker. After
much tactful persuasion, Maria induced him to seek the
white medicine man.
">
"I will go with you," she said. So, with Little Blue-bird,
they made the trip to:-the far-away 'city on horseback.
"Rest," the physician decreed, "and much nourishhlg
food and milk"
'"
UAN

J

~.
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Poor Juan could no longer ply his trade and the market
for Maria's blankets was now not good. Poverty facedilj them
-poverty and illness.
Juan was lying outside the hogan, as 'the white medicine man had commanded, when a swashbuckling stranger
:rode up, to the very door of the hogan, disregarding the fact
that the entrance is ever on the side farthest from path Qr
road, to prevent intrusion.
"Hell~ Indian," he said, "How about a trip to Vasquez
Rocks? We haven't enough Hollywood bucks for a scene and
we want some of you fellows to come over and help us."
Maria stole softly to Juan. "Don't go," she said. "You
are far from well."
Juan looked at her kindly, but turning to the stranger,
"What is the pay?" he asked.
"Five bucks a day if you make good; and say, can you
ride?"
Juan looked his scorn. Can a Navajo ride! But he
merely replied, "I will come."
The motion picture company had :&ented horses, so took
none from the Indians. They herded the redmen i~to a,
huge truck and made the long, long drive.
As Juan departed, he, waved to Maria, who stood beside
her loo~, with Little Blue-bird shyly peeping frotn behind
her skirts. Maria bravely smiled and waved her small hand,
but her heart was heavy with foreboding.
There was a brief rest in the camp ('}f the company, after
the long trip, then rehearsals--.endless-for the scene.
_"The white man's plays are not the real kernel of life
-just dry husks," Juan thought.
'
The sun was as brass. The sky as blue as the turquoise
Juan wore in his head-band. Sparse grey-green sage brush
and occasional scraggly brush sprang from the arid soil., To
add to the discomfort from heat, the horses' hoofs raised
clauds of dust in the wild gallop doWn the mesa. Again and
again the cowboys and Indians rode madly. down the grade,
and the Indians, the while, gave their wild war cries. Again
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and again were they recalled, the picture proving unsatis_.
factory. '
_
.
_ Just to creep to the shelter of Vasquez Rocks and lie in
the shadow and quiet, poor Juan thought, an olla of cool
mountain water to quench his maddening thirst.
"Water," cried the cowboys..
"Water," echoed the Indians; but a heavy truek had
crushed the 'pipe which brought in the supp~, and w~a.ry
,men and horses were near perished from thirst.
"Put this scene over and w~» will give you water," ca)led
the director. "All set. Let's go!"
And once more Juan straightened his lithe body and
tightened his horse's rein. Swiftly he rode down the slope.
When he reached the level mesa, Juan patted the tired horse.
"Poor Sundown!" he said. "That you too should suffer' in
so unworthy cause."
.
Juan felt the young physician, with the surgeon's kit,
watching him ;'heard him tell the camera man that,he 'would
~.
" \.better send to the tent for his own bottle of 'Water..
This thirst, thought brave Juan; but was he not earning
money for Maria and Little Blue-bird. A brief rest, and a
messenger brought from a tent a five-gallon bottle of water
-a drop in the bucket for the army of thirsty men. A lean,
gawky boy passed a dipper full of water to Juan; as directed.
Next to J uan wa~ an aged Indian, whose seamed face and
bare brown body glistened with sweat. He was a chief- Gray Eagle. Juan, with an Indian's deference for age,
handed the chief the dipper. The old man drank from it .
then returned it, haliemptied, to'Juan; but Juan waved it
aside and the old chief finished the dr~ught. The water-boy
refilled the dipper and gave it to Juan. Juan drank hurriedly, for came the strident tones of the director. "Let's go.
Ride!" and the near swooning Juan was off at a gallop, his
feverish lips parched, his. aching thirst still unquenched.
Immobile face, erect form, muscles lithe beneath duskY skin.
~. Of all the riders none so skilled. Beckoning to him,. the
..
director said:
dO

,
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"Would you consider doubling for Grey Eagle? It is,
dangerous work but good pay. The chief has been with us
for many years and we think him too valuable to take the
risks of this scene."
Juan thought of the dire needs of Maria and Little Bluebird.Daily food was becoming a desperate problem.
"I win," he replied.
.
Abov~ the mesa rose steep cliffs. Down one of these
Juan must ride.
"Give him Grey Eagle's horse," the director commanded.The chief dismounted, exchanged horses with
Juan, gave him his head-gear, and in an undertone, brief
directions as to reining. Juan r"ade the trail to the summit .'
of the bluff and sat-a burnished bronze statue---awaiting
the signal. A gun was fired. Swiftly the sure-footed horse
descended 'the precipitous grade.
"0. K.," the director cried, "but we did not get in the
necessary background."
Three times had Juan taken the dangerous plunge.
Again horse and rider appeared on the brow of the cliff. The·
signal wa~ given, and weary man and beast began the descent. It-must be ridden swiftly. Half way down the grade
there was a treacherous Jedge of shale. The horse's hoofs
slipped and Juan instantly tightened rein. Once more the
horse regained footing, only to step into another pitfall.
There was a crumbling of earth and rock. The faithful horse
slipped-sUd-then horse and rider plunged headlong, a
hundred-foot drop to the mesa below.
The physician was the first'to reach the spot. Juan lay ,
motionless-a crumpled figure. Dark eyes closed, a trickle,
of blood oozing through his glistening black hair. The horse
lay near-bleeding--one leg broken. The doctor moistened
Juan 7s lips and tried to force him to swallow the precious
water. In vain. At last Juan regained consciousness.
•
"Maria r 7 ,he gasped. Then-blackness. Later he again
opened gr~at dark eyes.
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"Great Spirit, Thou art strong. Give me aid-" and
Juan had entered the Indian's Happy Hunting Ground.
,
Simultaneously a shot was fired. The suffering horse
ceased to struggle. The dead ha~' a mount.
.

1

Eagerly Maria 'awaited the return of Juan. Slowly, majestically, the old chief approached the girl. No word
- escaped his lips. Solemnly he made a sign. Marie knewand bowed herself to the earth.
The Indian carpenter made a substantial box, large
enough to contain not only thel~pdy of Juan wrapped in new
blankets, but als() his jeweled saddle, bridle, and quirt, which
were placed at hIs feet. The aged chief stood besi~e Mari~
who gazed far into the distance. His to protect the young
wife and child. Together they rode to the "sings" or chants
- -the chant of Mother Earth, of Father Sky, of Sun and
Moon an~ Stars, of Blue Dawn and Twilight-the an~ient
rites and lofty prayers of an ignorant people, whicW lift
their hearts and make them' good. A primitive people insearch of the living God.

.

Patio
By

SPUD JOHNSON

...

Each night the moon and I
Waited a little longer
For you to come.
At last, one night, .the moon
Did not rise at all-"
And you came.

,1. It is a Navajo tradition that the dead must have a mount. During the funeral
rites. a horse or pony is shot at the open grave.
'
i1
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Bridal Song
By ALICE WILSON
4.s th~ mist clings to th~ mountain's breast
8'0 do I cling to thee !
As a mother bird watches over her nest
So do I watch over .thee.
As a child takes the hanjd of an older child
And tries to walk as heSo do I match my step8 with.thine
And walk with thee!

Temer~ty
By ALICE WILSON .
I called a fearsome name in wounded pride
Whell all my faith and credplence had died.
But when my life blood froze at one chill breath, .
I knew that I had summone~ to my side
The awful form and majesty of-Death!
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I

FRANC JOHNSON NEWCOMB

circle that was ever scratched on a sm<lKlth
rock with a bit of flint was, in all probability, a symbGI of
the sun,-the obvious ideograph of that phenomena of nature
which made the deepest impression on the mind of arc~aic
,man. This sun circle is one of the simple symbols that, a1ter
the manner of certain implements of the tStone age, does
not belong to" any definite reIDon or race but markls a
characteristic period of human development among all primates in all countries. To this same category of universal
symbolism .belong triangles to represent clouds, ver~ical
dotted lines depicting rain, a crescent for the moon, and a
jagged line for the lightning. Perhaps even more coniplicat~d designs, such as the cross, the square, the spiral, and
the swastika should be added to this list, but here we meet.
.with students of symbology who argue that these were borrowed from older and more sophisticated civilizations.
The American Indians of the Southwest had no neep to
borrow their symbols of the sun. It is indeed rather astonishing that th~y did not regard the sun as a diety and become
sun-worshippers in a land so dominated by the solar disc.
But none of the present day Amer.inds are worshippers of! the
sun, although the religious ceremonies of every tribe do contain various prayers and rites dedicated to the sun and, the
human blessings derived from its rays. The sunrise, the Sun..
set, the equinox, and-the eclipse are all included in this ~omprehensive ritual, but the sun itself is regarded more- as a
.•
divine miracle than as a god.
In the Navajo legend of creation, the First People,who
were the ImIHortals, carved the sun from a piece of stone.
They made it~in the shape of a circle, for even in the b~in
ning, the circ'~ seems to have symbolized obje_ctsand fotces
HE FIRST

T

1.

t See Sand Painting, frontispiece.

(:'

"

.'
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of eternal duration. When it was the right shape, they
covered its face with their most precious stone-the clear
blue turquoise, marked its forehead with white dawn-light,
and lined its chin with the gold of the sunset. Then they
added turquoise horns to indicate strength' and power, decorated it with prayer plumes, and placed it in the eastern sky. '
Here it remained stationa:fy, sending out its rays of heat and'
light ever from one place. This did not prove satisfactory to
the First. People, for soon the eastern country became a hot
barren desert while the western land was always covered
witH snow. At a general council it was decided that the sun •
must move across the sky and, in order that it might be endowed with life and the power to move, it must be given a
spirit.
Through legend and symbol, all archaic people have attempted to account for the movement of the sun, the moon,
and the stars in terms within the periphery of their understanding~ They were familiar with the l>irds, butterflies, and
insects which propelled themselves through the air by means
of wings~ and in consequence, the heavenly bodies were often
symboliz;ed as wearing wings O,ir circlets of feathers, to signify the~r power of traveling 11hrough space li~e the ~irds.
The figure of the Winged GloBe mentioned in the Book of
Malachai as the "Sun-of-Righteousness with heali:ng on its
wings," is a symbol that has wandered, under various modiftcatjons, into every part of the jOld World to adorn religious
and governmental insignia, staltues, coins, and temple frescoes. Students of symbology fi.d surprisingly similar feath. ered sun-symbols carved on Mayan ruins, incised in the walls
of long-~bandoned cliff houses,· and painted on plaques used
in the present day religious cer~monies of our Southwestern
Indians.
The Navajo Indians: hO\\fever, did not add wings to
their blu,e-faced sun. The hornis, which it already possessed,
wer~ identical with wing power, while the prayer feathers on ...
its head and at the tips of the horns were indicative of move- .
mente But, being a stone object made and placed in the sky'
I

I
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by creatures of th~ earth, it had no spirit~ife or motivating
force. All spiritual energy, at this particular period of creation, was supposed to be confined to the beings who lived on
the earth.' When it was decided that the sun must b~;'given
Hfe, Johonohai, who was one of the First People, agreed to
die so that his released spiritual energy· might belong to the
sun. 80 it came about that the first death on earth started
the movement of the greatest heavenly body; the ~second
death gave life to the moon, an~ each succeeding death added
to the number of heavenly bodies that received power and
energy to move through space. .
In the legend hich belongs' tOJthe Wind Ceremony, it is
, told that the lightni g serpents carried the spirit of Jp)lOnohai to the sun. In he Arrow Chant,' the story says that he
was a human arro shot upward frem a large black :bow.
In the Eagle Cerem ny he was supposed to have, been 'given
wings which carri d him to his destination, and iIll the'
Shooting Chant he ooms to have made use· of all thme of •
these agencies. As the legend varies, so do the sand-altar/?
made by the. Navaj medicine men. In the Wind Chant we
find the blue face of the sun crossed-by two serpents; i~ the
Arrow Chant, the s irit stands on the face of the sun, while
a shaft of lightning ith barbed arrows encircles it; fealthers
adorn the sun sy-mbo used in the Eagle Ceremony; while the
Shooting Chant sh s us several variations of the ,same
symbol. But no m tter how simple or how elabora~ the
Navajo 8and-altar-o -the--sun may be, its purpose remains
the same. This pu ose is to capture some of the r~diant
energy of the ,sun f r human ,healing and spiritual b~nefit,
through the medium f religious ritual, painted symbol, and.
chanted prayer.
I

l\l

.'
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By J. W. DIEFENDORF

mister! Having any luck today?"
·
But Bill Thatcher was not to be disturbed just then. ,
He had spied a deep quiet poCket of water under a brushy
bank just above him and he knew there 'Would be a speckled
trout there. Without looking around to see who had hailed
him, he stepped quietly along to a spot from which he could
cast a fly into that pocket without being seen himself. Measuring the distance carefully with his eye, he reeled out the
proper length of line. Back over his shoulder came the fly.
Obeying the dexterous impulse of his wrist, it described a
figure eight in the air and landed' gently on the water just,
under the edge of the brush. There was instant commotion
in the little pool. Bill's fly disappeared and his line cut the
water with lightning speed as the trout sought safety in the
swift water downstream. A gentle pull brought the fish
back into the deeper water of the pool. Back and forth he 1
raced. Twice he broke water in an attempt to shake the hook
from his mouth. But always Bill's practiced han~ kept the
line tight and the hook held. Gradually the trout weakened.
.His rushes became less violent and soon ceased ~ltogether.
He allowed himself to be drawn closer and closer. Finally
the dip net was slipped under him and he was lifted ashore.
Not till then did Bill Thatcher remember that there had
been witnesses to this battle royal.
, "E\nery bit of thirteen inches! Isn't he a whopper?" 'he
exclaimed as he held up the speckled beauty for the hlSPection of the two men who were now approaching him along tlie
path that followed the stream.
"Sure is," responded the taller of the two. "Got any
more like him ?"
"Got another almost as good," said Bill as he reached
'
into his creel.

H

I,

I
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The one he p1;111ed out was almost an exact dupl~cate of
.
the one he had just landed.
"Like as two peas, ain't they?" he exulted. . ,
"That's right," said the second man. "I guess ydu have
a license," he added. "You see my friend here is a game
warden.".
"Sure, I got one," Bill answered. "Here she is. Always
keep her right here in this pocket."
The warden took the paper and examined it.
,
"Why, this is a New Mexico license," he exclaimed.:.
"Well, I'm in New Mexico," Bill replied as he replaced
the paper In his pocket.
"The hell you are!" the warden exploded.
"You are in Colorado" his companion added.. "Don't
you know where the line is ?"
Now as a matter of fact Bill did know exactly wherEf the
line was. In fact he had helped to run that line. He knew
that he wasl>above it now, that he was in Colo;rado, and that
he had been caught red-handed. He knew too that it meant a
fine of twenty-five dollars unless he could outwit his companions. Bill's mind worked fast in an emergency.
"Of course I know where it is," he answered without a
moment's hesitation. "It crosses right up yonder where you
.
see that tall pine."
"It does not," snapped the-warden. "You are already a
good quarteJ; of a mile above it."
"Well, where is it then? Show me where it is if you
know so much ~bout it:" Bill replied in a tone that was in'tended to indicate disbelief.
The warden :;tccepted the challenge.
"Fair enough. Come on. ,I'll show you.'" And he
stepped into the path that led down stream.
"AU rig~t. You show me where the line is and I won't
cross it again," said Bill following.
The warden's companion brought up the rear.
~

•

~
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"You see," ventured Bill, "No one can tell where the line
is. I have fished up and down here for twenty years ,or
more and I always stopped at that tree up there."
"Well, you've been crossing i"t all the time and you've
crossed it just once too often," growled the warden. "You
see that hill that comes down to a point right at the stream,"
he added pausing in the path.
'
"Yes."
"Well, the line crosses right there."
"Is that so! You're sure, are you?"
"Of course I'm sure. Don't you think I know my busin~sr

.

.

"Yes, I suppos'e you know your business all right. But
I want to see right where it is."
"Well, come on," said the warden now thoroughly exasperated. "I'll show you the exact spot."
"Sure! That's the idea. I want to see right where that
line is."
• When they reached the point where the hill sloped
down to the stream the warden. halted.
"Here you are," he said. "The line crosses right here."
"Now you're sure this is the line?"
"Hell, yes! Haven't I told you that half a dozen times?"
Bill turned to the warden's companion.
"Are you sure this is the line?" he ".queried.
"Say, haven't we answered that enough?" was the reply.
"What's the matter with you anyway? Are you cr~zy?"
"No. Not much," Bill returned. He took one step backwards. "Because, you see, if that is the line, then I've
crossed it once more and I'm back in New Mexico now. My
license is good here. Goodbye, gentlemen."
He waved his hand to them, turned his back, and prepared to cast his fly into a little eddy that swirled at the foot
of a big rock just below him. A few min~tes later another
speckled 'beauty was demanding all his attention. He forgot the two men who were watching him with angry eyes
from above the line.
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C?¥MENT AND CORRESPO~n)ENCE

Footnote to HRe'JWoach for cthe Critics'"
his start from an expose of book-reviewing
which was publisl{ed in The'Nation, in 1935, Mr. Alfred
Carter heaps further reproaches upon the critics. (NEW
MEXICO QUARTERLY, August, 1936). Many:"of Mr. Carter's
charges are justified, ~and no one would quarrel with him
over his declaration of independence from the flamboyan~e
that passes as criticism in many of the newspaper~ and thewattached literary sheets.
And yet one can wonder if Mr. Carter hasn't something
of an illusion about the sacrosanct nature of pure .criticism.
He does not say what criticism should be, or establish a
criterion for a bewildered reader of reviews to follow. But
he does imply that if reviewing were relieved of two pressures, that of hurry and that of the .need for selling books, it
would automatically revert to seme previous hypothetical
CC
state of p u r i t y . '
It is easy to over-estimate the value and importance of
criticism, especially when criticism is considered as a guide
to literary endeavor, or as a judge of the worth of literary
achievement. Criticism is, after all, only another literary
genre, interesting in itself; as guide or judge it has been
wayward, erratic, and, in the long. run, without influence.
Sir Philip Sidpey's Essay on Poetry is in itself a delight,
but it was a poor guide; it neither quelled the Puritan
prejudices against the stage, nor offered any, usable suggestion to an Elizabethan playwright-€xcept possibly Ben
Jo~son, and Jonson would have been a classicist anyway,
Sidney or no Sidney. As we look back, it appears that the
Elizabethan playwrights, deliberately shunned the sound,
dignified, mature' criticism of Sidney. CDr. Samuel Johnson
went sadly astray in his estimate of the relative worth of
[311 ]
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. Richardson and Fielding, and assigned the poet Gray to a
lower position than subsequent taste gives him~ That not
so "na~eless blot on a remembered name" was wrong about
Keats, and yet he was a scholar and.a gentleman and his
criticism appeared in a journal that was surely free of the
pernicious influences of hurry and of publishers' advertising
men.. Before Mr. Carter deplores the wishy-washy, on-theone-hand-but-on-the-other type of criticism appearing in
today's journals, let him remember that Croker and Loc~
hart damned Keats heartily, ferociously, wholly. Can the
modern reviewer be blamed for hedging against being as
wholly wrong as the Edinburgh and Blackwood's reviewers
"
were,?
Mr. Carter is right in deploring the social bias of many
reviewers for the New Masses and such journals, one of
whom sought to dismiss Robert Frost's A Further Range,
by saying that Mr. Frost was a reactionary-- and a fascist
- - . That isn't criticism, of course, but neither was it criticism when a certain scholar's class bias showed itself arid
Keats was dismissed as an apothecary's apprentice who
shoqld go at once back to his pill-rolling. The impeccable'
Matthew Arnold con.demned Anna Karenina on· the score
that' no' self-respecting Englishwoman would act as Anna
did. Swinburne, with plenty of time to judge, assigned
Byron to limbo because Byron's workmanship was careless,
not seeing that Byron's· passion was, ultimately, to give
Byron as high a place as Swinburne's meticulous metrics
have ever achieved. Literary history is full of criticism's
misjudgments and false pointings, and if criticism as a literary type were to be judged solely by the accuracy of its
foreeasts or its post facto judgments; the greater part of
even,the purest of it would have its name writ in water. .If
the great critics of the past went into blind alleys, and were
bewil~~ and confused by private prepossession and shortsight.edness and wrong-headedness, wlfat can we expect of a
hara$sed reviewer today? Sainte-Beuve complainea that
his master, Villemain, seemed unwilling to knuckle down and
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pass judgment on Voltaire's Henriade, wrappipg his inde'cision in "opulent sinuosities." Oughtn't that make us a
. little more tolerant of the verbosity and the tortuous indecision of a New' York Times reviewer, who, poor soul, is
usually not wrestling with a static figure of· the past, as M.
Villemain was, but with a.wriggling contemporary? '
Of course, the argument up to this point has been a
kind of tu quoque argument. It has been hinted that frequently the mO$t scholarly criticism of the past ...
was wrong
in its forecasts, erring in its judgments, erected on personal
or class bias, and even indecisive; as if the mistakes of the
past were a perfect excuse for the crudities and callowness
of much present-day criticism or reviewing. Nevertheless,
the leisurely and scholarly past has made its mistakes; and
this fact ought"~to indicate that there is something·wrong'
with Mr. Carter's
assigning the weakness .of· present-day
.
criticism simply to hurry and commercial. pressure. Take
,off these two typically twentieth-century handicaps, and
still you find Dr. Johnson dispraising "Lycida's," Matthew
Arnold quarreling with Tolstoi's "naturalism," Swinburne
softening towards Tennyson after being invited to· dinner
and treated in somewhat lordly fashion. Criticism would
still have its woes if .book production were cut down to two
hundred volumes per year, publishing put into thehands of
.wealthy altruists who spurned best-sellers, and every reviewer required, as in the early days of' the North American,
Review, to expend months, instead of hours, in preparing
his commentary on a new book..
And still Mr. Carter's point is not fully answered. His
point, after· all, is that hurry and commercialism rob reviewing of its dignity, turn the.reviewer into a sort of perfervid, sensational headline writer who showers superlatives on medi'ocre work and overlooks good work and has
not time to support the snap judgments he issues. Mr. Carter might well reply that he is not pleading for perlection in
criticism, but only. for a little more dignity and learning and
caution; that he i~ not asking that the critic. be always right
~
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but only that he be consistent and that he take the time to
support his charges or his exuberant claims. With this point
of vi¢w, of course, no one can have any quarrel. One can only
insi&t that the matter isn't so important or so serious as Mr.
Carter seems to think it is. The" strange thing is that, after
all, our good work does get to the top, does get the attention
it d~serves; mediocre or passable work gets more than its
just :deserts; much poor work gets a hearing and passes on
into the oblivion it d"eserves. With all the confusion of bQ9kanneuncing and book-advertising, the same age-old inforinal
process of distillation goes on: the good comes to the top and
the poor is forgotten-with the limitation, of course, that
all that is remembered is still subject to the vagaries of the
"whirligig of taste." Time, working through the devotion
of "the passionate few," is still the only true -judge, asArnold :Bennett once pointed out.
Criticism, however, lias other functions than prophecy
and judgment. The majority of intelligent readers, indeed,
have given up that super-aesthetical notion of Anatole
'France's 'that criticism is the "adventures of a soul among"
masterpieces"; and yet such readers probably hold to the
idea' that criticism is valuable arid delightful in its own
right. Right or wrong, good or poor, as prophets and
judges, Jonson, Dryden, Coleridge, Arnold, Paul Elmer
More, and James T. Farrell are delightful and enl-ightening.
Even when casting their beams into the wrong corners they
still diffuse light all around. And so, if one takes this view
of criticism, one still has no quarrel with Mr. Carter. Perhaps he is only pleading that present-day criticism be a little
sounder so that it may be a little more enjoyable.
.
It looks as if people who are interested in books wilI
have to take a clever, pragmatic way out. "They will have to
continue looking at Herald-Tribune Books, Saturday Review
. of .Literature, and other such journals, simply to get the
book news; for, after all, even in a regional paradise, they
will want to know what is being issued" from the crumbling
citadels of metropoli~an decadence. But they shall take

I "
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such renorting just as they take highly editorialized· news;
they will look for the little grain of factual announcement
among all the chaff of propaganda. They will do it with a
clear head, suffering under no" illusion that criticism ever
has been or ever can be judicial and definitive.· :For such
criticism as is sound, dignified, enlightening, a 'joy in itself,
but nevertheless not free ·from personalities and errors of
judgment and taste-they will look for this kind of criticism
whenever they can find it, in a few scattered remaining
places.
This whole 'discussionwould be at least more lively if
some issues were more sharply drawn. Here ar:e three. (1)
The metropolitan reviewers are not outright hirelings of the
publishers' advertising ....agents. If there is commercialization of the reviewers, it is not so direct; rather it only reflects
a subtler commercialization permeating our whole civilization. . More important, a complete freedom from commercialization would 'be no guarantee whatever against a majority of the ~ritical lapses recorded by the aforementioned
. Nation authors and by Mr. Carter. (2) There has, never·
been a critical organ or an individual critic free of personal
or social bias. The wary r-eader looks out for this bias in
everything, from the chaste essays of Mr. Paul Elmer More
to the most telegraphic "hot-cha" book announcement in
Time or Esquire. (3) RetiJ~ement into regional quiet is not
a solution to the problem. 1\.s far as literary cliques or combinations in restraint of literary dissent are concerned, the
small regional group is usually just as capable of sentimental self-congratulation or' bitter excoriation of outsiders as
is the metropolitan group. And with this added da:nger: the
regional group is easily lured from its often severe aesthetic
standards by the possibilities for advertisement"of the region
by its 'celebrities-a chamber-of-commerce attitude towards .
fame which metropolitan groups long ago overcame or
ceased to be interested in.' The growth ,of regional culture
and of regional' publishing ventures is in itself a Wholly ,.
commendable revolt against metropolitan denomination, but
f
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in itself it is no automatic $Uarantee against bias in criticism; or against the false issues of personality and group
. affili~tion in determining literary enthusiasms and dislikes.
One'ean seriously question that there is, proportionately, any
more back-slapping in the metropolitan critical press than
in th~ regional. If one wishes to achieve a severe integrity
in his judgments of contemporary literature, he will achieve
it, not by running from metropolis to desert, or vice versa,
but by exercise of much acumen
in his own study.
'
!
• DUDLEY WYNN.

University of New Mexico,:
Albuquerque, N. M.

Autumn

ill1
,

New Mexico
.

By PHYLLIS E. HARVEY

In fall, these desert boundaries
Reveal their gorgeous hues
Of red 'and gold and silver grey ·
And skies of azu~e blue.
No land compares with its calm peace
No temples like it~ rock.
No ancient herder ever saw
The equal of it~ flpcks.
For when the autumn time is here
The cool pure air invites
The wandering footstep to ascend
The tallest mountain heights.
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Los Paisanos
SaJ,udo a todos paisanos:

The late fall has not been as exciting from thev;iewpoint
of literary" production It.S the spring and summer months.
Now with election over, the football season on th~ wane,
bulbs planted, the question of fall clothes settled, and the
teachers' return next year \assured by a large popul!ar vote,
everybody can
.. get down to business and finish the manuscript, or plan the new book. There are some who can stay
on the job in spite of such upheavals which tend to rip the
pattern of living. Take Erna Fergusson, for instance.
Back from a strenuous year of lecturing and materi~l-gath, ering in Guatemala and Mexico, she settled down tb finish
the manuscript of 'her book on Guatemala after only a few
days of re-orientation to the native scene, and got it off to
Khopf's on 'schedule time. Of course not everyIJody has a
guest-house in the rear of a charming garden where they can
~ettle down to write, and that may, have somethiNg to do
with the situation.
·
, But, on the other hand,' Irene Fisher h~s a box-car
which is the pride and joy of Albuquerque, and she hasn't
finished that book of lyrics yet. Neither has Lolita:, Pooler
done anything about the folk-tales which a certain pqbIisher
wants. Howeyer, Irene had to "cover" all the aboV1e mentioned upheaV:als in her capacity as "crack" reporter for
the Tribune so we forgive her at this time. And Mrs. Pooler
is so busy teaching the Sandia School, and taking German
and giving Spanish on the side that we forgive her, too,
especially in view of the fact.that she has a story in the New
Mexico Magazine this month based on an actual experience.
I haven't checked up on our Santa Fe friends, but I feel that
Ruth Alexander got side-tracked. If fall gardening was
the cause we don't blame her. She has one of tire, loveliest
[317 ]
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gardens in the state. If it was getting her attractive young
daughter's clothes up to "tops" for the year in New York,
that' too was' important: But we expect Mrs. Alexander
to do something very soon about that material s-he has been
collecting on early stained-glass.
_
Speaking of places to write, Mary Elizabeth White has
turned the third floor of the charming old Lee home into a
studiQ. In between her many duties she has been working
on a ~book of poems for children which will be illustrated'
in oils by Betty Ann Miller. One critic, whos-e opinion 'we
value highly, says the book ought to sell. Amy Passmore
Hurt, tells us that she works wherever she can find a place
for her portable. The peace-and-quiet-spot in the house has
been 'taken over by her son, archaeology enthusiast. Elizabeth Shaffer ,has an editorial office in her home whenever
it isn't taken over by Ezra Egg and the children. Mildred
Adler concocts successful 'plots while she is beating the
eggs4for the cake, or motoring with her doctor-husband ...
Dane Smith uses the Alvarado lobby . . . Matt Pearce has
built a grand east wing to his Isleta-Road adobe, and his new
study has many windows which f~e the mountains ... The
"newest Dean," Dr. St. Clair, has a little more office space
now,. but the same old desk. However, there will be a fireplace in the new home which he and Frank Reeve will soon
occupy, and·we hope a grand desk.
Because we feel that all writers will be interested in
Scribner'8 new department, called Scribner's Presents, we
quote from Warren Bower's letter in regard to it.. ,Mr.
Bower is an instructor in English at New York University, .
author of The College Writer, and a short-story writer of
recoinized repute. We congratulate Scribner's on their
choice of the right man as editor of their new department.
'According to Mr. Bower:
;"We are genuinely interested in work from new writers.
'New' will be interpreted very broadly. In fact, I think of
it as: meaning anyone who doesn't think of himself as having
'arrived.' If manuscripts are addressed to me, I will give
•
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them careful attention and they won't have to go through
the regular mill. So far I haven't used a single rejection
slip; everybody has had a letter or note telling him What is
wrong. I won't promise to keep that up if the manllIscripts
pour in; but every story that _has anything to it, o~ every
author who seems to have promise, will get that 'sort of
treatment.
"Now for requirements; we are looking for stories. of
from two to five thousand words. No limitations at all, but
the treatment has always to be literary in quality. Generally the story element should predom1nate, but this is. not
a strict necessity. Incidentally, I am particularly interested
. ,in seeing the work of talented ·college students."
The Conrad Richters have moved to Los Angeles, where.
Mr. Richter wilt write movie-script for Metro-Goldwyn.
His first job is his own story, The Sea of Grass, now appearing serially in the Saturday Evening Post ... Els)e Ruth
Chant, former English instructor at the University/of New
Mexico, now living in EI Paso, is doing book reviews for
the El Paso Times. She has been .invited to direct the next
play for the EI Paso Workshop Theater, and will'do so, provided her young daughter approves ... The Revolutton. in
Mexico's Lea'f'nirtg, by George I. Sanchez, is r~ceiving very
favorable reviews. The book is a study of the educational
movement in Mexico, and according to the New York Times,
"should be read in connection with Stuart Chase's Mexico"
. . . Professor Helen E. Marshall, formerly of the Department of History of the University of New Mexico is the
author of Dorothy Dix: Forgotten Samaritan. The book
will be published by the University of North Carolina Press
at Chapel Hill and will deal with the reforms initiated by
this humane New England- woman, reforms which influenced.European institutions for the criminal and insane.
Miss Marshall is now Assistant Professor of Social Science
in Illinois State Normat'University ... Bob Hunt, of Santa
Fe, Who has been busy compiling the poems for Witter
Bynner's Selected Works, is to have a book of his own
•
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poetry published by the Rydal Press. The title will be The
Early World.
Miss Rebecca W. Smith, English instructor at T. C. U.
in Fort Worth, author, editor, and grand-person, sent us the
following news-letter upon request for' news of the Texas
litera~y group. It arrived in plenty of time for the last
issue of the QUARTERLY, but we held it over until this time
because we wanted to print all of it. Knowing what a busy
person Miss Smith is, we appreciate her very fine contribution, and hope' to hear from her again.
Hasta la proxima vez,
" JULIA KELEHER.

*

*

*

NEWS FROM THE BANKS OF THE SAN MARCOS

Who would expect a summer on the banks of a South
Texas river to be both cool and literary? But with the thermometer well under 100 0 except for one daY,and with Dudley Dobie's remarkable Texas Bookshop over on the hillside,
San :Marcos really rates a four star rank for the Centennial
year. ,
Dudley Dobie won't mind my introducing him as a
cousin of J. Frank's; but if you get on his mailing list for
Texana and Southwest items in general,you'll be calling the
author of Coronado's Children a relative of his. The Dudley
Dobi~ place is simply spilling over with treasures. (Mrs.
Dudley is the sort of bibliophile's wife who lets shelves of
books sit out in the middle of the room, and likes it.) While
you are looking at a real first of Big-Foot Wallace and
Mirabeau Lamar's Verse Memorials, the host-proprietor
come~ staggering out from somewhere under the load of
Stiff's Texas Emigrant and M·rs. Holley's Letters and
Emopr's Mexican Boundary Survey.. .
This summer the presses are turning out a profusion of
books of all kinds relating to Texas, leaning rather to memoirs, [historical studies, and frontier tales. For real significance, I should rate W. P. Webb's The Texas Rang'ers, and
Evetts Haley's Charles Goodnight, at the top for the last
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twelv-e months. But among a group of people who were talking Texas books in the shop the other evening some other
titles stood out, especially -Oswald Mueller's translation of
Ferdinand Roemer~s Texas, a "travelog" of geological ob,
servations in Texas in 1845-1847.
In poetry the year's palm rightly goes to Grace' Noll
Crowell, tlie current State Poet Laureate, for Light of the
Years, a mature, small voltime""in a fine, modest format from
the House of Harper. Patrick Dacus Moreland (Pat to you
and me) has a new eastern publisher, too, for his collected
edition of poems, Seven Song. A young poet in these parts
who will bear watching is this hardboiled romantic,· Boyce
House, whose
, first volume, Texas Rhythm, comes from the
newly established firm of Dealey and Lowe (DaIJas). A
little rowdy is Mr. House-for which let us be thankfulbut some of his poems are really good.
All the Texas presses must have groaned these past few
months with the weight of new books and pamphlets and
songs and play-party games and all that's Texas.. A few
titles must represent their offerings. The Naylor Company
of San Antonio include on their list, Mary Pourdan Atkinson's Texas Indians and George W. Tyler's History:of Bell
County, edited by Professor Charles Ramsdell. The Stock
Company, of Austin, has rendered a real service by their
series of reprints of rare and out-of-print Texan and Southwestern items. Especially useful are Yoakum's History of
Texas, Kendall's Texan-Santa F'e Expedition, and Green's
Mier Expedition. The Tardy Company of Dallas have.
issued modern editions of Duval's Early Times in Texas and
the Adventures of Big-Foot Wallace, with introduetions and
notes by Mabel Major and Rebecca W. Smith, and Ehren·
berg's With/Milam and Fannin.
The old timers are not aIt dead yet. "Matt" Pearce·
caught one of them, Jim (Lane)" Cook, si.tting still long
enough out in aNew Mexico tourist camp to get a gorgeous
yarn from him and to record it in Lane of the Llano. Mabel
Major and Rebecca W. Smith are editing the colorful adven#
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tures of a great old scou't and courier who rode for Mackenzie. It will appear in the fall as My Foot's in the Stirrup. J.
Frank .Dobie's syndicated series, "The Flavour of Texas,"
will probably appear aS,a volume on the fall lists. ,)
Were this a gossip column I could add that I'v ' heard
that the regional magazine, The Southwester, is to be given
first aid after its lapse of a few months. There is talk of a
permanent organization of Texas literary' people as' a part
of the
Centennial commemoration, perhaps a sort' of Texas
•
Institute of Letters. And Fannie RBrtchford, the invaluable
Curator of the Wrenn Library at the University of Texas,
. promises on her wor:d of honor 'as a scholar and a gentleman,
that the long awaited volume of Scott's letters sponsored by
the Wrenn staff will appear-soon. '
REBECCA W. SMITH.
The Cardinal Coop, Vogelsang Lodge,
San Marcos, Texas, July 31, 1936.
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Autumnal
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By

SPUD JOHNSON

An old man on an older hill
Where many suns have shone,
Wanders late into autumn
Wanting to be alone..
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Mexico: A Revolution by Education-George I. Sanchez-New York,
The Viking Press, 1936.

.has been Ute subject of discussion for m~gazine
articles, pamphlets, and,numerous books. Her natural ,
• resources- have been extolled, her scenic beauty -praised, and
her political upheavals decried. In the course of the .last
decade, much ink has been used up in interpreting Mexican
problems, and in some cases with a goop deal of sympathy
though perhaps with too much sentimentality.
. The word "revolution" connotes to the American public
an armed strife, a series of upris~ngs, a highly undesirable
state of affairs. So much so, that there is always an inquiry
on the lips of potential visitors to Mexico: "Are things settled
enough to make travel safe1"
Now comes Dr. George Sanchez with the same word
"revolution"
" and adds .another word from which Americans
are wont to shy, "socialism." This simply because we fail
to understand the meaning of the revolution in Mexico.
Dr.. George Sanchez has carefully interpreted the signHicance
of the revolution by sounding thel fundamental causes leading up to it al,ld by making a scholarly analysis of a factor
hitherto dealt 'with only in an incidental way.· Education in
present day Mexico is something that extends beyond the red
brick school ,house; it is a vital social force that is changing
feudal down-trodden Mexico"into a cultured nation. "They
(the schools) symbolize the change from feudalism to socialism, from exploitation to co-operation, from slavery to freedonl. They wage a revolution by education."
If we look jlskance at socialism, we are reconciled to it
when we read Sanchez's account of its function in Mexico.
'" Says he: . . . "The socialistic school derrn>nstrates the practicability of co-ordinating the technical function of a school
with social action and economic reform. This combination
raises the function of the school beyond the mere teaching of
subject matter and permits school work to extend into the
[ 323 ]
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fields of individual and social hygiene, agricultural, and industrial. enterprise, 'home and family life, and' all those cultural processes that are related to Mexican life." Such a presentation disabuses the mind of any a priori misconception
and clarifies a problem that Mexico is trying to solve through
its educational institutions.
The picture given .by Sanchez is complete in the sense
that it comprises all forms of education throughout the republic; 'the rural schools, the secondary schools, and the
higher institutions. But most of the discussion has to do
with the part that schools play in the social reconstruction of
the republic. From Dr. Sanchez's account we gather that
the revolution, in its true sense, is a redeeming process
brought about briefly by education. Furthermore, the material growth of Mexico and the proper adaptation to her economic medium is part of her present educational system.
Through. this study of Mexico's program is ,the reader given
a proper insight into the southern republic's life and development. Dr. Sanchez does not waive important issues such
as those 'arising through the conflict of ..church versus the
state and in this connection we are given a new and unbiased
version of what is actually the situation below the Rio
Grande. As a scholar he presents the case substantiated by
vital statistics and quotations from the legal code that leave
no doubts in the- reader's Wind. In fact, Dr. Sanchez's attempt to do justice to his task may at times lead him to
become too specialized, but it is well that someone takes the
trouble to be minute on a subject that needs a proper and
unbiased presentation to the reading public.
One need not look for sweeping generalizations and prophecies in this author's work. He has presented a clear and
interesting picture of what he saw and studied. The freshness so evident throughout is due to a fortunate circumstance: Dr. Sanchez penetrated into the heart of Mexico, discussed the matter with the foremost educators and leaders of
Mexico
without the usual guider or interpreter. -With the
.
kn9wledge of the language, Dr. Sanchez acquired first hand
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information and enlisted the hearty co-operation of the
Mexican people.
, The first 'part of the book has nothing that is p~rticu
larly new and revealing. The past histol-y of Mexico has
been sufficiently treated by other authors to allow little more
than a retelling." The important part of this study is the one
dealing with the present school movement and it is here that
Dr~ Sanchez presents something new. 'Mter reading "Revolution by,Education" one gets a perspective of the Mexican
Revolution that hitherto has not been conveyed. "University of New Mexico
ARTHUR CAMPA
4lbuquerque
I

.

Ancient Life in Mexico and Central America-Edgar L. Hewet~The
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis-364 pp+~.-$4.00.
\

The faculty of the University of New Mexico has to its
credit, a notable group of scholarly publications, which,
though not large, is in many ways enviable. Dr. Edgar L.
Bewett's book, Ancient Life- in the American Southwest, is,
one which achieved wide succ(!ss and general acclaim. There .
followed, recently, a companion volume by the same' author,
Ancient Life in Mexico and Central America, and there is
ready to be issued by the University of New Mexico Press, a
third, dealing with the Chaco Canyon area. The three will
constitute a remarkable production for a period of a few
years, and could only flow froJll wells of knowledge, experience, and thought, stored up during more than a score of
years as a philosophical "dirt archaeologist."
Ancient Life in Mexico arid Central America, as the
foreword says, will be most profitable to those who have read
the preceding book. It is written for the layman and the
student, with a minimum of technical detail, and a dramatic
sweep of movement that is entrancing-yet it is keen in
al!alysis and based solidly upon essential facts. The process
of its production was not a' wild scramble for material to
fill pages·, but a careful and painstaking selection from
super-abundance.
"I,
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The end pages of the volume present a simplified map
showing the hypothetical population movements to ancient
Mexico and Central America from the north. These move( ments are expanded in the volume into a series of vast
migrations of a people seeking, no one knows why, for new
abodes; to ~hich later, through uncounted centuries, they
adapted themselves as no other people in the world has been
adapted. Exc~llent photographic and sketch illustrations
add greatly to the book's attractiveness, and at its end is an
ample' inde~. But these accessories do not make the book.
They are soon eclipsed by the magic of the words and phrases
which weave such a human interest story as keeps a reader
at it long after his, bed time has passed.
.
The organization ~ of material is similar to that of
Ancient Life in the American Southwest. Here is the work
of an archaeologist who sees in his task' the ~need for an
interpreter and philosopher. Paradoxically, it is an archaeologist whose face is to the future rather than the past.
Remains of cultures that have been, surviving fragments of
peoples whose golden age is gone, are meaningless except
that they hold up a lesson and forecast for the future.. This
view is made clear in the opening chapter, a critical essay
on the writing of ancient American history; and it is realized
in the closing chapter, "A Race's Future," and the afterword. Between, one ,is led by easy stages from the relatively
known of the American Southwest, along natural migration routes, to the less known realm; and. from the present '
through the recent past of historical knowledge, until at last
he feels at home among the most archaic culture remains of
strange lands.
These characteristics of the writer are pronounced and
make his book live:
He moves unerringly, forcefully, boldly to his, conclu( sions, which grow with irresistable logic out'of his premises.
He has written carefully, weighing each sentence and
word. He demonstrates the adage, "Tedious writing makes
easy reading."

I

I
-i
1

.
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He consistently holds to' his belief that the problem of
archaeology is a human problem. Technicalities are useful
insofar as they serve the main problem, wasteful and confusing when ends in themselves. .
,
,His whole' book forcefully argues that mechanical
achievement is not the measure of a culture's worth. The
quest of all humanity ils for a harmonious way of life, and
its achievement ensures for a people, true greatness.
And last, but not least, as one reads he can ima~natively
see a twinkle in th~author's~ye, for he is not without humor.
PAUL WALTER, JR.

University of New Mexico
,

Followers of the Sunr-Harvey Fergusson-A. A. Knopf, 1936-$2.50.

So much folk lore and anecdote have come out of the
Southwest, with its lavish tradition of Indian, Spanish and ~
Anglo, that critics of Southwestern literature have called
the literary product interesting but immature, vital but
naive. As one who prizes the folk product, my argument
would begin with the disparager right there. Folk tales
simply told entertain and inform me 190re than many of
the most skillfully elaborated and techllically accomplished
short stories of the highest marketable value. But not to
argue that point, but another-has the Southwestern scene
inspired fiction of novel length and have novelists of distinction been developed here?
.
This is a book revIew, not an essay, but a review which
can treat of an essay theme. The list of Southwestern novelists includes Emerson Hough, Eugene Manlove Rhodes,
Willa Cather, Mary Austin, Oliver La Farg~" Paul Horgan,
Harvey Fergusson and as' many more who have written less
but whose work would bulwark the case for novel length
fiction within this region. My review is aboq.t then~wly
issued work of Harvey Fergusson, a major figure in th~ list
of regional writers of the Uni~ed States.
fJ
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Followers of the Sun is a single edition of three earlier
novels, The Blood of the Conquerors (1921), Wolf Song
(1927), and In Those Days (1929). The three novels ar~
called "A Tv!logy of the Santa Fe Trail" because, as Mr.
Fergusson wtites in his Introduction, "They all deal with the
same region: and spring from the same .impulse." That
impulse was ~he "great migr~tion from,!} the time when lone
hunters invaded a wilderness until the frontier had been
pushed intO the ocean and the westward flow of human
energy had come nearly to a stop."
In Mr. Fergusson's well written criticism of his own
work, printed now seven years after the completion of the
last novel, he speaks of Time and Change as the mighty
characters in the pageant of history who dwarf the other
actors in the mis-en-scene of In Those Days. These force~
are felt in all of the novels, but rather as background than
as character. In fact, in the panorama of the Southwest
and in groups of characters as they fit this scene, they are
more faithfully represented here, I believe, than anywhere
else in Western fiction. Few western writers command as
fine strength in picturing word and interpreting detail. Mr.
Fergusson, however, does not always realize fully his own
definition of the "business of the novelist," that to "reduce
themes of social significance to terms of individual destiny."
He draws character widely, but he chooses in these three
novels no. characters of considerable destiny.
One remembers Ramon, of Blood, of the Conquerors,
Sam Las~, of Wolf Song, and an attractive character from
another Gf Mr. Fergusson's ,works, Footloose McGarnigle,
as three ~spects of the same individual, the same life-loving,
easy-goinig out-door man, a prey .to circumstance but" never
its victim. Some fulfillment of' life comes to each of them
without ~ny great climax of joy or despair. There are poignant, life-searing moments of ;struggle in them and epic
hardihoo~, such as Sam Lash's pursuit of Black Wolf, but
their are no epic conclusions. Bob Jayson of In Those Days,
might h~ve
, been more of a dynast if he had been wed to
I

/
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Emily Robinsop and fo~ght the battle of conventionaIlty,
society and prdgress-which he inherited by way of Annie without consciJus choice. But Mr: Fergusson may answer,
"He would have been less the man or Bob Jayson."
Harvey Fergusson is a good self-interpreter. His introduction is a stimulating es..say on the pioneer spirit and the
elements of that spirit in later society. The reader today
'can have the three novels and the author's critical preface
in FoUowers of the Sun, a combination forming a distinguished chapter in the library of American literature.
T. M. PEARCE.
~lbuquerque, N. M.

.
,

Personally Speaking
world was settled on the mor~ing of Septem..
ber 17, 4004 B. C., the r~tio of man to woman was
equal; but soon it .became the disproportion of three to one.
This was unfair, but safe; and man hastened to strike at the
thing he was frightened of. As'long ago as five thousand'
years, a Chinese looked about carefully to see t:Q.at no woman
was near, nodded sagely, and enunciated, "A woman's
tongue is her sword and she does not let it rust." What an
agreement there must have been at that, if his cronies could
hear him above their clatter.
.
"
Fiomvhis numerical superiority alone man had the advantage, so ,one thinks, looking grFtvely down the staircase
of the centuries. And constantly there were, in consequence,
more men to write than women. Therefore as years passed
.Baudelaire was able to say with impunity, "Woman is natural ; in other words, abominable." ~ After all, what can one
do with those creatures one fears, but scorn them (looking
meanwhile out of the corner of the eye to see if allis safe) ?
Nor has woman been vocal enough, in writing that is, to
defend or counterattack.' If she has written, often it is in
eulogy of some scamp; or, after all, since she has no fear of

W
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men, but a secret disdain, why bother with the trousered
gentry? Let them wag on!
So has woman been damned. Outnumbered at the ~rst,
outvocalized, feared, she has been stung throughout the
centuries,' from the comment of St. Francis that "To converse wrth. women and not be hurt by it. is as difficult as to
take firi in,to one's bosom and not, be burned," to the milder
acid of Oscar Wilde's "Women are sphinxes-without secrets." jIAnd she has been content with an occasional retort
that fe'1 men forget.
Het lapses of memory are curious. There is a competent ahtd
solid work of fact, by Vera
Fediaevsky ~nd Patty
I .
'
Smith Hill,
on Nursery School .iand Parent Education in
I
Soviet Russia, one of the Russian Commissariat of Education, th~ other professor emeritus at Columbia University,
a book qhock full of outlines, and! pictures, and information.
Yet one klmost
gets the impressioh that the whole business is
, ,
.of impottance only to thewomel\l concerned. In fact, that
men might be even an inexplicable intrusion, ambiguous
bu~s in a china shop. The aims of Soviet creches is told
frinkly:, ('~~J\to liberate ~oman in order td enable her to
participate in industrial, social, ~nd political life; b. to pro-<
vide communist education for all, children; c. to organize a
system of preventive and curative medical service, in order
to decrease children's morbidity and ~ortality." Think of
the morbidity of tire male parent,; so dispossessed!
No, woman goes her own way: unconcerned, or rhapsodic, or careless. She has her own life. Virginia Moore,
for example, dedicates her littl~ book of poetry, Homer's
Golden Chain, to a certail) Lancelbt; but one thinks that this
competent and solid work of imagination woul~ have been
written anyway, for the sake of images like this:
I·

"

I

I

I

~.

•

.

,
I

;.

Lying in bed, I watched the morning break,
Cr31ck like an egg and spill the white light out.
It happened swiftly but the slow eyes take
Time in seeing, from ~ habit of doubt.
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Whatever her faults, she of the feminine persuasion
can rarely be accused of works like The Descent of the Idol, a
patient historical novel translated from the Czech of J.
DUl-ych. Even at her worst fihe writes a little more f~lici
tously, or at least coyly, than this. It is idly that ~hoinas
Mann compares tke Idol to War and Peace. Mayee it doesn't
read so nakedly in the Czech! Yet we have with us today
Vic Hurley's Swish of the Kris, the sanguine story of the
Phillippine Moslem Moros, and William Wash Williamsr~Tke
Quiet Lodger of Irving Place, reminiscences of O. Henry as
the great cham, of short story writer-so And bot~, are
written clumsily. It took Hurley seven years to pierc~ the
history of his indomitable, resista~t natives, who alo~e of
savages withstood the golden age might of Spain, andj'who
~
succurilbed only to the houris of Islam and the artillery of
r
the Americans. Similarly, Williams, a cub reporter ~ fre- i
quented the company of the silent, heavy o. Henry for ~~ven
years, drinking with him in saloons, while the quick l eyes
absorbed and ready ears heard all that was to be seen and
heard; sitting with him in parks while his br~in iny~nted
.' tales about the tramps who strolled by ... It is an inter$ting
revelation of the methods and personality of this trickster of
the short story and master of American types. But it is a
'pity that neither of these books is more competently peinned.
Now that's the one comment that cannot be appl~ed to
Arthur Guiterman's Gaily the Troubadour. It is typical
.. Guiterman, and in the nature poems a finer Guiterman.
There is a strain of more soger verse in him that peers ,'"
through his thoughtful lines, and it is not unrefreshing.
Said a Frenchman, Joubert, once: "To like' only beautiful women and to put up with bad looks: signs of decadence."
A,nd with that Chinese observation, let us put aside the'
magazine, choose our woman an'd book, and seek our Bough!
WILLIS J AeOBS.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

j
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Contributors to This Quarterly
FRANC J. NEWCOMB has been a student ~nd friend of the Navajos for many years.
With her husband she lived at the Newcomb trading post, north of Gallup, and
knew' the Indians as they came there to deal and to visit. The frontispiece for
this QUARTERLY was drawn by Mrs. Newcomb from her knowledge of the Navajo
altar-of-the-sun sand painting. Accompanying it is the article explaining the
symbOlogy.
BENJAMIN SACKS, doctor of philosophy from Stanford University, is assistant professor
of history in the University of New ~xico. He is the author of "L'Affaire Drey. fus;" published in the QUARTERLY for November. 1935, and of studies of the Independent Labor Party and Internation~l Socialism during the World War.
ELIZABETH KNAPP of Moorestown, New J~rsey, writes as her biographical note: "Ancestry-American with a Rebel tinge: education, sketchy; ambition-novels. My
stuff has appeared in a few little ma~azines; sometimes it gets there just in' time
for the funeral. Right now I have several pieces placed, but I don't know the
date of their debut." The story, "John Hotchkiss' Religion," is her first contribution to the QUARTERLY.
GLENN S. BAKIm lives in Hutchinson, Kansas, where he writes professionally for both
pulp and quality journals. He admi~ an artistic conflict between the demands of
the two markets. His verse has appeared in anthologies and KaleUlograph, Frontier MUllaml, THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY, and other magazines.
EUGBNIA POPE POOL is a Texas poet who irecords the Southwest with word and brush.
She has written for a number of the issues of the QUAR.TERLY. Her home is in
Lubbock, Texas.
FLoRENCE HAWLEY did advanced work at tihe University of Chicago, where she received
her doctorate for a study of the tl1ee-ring histol') of the famous Chetro Ketl
ruin in Chaco Canyon. She has published articles in both scientific and popular
journals. Dr. Hawley is assistant prolfessor in the Department of Anthropology of
the University of New Mexico.
"

i
i

MAy REES has been a native of New MeXlico long enough to, learn to love the Spanish
language. She came here from Iowa and has taught in Las Vegas High School
and New Mexico Normal University.

I

"AMERICANISM, My Definition," is a sYD1jPosium resulting from invitations to a score
or more individuals in the Southwest and other parts of the United States. Each
was asked to wnte a definition of Americanism in from fifty to two hundred words.
Lawyers, educators, writers, contribute their opinions of essential Americanism.
A number of replies have not yet been received and may be printed as a supplement in the next issue.

I

l
I

I

II

JOHN DILLoN HUSBAND, frequent contributor to the QUARTERLY, is a teacher of English
in Batavia, Illinois. He has had ve~ses accepted and published in College Verse,
Mam:uBcript, The Lantern, and the Chicago Tribune.
MARGARET PAGE HOOD, of Las Cruces, needs no introduction to QUARTERLY readers. Her
poetry is widely known in New Mexico and the Southwest.
MYRTlE STOWE COLVIN lives in Glendale, California, and is interested in the Indian lore
from which her story, "Dxv Husks,", is woven.
SPUD JOHNSON, manager of the Villagra Book Shop of Santa Fe, is the author of Horizontal YeUow, a book of verse publisliled by the Rydal Press in Santa Fe.
ALICE WILSON is a former student of the University of New Mexico. She has published
verse formerly in the QUARTERLY and New Me:;r;ico Magazine.
"The Smoke Talk" this time is by PROFESSOR DUDLEY WYNN of the English Department
of New Mexico University.
J. W. DIEFENDORF is professor of education and state high school inspector for New
Mexico University. He is a noted fisherman and, we suspect, may be the hero
of his stOry in this QUARTERLY.
PHYLLIS E. HARVEY is an undergraduate student of the University of New Mexico. She
has appeared before as a contributor to this magazine.
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.L'Affaire

Boulang~r

By BENJAMIN SACKS

are few better illustrations of the aphorism that
T the roots
of the present lie in. the past than current
HERE

c,

French politIcs. The Croix de Feu of Colonel Franc.ois de la
Rocque and ~he Front populaire of M. Leon Blum are the
outcome of traditional attitudE!s extending into the welter
of nineteenth century political and social turmoil. In this -,
conflict of the past century, no episode is more significant
for modern thought than the Boulanger affair. Perhaps
history will once more record the rise of a dashing military
figure, capitalizing on the perplexities of a distressed democracy and supported by the· monarchist sympathy 'Yhich
seems eternal in a section of the French nation. Perhaps,
too, history will repeat itself to the extent that such a challenge may secur-e for the flagging democracy new and able
champions who will raise republican sentiment to· a stronger
and more secure position. Certainly in this day and age,when
dictatorships seem t1> be the inevitable, it is no barren labor
to recall a moment when the French declined the hypnotic
.
attractions of the "man on horseback.'"
George Ernest Boulanger was born in 1837, at Rennes,
. Brittany. His parents were poor-as an old Bretdn phrase
goes "there was more bread than butter in the family." Young
Boulanger chose a military career and enrolled at 'Saint Cyr,
established in 1808 by Napoleon as a school for ·cavalryand
infantry officers. Upon graduation he. saw service in Algeria, Italy, and Cochin-China, in the latter place winning
the Legion of Honor medal for bravery. During the FrancoPrussian War in 1870, he was attached to Bazaine at Metz,
but managed to avoid the ignominy of surrender which overtook th~ rest of the army, by ~scaping to Paris. At the capital he took part both in its defense against Germany and later
against the communists, receiving as recognition for his
service the title 'of Commander of the Legion of Honor. In
[-257] ,

•
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the years that followed he rose rapidly in army rank.
Through the good offices of the Duke D'Aumale, fifth son of
Louis Philippe and then inspector g:eneral of the army, he
became, in 1882, a director of infantry in command at Tunis.
, Fortune, however, still had greater things in store for
Boulanger. The Count of Paris, titular leader of the monarchist cause after the death of both the Count of Chambord and the Prince Imperial, gave a brilliant reception for
his daughter who was to he- married to .the Crown. Prince of
Portugal. The Government was very provoked, regarding
it as a royalist demonstration, and, urged on by its radical
members, notably Georges Clemen~eau, retaliated promptly.
A law was enacted forbidding the heads of any family that
had once reigned in France to remain in the territory of
the Republic. As an added measure, Clemen~eau insisted
upon the appointment of a new Minister of War who wDuld .
remove officers of nobJe lineage from army posts. Whatever
the mode might have been-·adroit social mixing or distant
blood relationship to Clemen~eau-Boulanger, in 1886, secured the coveted position.
Boulanger retained his cabinet post for almost two
years. Anxious to outdo those who had chosen him, he proceeded to purge his establishment of any taint of royalism.
Frotp the army list he erased"the names of all the princes who
had figured in the reception of the Count of Paris, including
even the Duke D'Aumale, his benefactor. To give further
satisfaction to his radical patrons, he dispatched from the
neighborhood of Paris tho~e cavalry regiments whose officers were reputed to have {given expression to clerical and
royalist opinions. Boulanger, however, did not permit
these anti-monarchiacal measures to endanger the efficiency
of the French military forces. He gained theIriendship of
the soldier by improving the latter's ugly uniform, adding in
particular a few ribbons to the military cap, by revising
army rules to permit the soldier to grow a full beard, by
extending the legendary permission de dix heures to midnight, by lengthening the terms of furloughs, and by reducI

.•.
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ing military service from five to three years. In the way of
technical advances he introduced the Lebel rifle, a small repeating gun, for infantry use, and endeavored to in.crease the
production of munitions and the erection of cantonments
?
upon the frontiers.
During this period of· his life Boulanger becatne involved in an affair which is' often said to have had much to
do with his·eventiul1 downfall. As Minister of War he fou.nd
himself the recipient of many social engagements. His wife,
by ..whom he had
two
daughters, 'cared little, however,
for
.
'.
.
SOCIety and refused to attend functions. Consequently, Boulanger often had to go by himself and was an easy victim
for some designing woman. Madame de Bonnemaine had
been divorced from her husband on the grounds of incompatibility. Accounts seem to indicate that she was a romantic but neurotic -individual. Intensely desirous of. meeting
the populaf War Minister, she secured, it is said, an introduction at a pre-arranged dinner. Boulal1ger suc.cumbed to.
her charm'S and soon became her constant and devoted companion. His wife, however, refused to give him a divorce,
merely taking the two children with her, and Boulanger was
perforce compelled to establish. Madame de Bonnemaine as
his mistress.
Marital troubles failed to dim the rising star of Boulanger. He had an excellent faculty for focusing attention upon
himself. He could do nothing simply. No better ~llustration
of this fact could be afforded than the accolades which greeted
his advent during the celebration of the national holiday.
At Longchamps, in the courses of a military review, he
appeared astride a magnificent black charger·~reputed to
have had a circus record, dashed wildly about the oval, and
pulled up in a spectacular 'manner before the presidential
box and-- saluted the august personages present. To .the·
French assembled for the event Boulanger, did indeed seem
a striking figure. His broad and well-knit shoulders and
his short pointed blond beard and· luxuriant mustachios gave
him dignity, while the glittering array of medals and~orders
•

+
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on his breast, topped by the red sash of the Grand Cross of
the Legion of Honor across his shoulders', impressed the spectators with his valor. The soldiers and'the horse incarnated
so nealistically the popular idea of glQry that the crowd
shouted itself hoarse. NeedlesS to say, the general and his
black charger became the idol of the Parisian populace. His
portrait was noted by observers to have found a niche in
many homes and rumshops. Boulanger pins, Boulanger ties,
and Boulanger pipes with his head carved as the bowl were
sold in the street. Popular songs were composed in his
honor. One lilting piece was entitled, "Boulanger Is the Man
for Us." Even more romantic were the songs, "Let's Drink
to Boulanger," and '~See Him and Die." One composition, a
march, became a favorite at every ball. '
Inevitably the radical leaders who had given Boulanger
his opportunity began to doubt the wisdom of their course.
That there was current discontent with the Republic was not
to be denied. The nation was very rapid'y forgetting the
constructive measures ~f the democracy since its inception in
1875-internal reconstruction, maintenance of peace, beginnings of secular education, and' safeguarding of civil
rights. 'It is an old maxim that a few hornets attract more
attention than the thousand bees gatheringho~ey. Several
unfortunate events had occurred which had impaired the
prestige of the Third French Republic. The death of many
Frenchmen on the battlefield during M. Ferry's program of
colonial expansion, especially the reverse at Tonkin" in
1885, irked an older generation weal"y of bloodshed. The
revelations that Daniel Wilson, son-in-law of President Jules
Grevy, had used his influence to traffic in decorations, subsidies, and appointments, shook the republic to its foundations, causing Grevy's resignation. Further excitement and
apprehension was engendered by the many rumors wh~ch
persisted in sifting through that the Panama Canal project
was experiencing financial difficulties as the result' of corrupt practices. Still other sections of public opinion were
anta:gonized by the restrictions against nuns serving as'

1·

~

I
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nurses, thus depriving the hospitals of skilled assistance as
well as burdening them with higher operating expenses,
since secular help would have to be paid.
.
To those elements which had never relinquished the
hope, even after 1875, that France might once more become
a monarchy, the time indeed did seem propitious for an advance. Aided by a militant press, the sentiment was fos.=
tered that the republic was honeycombed with inept and dissOlute leaders. The election of 1885 indicated quite early
that this campaign was making rapid headway. Although
the republi~an bloc remained in office, the size of its majority
was sharply reduced.e Whereas, in 1881, the monarchists
had polled a popular vot~ of one million, seven hundred
thousand, in 1885, they receiv~d the votes of three million,
five hundred
.. thousand, while in the Chamber of Deputies
they doubled their representation from one hundred to two
hundred members.
In the light of such developments it was little wonder
that the government should take measures to preserve the:
Republic. It was by no means a flight of imagination to picture Boulanger, the popular -idol, as having an excellent
chance of becoming the standard bearer for the opposition.
Everywhere he was being hailed as the hero of retribution,
the liberator of Alsace-Lorraine, the terror of Germany, and
the hope of France. Accordingly, when M. Rouvier formed
a new ministry in-May, 1887, Boulanger was 'not included.
Instead he was transferred to the command of an ,army corps
at Clermont-Ferrand. The thousands of Parisians who gathered ~ the Gare de Lyons to bid him a fond farewell indi- ·
c~ted the strength of his following.
At his new post
Boulanger behaved very badl~.Twice he visited Paris without leave of absence, some said: to see Madame de Bonnemaine, others believed the purpose to be the furthering of
" 'republicans
his political ambitions. As punishment some
favored the course of dispatching him to Algiers, but the
Government chose to seek his removal from the army. A
commission of sev~snant-~enerals was appointed to
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inquIre into his conduct and repo~d findings that indicated
Boulanger was making use of the army for party machinations. Especially damaging was the 'fact that, while at
Clermont-Ferrand, his name had been submitted at five
bye-elections and he had polled fifty thousand votes. Forthwith he was retired from the army on half pay.
That the course adopted had really given Boulanger his
opportunity was soon apparent. The path was clear now for
the latter to engage openly in politics. Boulanger was convinced that the French people had developed an attitude of ~
boredom,. toward' a Republic which gave little but a worthless war, corruption, and taxes. The nation was tired of
parties and parliamentary government. What it wanted
was a great man to take it out of the slough. With but twenty-five thousand francs, as a campaign fund, he stood fqr
election in the conservative departement of the Aisne and
was sent to the Chamber of Deputies by an impressive majority. As a deputy he came out flatly for a revision of the
constitution. The abolition of the Senate, the curtailment of
the powers of Parliament, the removal of ministerial respon-sibility with a propo"rtionate increase in presidential powers,
and government by plebescite were the chief points in his
program. So disappointing was the reception given his proposals in the Chamber that he .resigned his seat, determined
to campaign among the electorate for· greater support in his
battle for a more dignified France.
, The fears a~d apprehensions of the Govern:rp.ent were
realized shortly. The following which Eoulanger had built
up attracted the attention of the bitter foes of the republican
regime. M. Paul Deroulede, soldier-poet, motivated by the
so]e'-passion of revanche' against Germany, offered the support of his organization; the League of Patriots, in his struggle with the Chamber. Worse yet were the advances which
.the monarchists ,made toward him. The support of such a
personage as the Duchess D'Uzes, first peeress of France and
possessor of the tremendou,s fortune of an ancestor, Clicquot,
famous ~hampagne distill~r, was no insignificant fact. Bou- ~
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langer was friendly toward both groups. •He worded his
program broadly so that each could place a' favorable constructiol) upon it. To the exponents of revanche his addresses indicated 'that he would revise the constitution along
lines which would promise a more militant policy. To the
exponents of royalism his remarb implied that,the revision
would lead to monarchy. The consequence was that Boulanger's campaign fund was enriched by several millions of
francs.
The plan of action determined upon by Boulanger was
to contest· bye-elections whenever possible and then, at the
next general election, to enter, his name as' a, candidate on
.the ballot in every departemeni~. If he was uniformly victorious, it would be the equivalent of a plebescitary vote and
a mandate that he assume the reins of government. Througho.ut 1888, Boulanger engaged in bye-election campaigns,
principally in rural areas, with extr~ordinary success. Propagandist methods, popularized by commercial firms in the
United States, were utilized with telling effect. The French
nation was showed with placards, posters, chromos, an'd
circulars. One conteniporary ,critic records the distribution
among Germanophobes of almanacs which stated, that the
signs of the zodiac made it very clear that Boulanger was
destined to conquer Germany on the seventh of May, 1890,
and that he wopld be proclaimed, in 1891, president of the
republic. On the other hand, for those who. feared' war, a
circular was published
assuring them in Napoleonic style
I
that "Boulanger means peace."
The climax of this campaign came sooner than expected.
In January, 1889, M~ Hude, deputy for Paris, diep, and a bye- "
election was held to choose a successor. Although his monarchist suppo~ers advised against entering the list iIi such
a r~dical, socialistic, and even communistic to~n as Paris,
. Boulanger announced his candidacy-. . As his opponent the
republicans named M.' Jacques, a millionaire distiller and an
old but staunch democrat. Despjte what was sa1d to have
been an unusually liberal distribution of' free drinks, M.
i

(
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Jacques could polloruy162,OOO votes as against 244,000 votes
for Boulanger. $0 great was the popularity of le general on·
the night of his triumph, J~nuary 27, 1889, that the royalist element urged a coup d' efat. Boulanger chose, however,
to cHug to his original plan lot securing a more pronounced
verdict at a general election. Some attribute this decision
to the fear that h~ would precipitate a civil war in France
which would invite. German intervention and consequent
French dismemberment. Others point to the influence of
Madame de Bonnemaine, jealous of the close ~onn~tion
between Boulanger and the Duchess D'U~es, as the deterring
factor. To this latter group it was but another case of Mark
"
Anthony
or a new reading of the old play, "All for Love," or
the "World Well Lost."
The Government, ,given a breathing spell, took prompt
action. Because the departement as an electoral unit had
favored national rather than local personages, the decision
was made to revive the arrondissement (district) as the
polling center. It was all too evid~nt now that the originat'
idea of utilizing the departement in the expectation that
repul!>Iican strength in the cities would offset conservative
majorities in the rural areas had proved a boomerang. A,
second measure enacted was the abolition of multiple candidacies, which meant that Boulanger would be able to stand
for election in only one district. Boldest of the measures of
the Government was the step taken to impeach Boulanger.
~ In March, 1889, M. Constans, minister of the interior, issued
a warrant for his arrest. The Chamber of Deputies was requested to indict him on several grounds. The first accusation was that of employing unauthorized and scurrilous
agents such as an old prostitute and a swindling journalist to
act as spies while he was in command at Tunis. The second
un the list was that of trafficking in army contracts and using
the funds of the War Office to payoff his old debts a~d to
send pictures of himself everywhere for propagandist 'purposes. His clandestine visits to Paris while stationed at
Clermont-Ferrand were termed acts of insubordination.
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The instigation of mob scenes at the qare de Lyons prepar.atory to his depaqure for Clermont was ci~ as evidence of
an intention to overthrow the republic~ Still a~other indication was the fact that he refused to reveal the sources of
his political funds, a self-confession that the monarchists
. were his indulgent financiers.
The immediate consequence was the flight of Boulanger
to Brussels." While, some critics attribute this to t~e presence of Madame de BonneJ!laine at the Belgian capitalt others
maintain that it was the apparent one-sidedness of the government inquiry which inspired his precipitated departure
in April, 1889, from Paris. In vain did his followe~s plead
with him to return to Paris and confront his accuseIfs. Boulanger respondea that he would be willing to appeal'! before
judges of correctional courts or· a jury of the 'Court of
Assizes, but not before a senate which was packed with his
political adversaries. So turbulent did the insistence of his
aides become that Boulanger, fearful
. lest he invol~e Belgium in international difficulties for countenancing ~oreign
revolutionary groups within her borders, departed uncere.:.
moniously for London. Again not a few of his critics assert
that'the motive" for his voyage across the English Channel
was the presence there of Madame de Bonnemaine. ,
Be it as it may, the flight put an end to the ~olitical
ambitions of Boulanger. As one Writer put it, "the peacock's
feathers had dropped, the jay ,stood revealed, and. all the
birds began to peck him." In his continued absence the
,Senate fouridhim,guilty of embezzlement, treason, and con.spiracy, annulled the elections in the places where he had
been victorious~ and sentenced him to deportatiQn. To
dash completely any hopes he might have had for a re~ival of
his fortunes came the disclosure,s in Le Figaro. M. 'Mermeix, a repo:t:ter who haQ. thrown in his lot with Boulanger
when the latter's star had been rising, .revealed in a sensational series of articles that the royalists had been the finaneil angels of le genera~. "After this exposur~ Boulanger
never made any serious effort to return to France. He set~
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tIed down in England with his mistress, Marguerite de
Bonnemaine, in St. Brelade's Bay, on Jersey. Some contemporary writers mention the fact that large sums were
~angled vainly before his eyes by Americans interested in
having him visit the shore of the United States for an appearance tour. The end for both, however, was at hand.
Marguerite, ever compl~iningof ill health, died in July, 1891,
and was' buried in Brussels. Depressed by his isolated life,'
Boulanger shortly followed her to the grave, blowing out his
brains on her tomb in September of the same year.
Thus ended the Boulanger affair. Its consequences are
by no means to be treated lightly. Whether Boulanger was
really the toOl of interested groups or the leader in a movement to grasp personal power could shortly be relegated to
the realms of academic discussion. Wh'at was important
was the fact that it brough1 the abler republicans once more
to the fore and a drooping democracy was reinvigorated.
The French Republic was, again entrenched firmly in the
estimation of the citizenry, and the outlo'Qk for a continued
advance of equality, liber~y, and fraternity was brighter.
Even the royalist press adtised the conservative element to
accept for the present the 'republican form of government.
Its leading proponent, the Uuchess D'Uzes, interested herself
in other things. She becaime an enthusiastic promoter. of
ballooning and is recordea to have been one of the first'
women to drive an automobile. Later, as an elderly lady, she
espous'ed woman suffrage. I Perhaps there is no more appropriate"ending than to indidate that it was not until the eve
of her death in February, ~933, at the great age of eightynine; that France witnessed another vigorous drive against
'the Republic.
,_

I
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John Hotchkiss' Religion
By ELIZABETH KNAPP

),
t

HEN John Hotchkiss lost.his religion and his ~oney in
the same year, the catastrophe came from 4L single
,v'f'
beginning.
Now all the years of his manhood John had been careful with his money; he put -it away economy by edonomy.
The parlor stove hardly held a nre twice a year, f~r John
made his family sit in the kitchen to save wood. As !long as
he could seil eggs at all he begrudged even one for a cake;
and it was the same with butter. •
_
By the time his wife died, he had paid off the mprtgage
on his farm. He got himself a housekeeper immediately,
since there.must be someone to churn and wash and dook the
meals. She was· the sister of his Polish pickers, mo~t hopelessly ugly, and recently the mother 'Of an illegitimate child, '
who had been tuck~d away in the grandmother's 'house and
lost in the swarm of children there. Tradition expects the
housekeeper to a widowed farmer to keep house, earn her
board; and share ·her bed; John never bothered to. demand
this last service. Some years before his wife's death :he
had stopped playing the lover, bec.ause his energies h~d gone
into paying for the fertilizer and making the feed go as far
.as possible.
.
.
Therefore when his only child, Ike, married and ~tarted
out with a filling station, the burden on John's shoulders decreased. He was a successful farmer, owning hi& sixty.acre place, holding a thousa~d" dollar mortgage on anotherq •
farm, and having-two thousand dollars piled up in tn~ bank.
He could die comfortably any tirfte he chose." The only
expenses staring him in the face were taxes, the five: dollars
a week for his housekeeper, and his table. As he considered
it, he felt like'a rri~n stretching.
Perhaps Katy, Ike's wife, was the unconscious sower of
recklessness. John thought' oft~ner and oftener abput his
[ 267]
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money, and inevitably, about what would happen to his
success 'when he was gone. He realized he couldn't take it
- with him. Automatically, he expected it to go to his son;
. when, it did, Katy would share it. John hated Katy. He
kept away. from her. On the other hand, he couldn't right· fully disown his son on account of his daughter-in-law. Ike
had not even told him he was marrying; first one neighbor
told the father that Ike was courting Katy Wills, then an..
other informed John that Ike's marriage Ucens~ was in the
city papers. On both occasions John Hotchkiss remarked,
"All right, if she suits him. He's got to live with her; it's up.
to the boy." With scarcely a direct wor,d on the'subject,
Ike moved out.
It occurred to John Hotchkiss that he would spend some
of hi~ money; no need to continue denying himself so rigorously. He went back in his thoughts, asking himself what
would have been the heigl)th of luxury to him as a young
man. He'remembered that the chance to sell fresh eggs had
meant real deprivation; h~ used to love eggs for breakfast.
So he ordered the woman, '~Fix me two eggs in the mornings
after this, regular." And !he decided that it befitted a man
of his attainments to sit ip. the front room rather than in
.
the kitchen.
This outlay of money doublecrossed him. The unusual
eggs made him sick after a week and the front room never
seemed as warm to him ~ the kitchen. Neither was the
round table the right heigpt for his feet, and it was lonesome without
. the
' woman. :. She refused to move out of the
kitchen for the evenings. "I be sit here too long,"she explained. So he gave up
stYle and returned to his old habits.
1ii
After supper he and the woman rarely exchanged a whole
sentence. If he observed, '''Your fire is going down," she
attended to it by answer. : ,
Inasmuch as it was q\.lite clear that he could not spend
his money on himself be~use richer fa~e disagreed with
him, John stumbled on another way of spending. Church
was the one diversion his life embraced in its simple routine.
I
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He turned up on the dot, sat stolidly through the raw. ~rvice,
and shook hands briefly afterwards. At no moment l~n the
duration of his membership could he have called to nii~d the
~olor of the walls nor the number of silken banners, _whereon were inscribed such mottoes as: Jesus Never FiLi18, and
God Is Love, and There Is Omy One Unfailing Help.
.
One Sunday he happened to b.e standing by when tie collection was being counted. It added up to three dollaIts and
sixty cents. For all that John had put in his custOmary ten
cent piece, an impulse of generosity sent his hand to· his
pocket, primed him to say, "I'll make it even," and he brought
the amount up to four dollars.
.
The remembtance of bringing the collection up to four
dollars swelled in -John Hotchkiss until he burst forth with
the pleasurable idea of giving a whole dollar each Sunday.
At first he trembled and retreated, but the suggestion lay
like a snake in his path, charming him willYDiIly. He succumbed to it and laid a wrinkled bill on the offering the next
_
Sabbath.
.
He had never experienced suc}l satisfaction with' himself as he now felt. That dollar loomed as large as a tri"!state
bus. The appearance of the collection plate with his offering tl!.at overtopped the nickels and dimes and pennies-kept
revolving in his mind. How many other times haq' the
Cherokee church's collection known a dollar? For if J'ohn
Hotchkiss had devoted every breath to clearing his farm
and laying by three· thousand dolla~s, he had weaker-.neighbors who would never achieve this, and obviously the cnurch
worked on a comparative economic scale~
The following Sunday he had barely a qualm; wh~n the
plate neared him he drew a green note from his pocke~ and
planted it on top of the change. After a few weeks it $tood
forth to him that a crisply crackling dollar would heighten
the effect, which brpught him to specify new bills whellever
he drew money.
.~,
This impressed the Cherokee parish; bodies shifted and
eyes strained to watch the miracle. Nobody' else coul(i do

•
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likewise, although by emul~tion pennies grew into nickels
and dimes were stepped up to quarters. In setting the pace,
John fully recognized the fruits of his leadership. The
flavor of acquaintanceship] sweetened; in his heydey he
found gratification in lingering after ~ church, when he
showed his inexperience by growling roughly where he
intended to be agreeable.
What could have been ~ more logical, as the stove pipe
rusted so badly that it was dangerous and the bandbox stove
celebrated its sixth birthday in a feeble ~tate of. health, than
for the trustees to wait on J[ohn Hotchkiss?
He received them with wooden hospitality, fed more fuel
to the kitchen fire, and left them to draw up their own chairs.
The Polish woman withdrew (not so far tHat she couldn't
.
catch every word).
~She heard them remind him of the condition of the
church stove. "We don't get the heat from the wood we burn
as we should ought. .One of these days them sparks that
flies out of the top part of the pipe is going to set something
afire. What we came here for, is to ask would you make a con-. .
tribution towards a. new on~."
The woman felt without seeing the heavy and undecided silence. While she waited for the dry refusal, like he would
give her if she asked, she wa~ shocked to hear him promising,
"I can see my way clear to heating the church this coming
winter. I'll order a new stqve from the catalog." A superstition crossed the woman's;mind that this was certainly the
work of spirits.
John's increased standing guided his religious sensibility. Because the Cherokbe church couldn't afford steady
ministerial offices, most"Suiday services were conducted by
the congregation. 'Somebody led; local talent made' the
prayers. John had never talken any greater pa¥t than mumbling the benediction. Other members read more fluently,
prayed more eloquently. A1woman who used to teach school
before boards required diplqmas had charge of the music and
t}1e young people.
'
I
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Nowadays the church preferred to have the voice of its
.most prominent participator lifted in intercession. with the
~ost Holy. They turned spontaneously as they studied the.
Bible to hear the opinion of a man who could put a dollar in .
the plate regularly'.'
- John dug phrases out of his memory; he took an untoward interest in the columns of spiritual advice in the
papers, appreciating that the jellow who gets paid for writing a Daily Prayer must know how to do it. His comments
on the weekly lesson became quite flexible. The Cherokee
community believed they saw the hand of God for not only
was John inspi1red \0 the extent of a' thirty-dollar stove but
. his biblical illuminations displayed unsuspected mental resources. The woman, alone, took exception to the co~mon
respect in which John was held; a person who never knew
enough to offer a simple glass Qf cider to visitors could not
command her good opinion.
Ike and Katy, the rumor travelled ;from rhouth to mouth,
were upset over the part the Hotchkiss patrimony played in
church. One could, they felt, be too liberal, too good a
churchman. . It showed a more practical grasp of religion
to begin charity at home and keep it there.
This angered John so much that he deliberately promised the church a brand new, handsome Bible that would elevate the rude pine altar by its gilt-edged pages and purple
satin marker. The group sighed with contentment; never,
they concluded, would the Lord be so well pleased with them
as on the morning John Hotchkiss read the Hol,y Word out of
it.
World affairs never bothered Che,rokee as a whole.
Their attention centered on the couno/ paper that printed
regional news. The district was self-sufficient., Cash was
rare in so far as credit was the medium. The sto.:rekeeper
took all the produce he could handle, and generally all the
money the farm earned, besides.
Consequently, the national bank holiday in the Roosevelt era meant little in Cherokee: John Hotchkiss was prob(

.
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likewise, although by emulation pennies grew into niekels
and dimes were stepped up to quarters. In setting the pace,
John fully recognized the fruits of his leadership. The
flavor of acquaintanceship sweetened; in his heydey he
found gratification in lingering after .church, when he
showed his inexperienee by growling roughly where he
intended to be agreeable.
What could have been more logieal; as the stove pipe
rusted so badly that it was dangerous and the bandbox stove
celebrated its sixth birthday in a feeble state of health, than
for the trustees to wait on John Hotchkiss?
He received them with wooden hospitaiity, :ted more fuel
to the kitchen fire, and left them to draw up th~ir own ~hairs.
The Polish woman withdrew (not so far that she ~ouldn't
catch every word).
She heard them remind him of the condition of the
church stove. "We don't get the heat from the wood we burn
as we should ought. One of these days them sparks that
flies out of the top part of the pipe is going to set something
afire. What we came her~ for, is to ask would you make a contribution towards a new one."
-<ll
The,woman felt without seeing the heavy and undecided
silence'. While she waited for the dry refusal, like he would,
give h~r if she asked, she was shocked to hear him promising,
"I can see my way clear to heating the church this coming
winter. I'll order a new stove from the catalog." A superstition crossed the woman's mind that this was certainly the.
work of spirits.
John's increased standing guided his religious sensibility. Because the Chero~ee cl;1urch' couldn't afford steady
ministerial offices, most Sunday services were conducted by
the congregation. Somebody led; local talent made the
prayers. John had never taken any greater part than mumbling the benediction. Other members read more fluently,
prayed more eloquently. A woman who used to teach school
before boards required diplomas had charge of the music and
the young people.
~
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No:wadays the church preferred to have the voice of its
most , prominent participator lifted in intercession with the
Most Holy. They turned spontaneously as they studied the
Bible to hear the opinion of a man ivho could put a dollar in
the plate regularly.
John dug phrases out of hi~ memory; he took an untoward interest in the columns of spiritual advice in the
. papers, appreciating that the fellow who gets paid for writing a Daily Prayer must know how to do it. His comments
on the weekly lesson be~ame quite flexible. The Cherokee
community believetl they saw the hand of God for"not only
was John ¥nspired to the extent of a thirty-dollar stove but
his biblical illuminations displayed unsuspected mental re~ources.. The woman, alone, took exception to the common
, resp-ect in which John was held; a person~ho never knew
enough to offer a simple glass of cider to ~isitors could not
command her goOd opinion.
~
Ike and Katy, the rumor travelled from mouth to mouth,
Were upset over the part the Hotchkiss patrimony played in
church. . One could, they felt, be too liberal, too good a
churchman. It showed a mor~ practical grasp of rel~gjon
. to begin charity at home and keep it-there.
:
This angered John so much that he deliberately promised the church a brand new, handsome Bible that would elevate the rude pine altar by its gilt-edged pages and purple
satin marker. The group sighed with contentment; never,
they concluded, would the Lord be so well pleased with them
as on the morning John Hotchkiss rea~ the Holy Word out of~
it.
World affairs never bothered Cherokee as a whole.
Thei~ attentibn centered on the county paper that print~d
regional news. The district was self-sufficient.' Cash was
"
rare in so far as credi~ was the medium. The storekeeper
. took all the produce he could h~ndle, and, generally all the
money the farm earned, besides.
Consequently, the national bank holiday in the Roosevelt era meant little in Cherokee. John Hotchkiss ,was prob-
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ably the only person inconvenienced; he had made out one of
his infrequent checks to pay for the Bible. When the bank
was proclaimed insolvent he did not quite know what it was
all about.
Two facts pounded themselves in: he couldn't carry out
the purchase of the Bible and he was virtually penniless! A
purse full of change was in his pocket; the rest had gone up
in smoke. Despite ~ilderment, John c?uld li~e on as he
had done for years, WIthout currency. HIS credIt was good
at the store, and it wouldn't be unusual if he waited to pay'
the woman until a crop had been sold.
But he had to have a dollar a week for church. A dollar
a week, and this was early spring when a farmer has no
money coming in. He woke up as never before to the value
of coins and bills in the pocket.
Could he sell a little hay or feed? He stomped around
the barn, estimating. No, it was not possible; his animals
had to eat and his supplies were running low. The one other
source was the thousand dollar mortgage he held. He went
to see the man; with sinking heart he learned that the morgagee was in worse plight than he and that the interest was
doubtful.
One Sunday morning he counted out thirty-five cents, all
he had. There was good food in the cupboard, the woman'
would wait, and his sixty acres lay free and clear. John
Hotchkiss ought to have counted himself among the very
lucky. But he couldn't go to church: he lacked the dollar.
With despair he thought of the evaporated money in the
bank.
The woman shook out the ashes with vigor, suggesting
that at this moment he :usually left for church. "Have you
got a dollar?" he demanded. She had.
Church had never been more enjoyable. Outside spring
winds sighed in the pines, declaring spring rains for crops.
Every hymn they sang was an old favorite and voices rang
clearly. John offered the prayer, asking that this church and
all other churches be blessed, the sick and s.orrowing com-
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forted, and the wicked brought to see the error of their ways.
In the lesson he shone forth; when he shifted his native intelligence to the Holy Writ he surprised himself with what he
could get out of it. He genuinely believed what he said.
His churchgoing years blossomed-he had gotten religion
and he was relishing it. . .
The congregation knew John had the Bible ordered.
Time elapsed and no Bible appeared. They asked simply
about it, just as_they inquired if he had broken ground for
spring planting yet. He stalled. With the passing, of more
weeks they knew' something had gorte wrOI\g, although no
one suspected that the sum he contributed each .week came
from the woman'.s hoarding..
Rebellion is never far below the surface, human nature .
is always ready to pull down what it has been looking up to.
So John Hotchkiss was tumbled from his pedestal. "He ain't
going to give us that Bible," they said, "and he hadn't ought
to promise something he doesn't mean to do. He thinks no
one else can pray and hold the meetings like him. He will
see how much"we think of him, the old tightw~, tOo stingy
to part with money for the Bible he said he'd give us."
What hostility John missed in the churchly atmosphere,
he could guess at. Still he wj>uldn:t ex:plai~ ; he prefered that
his loss remain a secret,' for he dimly felt that it reflected on
him. Then again, if he started talking about it, the exact
amount he had been worth'might leak out and he had never
let his private affairs be public knowledge. Bitterly he made
up his mind to stay away. The d~fficulty of finding the dollar
doubled as the woman's funds ran .low ; he would not have
listened to reducing his donation.
If only they would come after him to ask for his presence! He wanted to feel "religious" again, to rise in prayer.
But no; when he tarried at home, not a single person came
to invite him out. He did not understand that his craving
was to be'needed in his circle. He thought in dJsgust that
all th~ ehurch people had wanted him for was the money be
could provide.
I
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In the fall, his lonely and hard work rewarded, he paid
off the woman and settled up at the store. After an inlJer
debate he let the order for the Bible go through, having!an
unworthy consideration in his mind of regaining his position when the church beheld his gift. It would be nice to
hear the singing again, to J.1ave his interpretation accepted as
authority. He missed it all.
When the Bible came he undid it, and the splendor of its
velvety covers and glittering letters, the rich softnessof1he
marker, hurt him unbearably. The landmarkS of his life
were the burnt ruins of his barns in, the second year he
farmed, the biers of his parents, then I:1is wife; and the bank
failure. He had faced each calamity and known himself
strong enough to go on. This ache of regret for a vanished
joy was new to him. The Bible was a symbol of an episode
he could not repeat, and the beauty he had dreamed of it
. only pained him deeper~
.
On the spur of the moment he decided jealously never to
give it to the Cherokee church. Giving it had been spoiled
for him, the old rapture had been starved, and if he got up
to read from the Book his mind would be ~cupied solely with
the ungratefulness of his listeners. To present it and never
attend a reading from it did not suggest itself to him.
A rage to destroy it quickly and thoroughly seized him.
He opened ]the fire-box of the kitchen stove, but before the
first corner was well in the flames the woman was beside
him. She cried out, tugging at the Holy Boo~, "What the
matter with you? Book cost the money. It go to parlor
table."
He perceived that she was right and his hands loosened
on the book. The whole force of his life had been to save,
save, save. Now neither pride nor pain could make him lay
waste a thing of value. For a short time he had seen life.
with a brQader vision and it seemed as if the Cherokee church
wo.uld mould a different being out of him. His taste of fellowship had proved fleeting and sour.
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His methods of economy and hard work piled up more
money which. he could not spend, but at no time did his
~ religion return. It seeped through the district that the longpromised Bible lay in John's, own home, which epnvinced
everybody that he had kept it for his own selfish pleasure,
and he was hated more than ever.
The truth was that the woman had placed it on the
round table, burnt corner carefully~.in the shadow. Every
other day she came in and brushed its soft radi~nce with· a,n
old cloth. Nonetheless, John Hotchkiss did not open the
Bible once during his lifetime, and on the rare occasions he
entered his parlor he kept his eyes averted from the round
table.
i';

.;

A Carpenter Speaks
'. By OLEN BAKER

I made the cross whose heavy load
Bowed Christ's tired shoulders down,
That day he climbed Golgotha Road
. Wearing a blackthorn crown.
I did not think of symbols then,
I only thought to build
A better cross than other men
In the carpenter guild.
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The Change'
By EUGENIA POPE POOL

Why should we fear a change of form?
As a white cloud drifts
In a sea of blue,
Why can't we think of drifting too?
As the leaves, in their bright dress,
. ~lutter down to death,
Why can't we "think of beauty
With our last breath?

•

Moon Mystery
By EUGENIA POPE POOL

Delicate, and faint, .
A new world moves into space
And hangs in an orchid sea ...
A phantom world!
But knowing the secrets
Of every race
Makes her wear a blanched face.
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The Missing Rings: No Mystery Story
By FLORENCE M. HAWLEY

man steals something from you, it may indicate
anything. from carelessness on your 'part to a faulty
polic~ system~ or the cussedness of human nature, but when
nature steals something from you, you are pitted against the
gods. May the best man win!
On the other hand, Dr. Douglass,> like all scientists, was
stealing from nature. Nature held a secret, and Dr. "D,"
as his co-workers have affectionately called him, wanted it.
He plotted ways and" means of obtaining data on Sijn spot
occurrence in the distant past so that he could, perhaps,
project it into the future. You can't picture a man plotting
and planning some safe~racker's technique for obtaining
data on sun spots? It does sound like considerable work for
a rather dull end, and you are rightabout the work but not
about the end. Would you call a volcano dull? Well, the
sup. spot is what we can see of a volcano-like disturbance on
the face of the sun. One does not deal with one sun spot but
with many, the number increasing periodically and the band
occurrence moving closer to the equator of the sun as the
numbers increase. No one can say just what causes these
disturbances or spots, but it is obvious that they do represent
increased activity of some kind. within the interior' of the
sun.. The dark spot which we mortals see from such 'a dis. tance is dark because the gases escaping in a whirl from the
hot interior cooT as they are released and hence look ,darker
than the glowing surface around. them. The bands' might
be compared to the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn, as you see them drawn upon that globe which came
with a year's subscription to something. Globes have their
uses after alL
At the periods of sun spot maxima some areas upon the
, earth receive increased storms dependent upon the increased
atmospheric disturbance, while other areas are affected in
[277 ]
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the oppoSite manner and parch with drouth and choke with
dust storms. Now do you see ~hy Dr. "D" worFied about
stealing the secret?, Records of aun spots extended back into
the 1700's, but no self-respecting scientist would consider
trying to work out cycles, peripdic recurrences, on such a,
short period of data as that. Perhaps these cycles of sun
spots, storms, and drouths were not periodic, although the
short records suggested ,it. Nothing but safe-cracking
nature could solve the question, ~nd the question was too real
an issue to be left unsolved. He: cracked the safe.
, And what does all this hav~ to do with the secret of the
. missing rings? Plenty-but wait.
If sun spots affect the weather, what does the weather
affect? A child could answer the question if put that way,
but it took a man renowned as an astronomer to put it in this
~way and to answer it for himselr. The weather affec~ plant
growth, of course, and the plant which grows over the
longest, period of years is the t~ee. Some trees grow all the
year around and hence would n<1lt show the effect of seasonal
variations in precipitation, but itrees which stop their growth
in the winter and lay down a bard dark layer of protective
woody cells in the fall thus mark the growth vf the year.
Trees growing in moderately Idry, temperate area, where
their annual increment is largely dependent upon annual
precipitation, would reflect tha~ annual precipitation in the
width o{their annual rings.
.
The- study of modern trees in the region of Flagstaff, '
Arizona, convinced Dr. Douglass that his system of studying
tree rings was workable. He found that the ring record of
large and small rings marking' certain years could be Identified from one pine to another and that the record could be
carried back as far as the tree ring records extending into
the past. In checking trees from a large area against each
other, he foOOd
that while their actual ring
sizes for any
I
.
given year :varied from tree to tr~, their pattern or record
was consiste~t throughout an area in which the weather
fluctuations were quite consistent and that 'this area could be '
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determined by identifying the record of one tree in ter~s
of the main group until a periphery. was reached where the
new records did not match the old. This periphery would
mark the boundary of another climatic area, for which a n~w
chart of fluctuations through the past would have to be
,
W9rked out. Trees which grew in bottom lands or ne~r
streams showed little fluctuation ingrowth' from year ,to
year, outside of age ,variations, but those which grew in ,the
uplands and on slopes showed records sensitive to annual
precipitation. Dr. Douglass was well on the way to wresting one of nature's most useful-secrets from her. .
' .
Then came the mystery of the missing ring, perhap~ a
measure of vengeance for his success. When a tree grows i
on'or just under a ridge, the storms sweeping up from below.
strike it with full force to do it injury. The soils of ridtes
are usually rocky and the slopes' steep. Enter the missiing;
ring,-or can missing ring enter? Caesar's ghost entered;,
why not the missing ring.
,
When a tree grows in such a place that too little of the
moisture of a dry season is available for growth, the tree
does not grow, or it may grow orily on one side where some
moisture is available to the roots." The ring which grdws
on one side in such a case is usually microscopic in size; but
the record on the other side is short one year's growith.
When is a missing ring not missing? When it is present;on
one of the other s~tors of the tree. One knows that the rIng
is missing from a specimen because the record of large and
small rings of one tree matches those of a number of other
trees, but with the exception that the records of the one is one
year off from that of the others over part of its length. Per'haps the records match from 1936 back to 1905, but below ;
that the sm,all rings on the ridge tree are one year ahead of
those of that group talffin from the slopes.·
The implication is that about 1905 one ring did not grow . i
upon the ridge tree, and when one looks at the main group to
locate a very small. ring indicating a very dry year :pear'that
point, he finds that 1904 was, indeed, very dry in the South•
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west. 1904 is very likely to be missing~ but a good -detective may be able to find a minute indication of its presence at
some point in the cross section ,of a specimen.
Checking in these missing rings is simpler in explanation than in execution. Beneath a desk light, hour after
hour, s~t Dr. "D" peeringthr~ugha magnifying glass at a
bit of wood held so close that it rubbed his nose. Night
. after night his white hair reflected back a halo of light,glowing like a moon from dusk until dawn. Men laughed at him
and he began to question his own idea of seeing the weather
through tree rings, but still :he shaved the wood surfaces
clean with a razor blade, oiled them, and painstakingly
checked the records of specimen to specimen and hunted
the miss~ng rings. Year after year his charts collected;
his measurements of individual ring widths grew to fill filing
cases and his specimens collected in boxes on shelves, boxes
beneath tables, boxes lost but not forgotten in dusty corners,
filled with the skeletons of old pieces of apparatus devised
for ring measurements and for mechanical studies of cycles.
He ma~hed the records of modern trees against thos~ of
beams long ago cut for house roofs in the Hopi villages, some
of thes~ Hopi beams having been cut in the 16th century
and used again and again in new houses built when old ones
collapsed. The outer rings of the old trees duplicated the
records of the inner rings of the more modern and younger
group; the two together offered a record of. dry and wet
seasons back to the 'early 1300'8, A. D.
·
.
During the historic period of the Southwest, the Spaniards recorded ~t least two bad drouth periods and their
effects upon the Indians. In 1668, '69,.and '70, the pueblo of
the J umanos, one of the group east of the Manzano mountains in New Mexico, suffered drouth and famine almost to
the point of extinction,
and while slightly over a century
I
later, between 1~78 and '80, the Hopis of northern Arizona
were struck by drouth, .famine, and disease. The cattle
which they had acquired from the Spaniards all died;· the
people themselvF were starved to skeletons. .Many died;
.

.
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some joined the'Navajo; som~ tried to get to Zuiii w~ere
conditions were slightly better~ The Spaniards tried to rqake
of their hardships a wedge by which to persuade thenb. to
come over into the Rio Grande and give themselves rip as
Spanish subjects, but the unconquered tribe answered ·that
they preferred death to subjectibn. De Anza reported that
if rains did not come the next season the entire group w~uld
have had that choice of death and extinction; their food iWas
gone; their animals, were gone; the desert produced too little
food to sustain life except for a roving people accustometl to
. !I
traveling long distances.
,
These were the effects on the pueblos of three year
drouths for .which. the tree records' showed very small rings,
missing in some cases. What, then, of:-tonger drouths 'and
of their effect upon people and trees? '
The chart was back to the early 1300's, and there it
stopped at a period so difficult to read that certainty was
impossible. The midnight 'oil bur~ed out;-the razor blades
fell one after another into the waste basket, but the missing
ling, in its absence, was lord of the-day.
The scent of the tree ring struggles had been set in
Arizona up to this time. Now.the scene shifts to northwestern New Mexico, where Neil Judd and Earl Morris,
archaeologists of national repute, were excavating Pueblo
Bonito in Chaco Canyon and Aztec Ruin, north of there, near
.Farmington.
. .
The historians and the tourists of the country have always asked for dates on the ruins excavated. -The archaeologists were more concerned with culture sequences, variat!ons, developments, and diffusion than they were with exact
time, but they tried to oblige, and the dates which they
suggested varied from man to man as much as their hat
sizes. I do not mean to say that they gave out wbatever date
first came into their minds; they manfully tried to evalu,ate
what data they had on chronology, but that da~a actually
gave no more than relative chronologies of culture sequences.
Hundreds of y~ars in one man's e~timate became thousands
I
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to another. J ~dd and Morris decided that if they could persuade their ~stronomical~r~end, Dr. "D", to ~tudY the spec.imens of roof I beams WhICh they were taking from theIr
ruins, he might be able to construct a master chart from
them. If, evJntually, very old Hopi beams or beams from
late pr~historic ruins could be found, their records might'
fit onto the inner record of the long modern master chart
and onto the outer record of the prehistoric' pieces, and so
fill in the gap and date the ancient roof beams and, hence, the
ruins, at the same time that it carried the record of weather
fluctuations several hundred years farther into the past for
sun spot and meteorological studies.
The beams were collected and Dr. Douglass began their
study. The drY climate of New Mexico is proverbial; these
old beams had been so well preserved that when they were cut
the center was golden with pitch and the odor of re~in was
strong. A master chart was made to represent the beams as
a group from each ruin; the charts were matched against
each other and two ruins were found to be very close to the
same age. But what the age was remained a mystery; there
was a definite gap between the ancient and the modern
charts~ How to fill it?
Dr. Douglass came to the rescue again, with the same
straightforward thinking which characterized his decision
to begilil tree ring work. . Certain pottery types were khq,wn
to represent the general period of the old specimens. Certain tYJj>es were known to approximate the period of the interior of the modern chart. Between these types of 'Pottery
others were known to come in a general ~equence. If a ruin
with th~ types in between couJd~be110cated, it might produce
logs which would fill in the p:ap in the chart. At the same
time, these new logs' might clarifY the faulty record at 'the'
inner end of the modern chart, that faulty record on which
some trees indicated so many missin~ rings that the accuracy of all for that period was in question.
Once again Dr. "D" solved the problem. In the summer
of 1927 a beam expedition was sent out, a ruin answering
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to the proper description was located at Showlow, in! the

. White Mountains of Arizona, alJ.d the, logs taken from it
proved to be of the right period, crossed the gap, linked the ,
two charts, dated the ruins, and carried the main chart, with
its new additions, back to about 700 A. D. The missing
rings of the late 1200's were found to be part of what is now
known as the Great Drouth, lasting from 12'76 to 1299. It
was the longest and driest drouth known in the total period
.of the master chart, which has now been carried back to 11
A. D. for the area of Arizona and northwestern New Mexico.
The latest dates to be found on the logs used in many southwestern pueblos fall within this period, and archaeologists
can picture large districts of formerly populated area being
crossed by famished bands of people seeking new homes,
f~, and water. Their own pueblos were deserted, and the
, fact that hordes of the people must have died at this time
is indicated in the limited areas of occupation in the succeeding period. The peak of pueblo extension had been reached;
the :peak of pueblo culture had passed, and the missing rings
spoke as clearly. as the deserted villages of the tragedy of
that passing. The land was so ,dry that even the trees could.
not grow; a curse from the water spirits, the clouds', the
spirits of their ancestors, was upon the people, and they left,
dying.
The Rio Grande are,a of New Mexico was populated
more heavily from this period onward than it :had been previously. Apparently some of the people who were forced
by drouth from their old homes and their garden farms came
east of this Mecca of flowing water and fertile river terraces.
Here we can trace their moves and their relative periods of
cultural developments, but so far they have been dated
ba~k
,
only into fhe13th century. W. S. Stallings, a student of Dr.
Douglass, came i\lto the Rio Grande to work out its record
of weather fluctuations and to date its ruins, but the task so
difficult in Arizona was even more difficult here: Aided by
the experience Dr. Douglass could pass on to those he
trained, Stallings was still held in the strong clutch of that
"
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demon of nature,-our old acquaintance, the missing ring.
In the Rio Grande the areas in which the weather fluctuations are consistent are small; these areas can be compared
with other areas in which the records may be almost alike
or on the other hand, far from alike.. Districts next to each
other .may be less alike in their records than some far removed from each other. . Tile patience and care of Stallings..
were not second to that of Dr. Douglass when he worked out
separate charts for the districts of the Rio Grande and of
the surrounding mountains and valleys. At present the.re
is a tentative Rio Grande master chart which covers all of
the smaller charts, but the variations within the large area
make the composition of such a master chart hazardous and
difficult. From some of the valley ruins around Albuq\lerque, the juniper beams of the old roofs cannot ev~n be cross
dated upon themselves, the record of one identified in the
record of another. Juniper, it must be admitted, is infinitely
more difficult than pine or pinon or Douglas fir for tree ring
work, as its growing habits make the. rings of uneven widths
and tenuous. But the missing rings,-well, you understand
by now what we would say about them, and, probably, what
we privately say to them!
Tree ring work in New Mexico has not been en.tirely
limited to the wood of prehistoric or of historic ruins. In
the eastern slopes of the Manzano mountains drowses a small
Spanish village named for those mountains. In the spring,
the traveler sees a pink glow of apple blossoms long before
he sees the houses of the brown adobe town, and these blos- '
soms are on trees in orchards reputed to date back to the
period when the Franciscan brothers worked for the souls of
pueblo people living in large villages in the district. Bandelier said he could find no record of the planting of these
orchards in the memory of the modern inhabitants, and it is
he, probably, who started the story of the great age of the
gnarled treeSJ The trees do not bear fruit today, but early"
American soldiers coming to Manzano found girls selling
local" apples as refreshments at dances,' much as our cigarette girls do today.
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Perhaps science is harsh on romance, but thQse apple
orchards, laid out in rows, suggested themselves as excellent
material for tree ring studies: One of the old trees in the
north orchard had died during the year; its last leaves were
still shriveling upon it. Its trunk was as large as any there,
;- and the fact that the trees stood in rows suggested that
they all had been set out at one time. While the villagers
. gathered to watch from the stone wall around the orchard,
this recently dead tree was cpt and sawed down, and in
scientific glee I carried the stump back to my laboratory. I.
had little idea from the trees themselves whether they were
young or old, but I was going to prove their age from a c~unt
of the rings in my specimen.
I suppose it is a wonder that 'some chamber oj commerce
in the state'did' not hurry me into solitary confinement and
burn my log; the date which I published for its interior was
no earlier than 1800 A. D. Such a rejuvenation and face
; lifting of antiques has been paralleled in practically every-'
thing dated by the Douglass method of tree ring analysis;
man proposes but the wood disposes the great age of the
Southwest. We know that the pueblo cultures and their
progenitOrs, the Basket Makers, extend back at least to the
time of Christ and probably further. We c~n give definite
dates on ruins b~k into the sixth century,.Alnd we know 01
many earlier ,ones yet to be dated. But beIore these people
were here, the much-discussed post-Pleistocene. people
camped and flaked their h~ndsome Folson and Yuma points
and hunted the bison and the mammoth. How long ago did
these people live? ' Geologists offer estimates varying from
2000 to 20,000 years and only geologists can settle the
problem.
.
The Southwest is old enough; it -needs no romantic fibs
to estabiish its right to vote. As for the exact age of its
many old cultures, we shall continue to consult the trees, our
most accurate time pieces, as far back as they will go. Then
gir~ yourselves for battle and take up the razor blade; be
onward and after the Missing Ring.

...
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Nancy Hanks
By GLEN BAKER

Nancy Hanks dressed in the firelight,
Not yet had she been wed;
What were her thoughts in the firelight
The hickory back-log fed?
Did she see a looming event
In shadows cast before?
Was there perhaps a man-child
Playing upon the floor?
\

Duerme en Paz
By MAY REES

J

;\

.

Duerme en paz·
La madre mia.
Las manos lindas
Quietas Bon.
Duerme en paz.
A la tempestad de la vida
Sigue la calma de la gloria.
Y duerme hoy la. siesta
Que sera la siesta mia
En la tierra la interr6,
EI cuerpo solo. El espiritu-j No!
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Americanism-My Definition
, A SYMPOSIUM
"

ONT~IBUTO~.to

symp~iu~ w~re

requested to Write
C theIr definItion this
of A m,encanUJm In from fifty
two
~

hundred words. Since the last few months have stirr~ up
so 'much talk on an American way of political life and an
American plan for economic society, the QUARTERLY intends
here to bring together interpretations of Americanism
which may offer clearcut points of view as to just what representative Americans consider, fundamental to the life of
our nation.'

*

lie

*

Americanism, according to my belief in it, means first
of all, not only my own freedom but the other fellow's-within, of course, the agreed limitations of such laws as may
be adopted by a majority but are ahvays"subject to change by
a later' majority. And this freedom means f,reedom of
thought, freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, freedom of action, and even, if necessary, the free right-which
Lincoln mai;ntains as Americanism-to revolt and take the
consequences.
The second most vital quality in Americans, as I see it,
is the principle that every' citizen of age shall b.evrotected
in bis free use of the secret ballot to register political judgment, so that the remedy of conditions shall always potentially lie within the hands of the majority and not of any
so-called benevolent minority whatsoever.
At the.present moment in our affairs, a timely quality
of true Americanism would seem ~o me to be a strong sense
of our constitutional right to change the const~tution whenever the changing needs .of the' country so warrant. At the
present moment ~lso a timely quality of .true Americanism
would seem to me to be as vigilant guard against the burrowing from within by such organizations as the Daughters

.

,

-i
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of the American Revolution as against attacks from without
by such organizations as Fascism and Communism.
WITTER BYNNER, Poet.

Santa Fe, N. M.

Americanism is an adherence to a system of government, in which the citizen is free to live, do, think, speak,
WI1te, 'and worship (or not worship), as he plea:ses, limited
in the exercise of his freedom only by the equal right of
every other citizen; and in which those limits are clearly
defined and enforced by general law, deliberately adopted by
the ,majority acting through duly constituted forms and
agencies-all under a written constitution, by which rights
gelilerally deemed fundamental are guaranteed, and which
cam be changed only by processes giving ample opportunity
for general approval ,or disapproval.
C. M. BOTTS, Lawyer.
Albuquerque, N; M. "

1 '

Taking into consideration the caliber of the individual,
tr,e Americanism. affords the ouportunity to participate in
the great adventure of life on a fair competitive basis.
The American Ideal envisions a government that· consiCllers the viewpoint of youth, maturity, and age. A government without paternalism, except such as is necessary for
th;e reasonable protection of the child in youth, the opportun~ty for education to prepare for future citizenship, and a
r~asonable security in olq age.
: Americanism'should afford protection to civil liberties
and property rights under a constitutional government
guaranteeing at all tin"es the rights of the minority as
against the majority.
At its best Americapism should call for a fair contribu- ~
tion from each citizen, and in turn afford a reasonable opportunity for individual be1lterment in accordance with ability.
Such a government and ~he social order hereunder in spite of
imperfections, are the best man has yet devised.
!?EARCE C. RODEY, Lawyer.
Alb, uquerque, N .M
.
"'"
6>
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Americanism is a composite characteristic or picture
of one hundred' twenty-five million different individuals,
ranging from the rugged indivIdualism of the waterfront
gangster or the Wall Street banker to the meekness of ~
Mahatma Ghandi or the lowly Nazarene.
JOSEPH GILL, Lawyer..
Albuquerque, N. M.
Americanism does not mean loud, blatant, ~ssertive
pseudo-patriotism, nor does it imply one hundred percentism, Chauvinism, flag-waving, or Red-baiting. It does mean
a fervent love ,of this America of ours" a quiet yet firm conviction that its institutions, though permitting many inequalities andJnjustices, do offer greater opportunities for
,"liberty and the pursuit of happiness" than do those of any
other country; and a deep determination to develop and to
maintain those institutions at any cost. While reeognizing
'.the importance in bur lives of bath tubs, automobiles, radios,
and the hundred other material conveniences, it holds to the
belief that sympathy, tolerance, brotherhood, and the-love of
spiritual beauty,' are still more. essential to our people.
Finally, in the splendid lines of Euripides, as translated by
John Milton, it believes that
This is true liberty, when freeborn men
Having t'advise the public, may speak free.
GEORGE ST. CLAm, Dean of Fine Arts College.
University of New Mexico,
. Albuquerque.
I

,

'J

'!<

Personal liberty is to me the most valuable part of the
American tradition. Personal liberty in America has been
attacked in recent years, and it has even been curtai~ed, but
this country nevertheless remains, as it always has been, a
land of liberty. I believe there is more intellectua' iliberty
in America today than in any other major nation~u The social
taboos and legal censorships that once hampered the artist·
and writer have been almost completely removed,' and free,

~
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A realistic definition of Americanism should run in
terms of what Americans profess' and do. Opposite and
diverse things seem to be the rule. Thus, ~tudes, and swing
music; patriotic ideals, and selling munitions to warring
nations; "love thy neighbor," and "devil take the hindmost" ;
"the greatest good to the greatest number," and protective
tariffs; government hands off, and protection against "Unfair" ,trade practices; Harvard, and Hollywood;, Shak~s
peare and the pulpf\; government larg~ss, and lower taxes;
a melting pot, and race riots; Ku Klux Klan, atheistic cults,
Liberty League, League' for Better Relations with Soviet
Russia, Single ~ax League, Birth Control, Fundamentalism,
donkeys and the more abundant life, elephants and sUnflowers. But through it all an uncritical belief that perfectibility is in the offing, perhaps near, perhaps' remote, depending on the degree of faith.
, VERNON G. SqRRELL, Professor of Economics.
University of New Mexiao,
Albuquerque.
o

.
1

,
0'
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Whether thought of as principle or as goal, Americanism, at root, means the right of every citizen to full development and expression, no matter what his origin or sacial
. status. America was founded by people passionately intent
upon such a right. They thought specifically in terms of
religion, or government, or economics, but, fundamentally,
they thought of self-expression through th~e ,~venues.
However, because of conditions surrounding the c9untry's
growth, Americans have tended toward both romanticism
,
and naivete; extent of territory and ,hugeness of :natural resources have l~d us to believe that there was room fot all and
.plenty for all, without serious collisions of purpose. Now we
begin to live more crampedly, physically and mentally; we
face clashes of interest; and we discover that unchecked expression of one strong will ma~ make, not only for inade'quate expression, but even the complete throttling ,(j)f many
wills.
.
.:
So, America, at the thres~old of the life of ~ mpre conlonger
gested population, finding that equal opportunity
resides in broad spaces and the lavishness of Natur~, is confused. America clings to its long-precious ,belief; but
blindly. The country has changed, but Americanisri, so defined, has not. The task of the present generation is Ito make
that old principle valid in modern and in future AmJrica.
,
'
i
JAY{j. KNODE, Dean of the General'Coll~ge.,
University of New Mexico,~
: .

no
l

Albuquerque.

I'd say Americanism amounted to a superhitiye inter,est in co-operation and organization. I'd call it Lalmost a
superfluous interest if it ~asn't indisputable that! Mother
, Nature permits men and nations a 'great play of possibilities'
from which to choose a few to make something out iof. We
doubtless have in this characteristic of ours something we
can turn to remarkably beneficent use as we grow ~ore s~t
tied in our landscape and more h&mogeneous in bJOpd or in
understanding.
'1
' :
I
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It's extraordinarily ha~d to know anything about one's
country, of course, because 'It's extraordinarily hard to know
anything about oneself. The above is the only idea I'd care·'
to hazard about Americans, as apart from Europeans and"
Asiatics. The habit of joining has been a human characteristic'from the first, but certainly we push it to an extre~e.
We join for the sake of joining, and partake of movements..
which basically conflict with one another. Deacons of the
chu~ch light the flares of the Ku Klux Klan, and political
racketeers lead the cohorts demanding social justice.
.
HANIEL LONG, Poet..
Sant,a Fe, N. M.
Americanism is that WJay of life which seeks the highest
degree of individual freedom of thought and action that 'is
consonant with the greatest welfare of society. This ideal
liv~ in other times and other climes before it became ~he
American shibboleth. Society itself connotates the surrender of a measure of individual freedom. Two bodies may
not ~imultaneously occupy the same space; hence ever increasing population reduces each individual's quantity of
freedom while modifying, if not enhan~ing, its quality."
Always individual freedom must yield to the paramount
social welfare. Many liberties of three million American
pioneers have been surrendered to the social welfare of their
huncilred million descendants. But that same social wel:l;are
has provided many new compensatory freedoms. Sane
restriction may actually increase freedom. In 1793 social
welfare did not require regulation of railroads. Today'
traffic must be regulated, the leper ptust be quarantined. In
order that motor traffic may be free to move at all, it must
observe prescribed rules. Such appropriate regimentation
is applied Americanism. Unrestricted freedom, excessive·
individualism would destroy Americanism. Changing restrictions appropriate to changing conditions are essential
'
to tqe realization of my ideal of Americanism.
Alb~querque.
GEORGE C. TAYLOR, Lawyer.
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The disposition is strong to define AmericaJnism 'in
terms of my a.spirations for my country anq its people,
rather than in'terms of what the word has actuallY come
to connote to me. I should like to be able to say, and honestly
so, that Americanism means allegiance to the best in American life as I see that best.
But I am afraid the word has no such sigDi:fi~ance to
~ me. 'The word hAs been ruin'ed by the company has kept,
or, better, by the low purposes it has so often-bee~ used to
bless and conceal. During my undergraduate days Ameri.canism was· the patent slogan 'employed by Ku :Kluxers
to mask their intolerance of Catholics and forejgn-born
citizens. Of late years it has been overworked by ~ certain
group of short-sighted men in an effort to make disrespectable in this country Intelligent thinking on the subjeet of our
increasingly important foreign relations. More r~ently it
has been used in a manner designed to condemn those who
patriotically try' to serve their nation by removing the causes
of discontent i.n the lives of the humble. Because these' and
similar sins have been committed in the name of American.~
ism, the term has been spoiled for me.
Americanism, as I see it, is a word commonly used to
induce all sorts of people who think differently to act, and at
times, to votea:like. It is a vague word of high-emotional
content, a symbolic word that'means all things ,to all men,
a "weasel" word in the sense Theodore Roosevelt used the
term-a word that conceals rather than conveys meaning.
In short, Americanism, in common usage, is a kind of lowest·
common denominator by which leaders, gen~rany fakirs,
attempt to establish contact with a following they desire to
lead to no good end.
0''1'
Without meaning to be facetious or enigmatic, let me '
conclude by saying, that Americanism, instead of 'representing a standard to which all men might repair has become a .
symbol all honest men ought to repair.
THOMAS C. DONNELLY, Professor of Political Science.
University of N,ew Mexico, Albu(jUerque.

it
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I do not know what Americanism is; the term is used in
different senses by different people. Tp a nit-wit flagsaluter, it means one thing; to a humanistic student of history, :it means another.
But I can make a guess as to what Americanism ought
to be.
It ought to be a reasonable but not fanatical affection
for the land in which we were born, and a feeling that our .
friends and neighbors and fellow-countrymen are, our possible sympathetic fellow-workers toward the future. It
ought to include a profound sense of humiliation, in view of
the hideous and cruel mess we have made of things in the
past. It ought to be eager to accept such lessons as are
adaptable to our land, and it ought to be bright enough not
to condemn an idea just because it orjginated in Russia or
elsewhere. It ought to insist that every -man, woman, and
child be given a decent chance to lead a decently happy life
no matter what they maycost the people who pay inheri-,
tance taxes.
I do not believe that Americanism nece~sarily involves
the need for a bloody revolution. But I do believe that it
involves a reconstruction of our social structure to an extent
that is not even yet clear to the eyes of most Americans.
Though America has achieved wonders, I believe that
George Washington would look with his fa:mous, cold glare
of contempt on any present-day American who admitted
that he thought that there were not terrific changes still to
be made. Unfortunately, I know a great many Americans
who regard any change as a low form of treason.
.
I am not a Red: the Red Flag is not tatooed on my chest.
Nor is the American flag. I am simply one of the millions of
quiet, native-born Americans who are dissatisfied with the
presoot, but who have a vague hope for the future. And I
refuse to believe that Americanism is a belligerent thing, or
that iIt is incompatible with a respect for the citizens of other
nations and a hearty desire to co-operate with them.
ARTHUR DAVIDSON FICKE, Poet.
Hillsdale, New York.
I

0

b_
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What Amer!canism is escapes me.
I should like to state what I wish it were.
1. Equality": in the courts', in education, in health and
work.
2. Freedom of opinion and expression, including the
right to'criticize the government and to advocate its change.
3. A stand~rd of values which would rate, other gifts
\Jiigher than acquisitiveness..
> 4. A sense of citizenship which would make every citi-'
zen feel that he owed some thought, time and effort to public
affairs.
5. Courage to face change, readiness to . try the
untried, ability to go ahead with a changing world.
6. Freedom from snobbery.
ERNA FERGUSSON, Southwestern Author, Lecturer.
Albuquerque, N. M.
~

.

Americanism means more than certain specific rights
and duties. It is an ideal-a vision of the increasing democratization of life, bringing greater freedom, opportunity,
and abundance to all men. The truly American way would
be to rescue the orIginal republican ideal and intention from
its grave in the letter of the law, so as to give it life and
meaning in terms of changed conditions. Any dOctrine,
any "ism," even Americanism, without intelligent re-interpretation and re-adaptation, becomes a straight-jacket
instead of being the liberating force it was originally
intended to be. , '
DUDJ:tEY WYNN, Profesor of English.
University of New Me~o.
America-The New Englander thinks of maples on a
hill; the Floridian of shrimp boats coming through green
marshes; the Chicagoan of blue shadows under the bridges;
the Southwesterner of the smell of desert rain ... America
is home.
FRANCES GILMORE, Southwestern Author, Teacher.
Universlty of Arizona, Tucson..
I .
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To me, Americanism symbolizes an attitude toward life
and an end to be accomplished under our" system of government. It embC?dies a principle that is as universal in its
meaning as the concept of the brotherhood of man. For the
origin of this attitude and the nature of the social end to be
realized, I look back first to my childhood environment ; and
back of this to the ideals and hopes which made possible the
Declaration of Independence and our Constitution.' It was
these ideals which gave my parents the basis for their faith
in the future of America. Accordingly, my Americanism
is an inherited attitude, ideal, and method. It embodies'
the progressive realization of the dream of great thinkers
and the hopes of oppressed men. In practice it is a rationally planned program for realizing a fuller, freer, and more
secure, life for all citizens than has ever been re!lized by
men at any other time or in any other land. The idealistic
conditions of this full and free life are best' stated in the
Preamble of our Constitution, which declares that the purpose and end of ouf system of government is to "establish
Justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our posterity." Our Consti.
tution, our representative form of government, our secret
ballot, and our legal institutions are our American instruments and agencies through which we may realize these ends
by peaceful, lawful and orderly methods.
This is my Americanism. It commands that I shall not
consciously barter it away for temporary advantage or personal gain, and that I shall fearlessly live arid labor for its'
progressive realization.
A. S. WHITE, Professo'l' of Political Science.
University of New Mexico.
We must insist upon Americanism in terms of the land,
the forests, the water, the minerals, the man power of the
nation-not of anyone hereditary right or group of rights.
Slave owners in the SOl}th once held a property interest in
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the bodies of scores of human draft animals, and the United
States Constitution had to be amended to deprive them of
that interest. If other amendments have to come to emancipate men, land, or the resources of the lana from the
tyranny of so-called vested rights, then it is Americanism
to bring about that emancipation. Americanism is just the
well-being of Americans. We. are wresting sovereignty
from the money barons and their independent sovereignties
within the state. Utopia wil~ round a corner" if an American way can be found to place on these feudal estates the
be made to shoulder,
social responsibility which wealth must
'
T. M. PE~E, Professor of English.
The University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, Neill) Mexico.
.'

\\

Becalmed
By JOHN DILLON' HUSBAND

~,

Strained eyes will find no star above this sea,
To hold the mind upon, a fixed course,
To steer for one far star' when no whid blows,
Is task to tax the weight of all man's force
More dreadfully than any,. storm he knows.

','

This agony of dark, of light that's ende4,
Cuts against tHe marrow of the soul
Unlike the quiet ligbtanddarkness blended
That guides the nervous scraping of the mole.
Strained eyes will find no star above this sea,
And stars without a wind were futile find! .
Yet helms in hand we watch for what may be,
And wait for some far wind to lift the mind.
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Egocentric
By

MARGARET PAGE HOOD

I lay beneath a cedar tree
And felt the world go spinning free.
Across the dark-laced arc of sky
Prodigious mountains rolling by
Entonoo a vibrant melody.
The cedar branches hummed with sound
Of wind, and underneath the ground
The red roots struggled in silent flight.
But what were they to me that night
When I saw the moon was bound?
Caught on the wing like a silver bird
And hanging fast in the cedar tree. I heard
Her shining feathers rustle by
And her voiceless cry
Touched me and stirred
My. pity. I left her there for what could I do
When the world spun true
.,
In a mighty curve, the stars flowed'
Into a molten river, and I rode
On as the darkness grew.
Tight pressed to earth, ~y ear
'
Suddenly heard the pounding of the gear
That turned this universal top "
And then I knew ... The world would never stop
. While my pulse beat so strong and clear. ,
{.
i4

~:
)

..."
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.
brought Maria to his hogan in the moon of falling
leaves. Juan worked as siI~ersmith, setting the jewelry
with turquoise, signifying divine protection. Very near him,
beneath the gn~rled cottonwood tree where stood the loom,
Maria wove the gay colors she loved. Occasionally she would
ride her pinto pony to the trading iJost and sell or trade h~
blankets for food and clothing for herself and Juan.
. Time pass~ with no cloud to darken the sky. Ca~e Little
Blue-bird. Juan made for her a cradle from a perfect pine
tree. From the oak he formed a hood, then painted the
cradle inside and out and made a buckskin curtain to hang
above the head. ~. Maria made for it a little blanket and .tiny
pillow, and together they tied the carrier to the cradle-board
with lacings, and in it Little Blue:'bird lay-in the same way
a tree grew-upward. Juan looked forward to the time
when the child could run about and Maria prepared baby ,
moccasins. Maria sang to the child-of the blue-bird and
coyote, of rocks anti trees, of moons and winds.
Juan worked steadily at his bench for another year,
seldom riding or hunting as of,old. His body was growing
lean and there· was a bright red spot on either high cheek
bone. Truly the evil spirit must be pursuing him, and Maria
prevailed upon 'him to go to the medicine-man. Juan, with
his ceremonial ba~ket of meal to sprinkle over the bodies of
the dancers, recited sentence by sentence a prayer; then came
the wild dance of swaying bodies and rhythmIC feet. Juan
returned to his hogan, but day by day grew weaker. After
much tactful persuasion, Maria induced him to seek the
white medicine man.
">
"I will go with you," she said. So, with Little Blue-bird,
they made the trip to:-the far-away 'city on horseback.
"Rest," the physician decreed, "and much nourishhlg
food and milk"
'"
UAN

J

~.
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Poor Juan could no longer ply his trade and the market
for Maria's blankets was now not good. Poverty facedilj them
-poverty and illness.
Juan was lying outside the hogan, as 'the white medicine man had commanded, when a swashbuckling stranger
:rode up, to the very door of the hogan, disregarding the fact
that the entrance is ever on the side farthest from path Qr
road, to prevent intrusion.
"Hell~ Indian," he said, "How about a trip to Vasquez
Rocks? We haven't enough Hollywood bucks for a scene and
we want some of you fellows to come over and help us."
Maria stole softly to Juan. "Don't go," she said. "You
are far from well."
Juan looked at her kindly, but turning to the stranger,
"What is the pay?" he asked.
"Five bucks a day if you make good; and say, can you
ride?"
Juan looked his scorn. Can a Navajo ride! But he
merely replied, "I will come."
The motion picture company had :&ented horses, so took
none from the Indians. They herded the redmen i~to a,
huge truck and made the long, long drive.
As Juan departed, he, waved to Maria, who stood beside
her loo~, with Little Blue-bird shyly peeping frotn behind
her skirts. Maria bravely smiled and waved her small hand,
but her heart was heavy with foreboding.
There was a brief rest in the camp ('}f the company, after
the long trip, then rehearsals--.endless-for the scene.
_"The white man's plays are not the real kernel of life
-just dry husks," Juan thought.
'
The sun was as brass. The sky as blue as the turquoise
Juan wore in his head-band. Sparse grey-green sage brush
and occasional scraggly brush sprang from the arid soil., To
add to the discomfort from heat, the horses' hoofs raised
clauds of dust in the wild gallop doWn the mesa. Again and
again the cowboys and Indians rode madly. down the grade,
and the Indians, the while, gave their wild war cries. Again
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and again were they recalled, the picture proving unsatis_.
factory. '
_
.
_ Just to creep to the shelter of Vasquez Rocks and lie in
the shadow and quiet, poor Juan thought, an olla of cool
mountain water to quench his maddening thirst.
"Water," cried the cowboys..
"Water," echoed the Indians; but a heavy truek had
crushed the 'pipe which brought in the supp~, and w~a.ry
,men and horses were near perished from thirst.
"Put this scene over and w~» will give you water," ca)led
the director. "All set. Let's go!"
And once more Juan straightened his lithe body and
tightened his horse's rein. Swiftly he rode down the slope.
When he reached the level mesa, Juan patted the tired horse.
"Poor Sundown!" he said. "That you too should suffer' in
so unworthy cause."
.
Juan felt the young physician, with the surgeon's kit,
watching him ;'heard him tell the camera man that,he 'would
~.
" \.better send to the tent for his own bottle of 'Water..
This thirst, thought brave Juan; but was he not earning
money for Maria and Little Blue-bird. A brief rest, and a
messenger brought from a tent a five-gallon bottle of water
-a drop in the bucket for the army of thirsty men. A lean,
gawky boy passed a dipper full of water to Juan; as directed.
Next to J uan wa~ an aged Indian, whose seamed face and
bare brown body glistened with sweat. He was a chief- Gray Eagle. Juan, with an Indian's deference for age,
handed the chief the dipper. The old man drank from it .
then returned it, haliemptied, to'Juan; but Juan waved it
aside and the old chief finished the dr~ught. The water-boy
refilled the dipper and gave it to Juan. Juan drank hurriedly, for came the strident tones of the director. "Let's go.
Ride!" and the near swooning Juan was off at a gallop, his
feverish lips parched, his. aching thirst still unquenched.
Immobile face, erect form, muscles lithe beneath duskY skin.
~. Of all the riders none so skilled. Beckoning to him,. the
..
director said:
dO

,
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"Would you consider doubling for Grey Eagle? It is,
dangerous work but good pay. The chief has been with us
for many years and we think him too valuable to take the
risks of this scene."
Juan thought of the dire needs of Maria and Little Bluebird.Daily food was becoming a desperate problem.
"I win," he replied.
.
Abov~ the mesa rose steep cliffs. Down one of these
Juan must ride.
"Give him Grey Eagle's horse," the director commanded.The chief dismounted, exchanged horses with
Juan, gave him his head-gear, and in an undertone, brief
directions as to reining. Juan r"ade the trail to the summit .'
of the bluff and sat-a burnished bronze statue---awaiting
the signal. A gun was fired. Swiftly the sure-footed horse
descended 'the precipitous grade.
"0. K.," the director cried, "but we did not get in the
necessary background."
Three times had Juan taken the dangerous plunge.
Again horse and rider appeared on the brow of the cliff. The·
signal wa~ given, and weary man and beast began the descent. It-must be ridden swiftly. Half way down the grade
there was a treacherous Jedge of shale. The horse's hoofs
slipped and Juan instantly tightened rein. Once more the
horse regained footing, only to step into another pitfall.
There was a crumbling of earth and rock. The faithful horse
slipped-sUd-then horse and rider plunged headlong, a
hundred-foot drop to the mesa below.
The physician was the first'to reach the spot. Juan lay ,
motionless-a crumpled figure. Dark eyes closed, a trickle,
of blood oozing through his glistening black hair. The horse
lay near-bleeding--one leg broken. The doctor moistened
Juan 7s lips and tried to force him to swallow the precious
water. In vain. At last Juan regained consciousness.
•
"Maria r 7 ,he gasped. Then-blackness. Later he again
opened gr~at dark eyes.
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"Great Spirit, Thou art strong. Give me aid-" and
Juan had entered the Indian's Happy Hunting Ground.
,
Simultaneously a shot was fired. The suffering horse
ceased to struggle. The dead ha~' a mount.
.

1

Eagerly Maria 'awaited the return of Juan. Slowly, majestically, the old chief approached the girl. No word
- escaped his lips. Solemnly he made a sign. Marie knewand bowed herself to the earth.
The Indian carpenter made a substantial box, large
enough to contain not only thel~pdy of Juan wrapped in new
blankets, but als() his jeweled saddle, bridle, and quirt, which
were placed at hIs feet. The aged chief stood besi~e Mari~
who gazed far into the distance. His to protect the young
wife and child. Together they rode to the "sings" or chants
- -the chant of Mother Earth, of Father Sky, of Sun and
Moon an~ Stars, of Blue Dawn and Twilight-the an~ient
rites and lofty prayers of an ignorant people, whicW lift
their hearts and make them' good. A primitive people insearch of the living God.

.

Patio
By

SPUD JOHNSON

...

Each night the moon and I
Waited a little longer
For you to come.
At last, one night, .the moon
Did not rise at all-"
And you came.

,1. It is a Navajo tradition that the dead must have a mount. During the funeral
rites. a horse or pony is shot at the open grave.
'
i1
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Bridal Song
By ALICE WILSON
4.s th~ mist clings to th~ mountain's breast
8'0 do I cling to thee !
As a mother bird watches over her nest
So do I watch over .thee.
As a child takes the hanjd of an older child
And tries to walk as heSo do I match my step8 with.thine
And walk with thee!

Temer~ty
By ALICE WILSON .
I called a fearsome name in wounded pride
Whell all my faith and credplence had died.
But when my life blood froze at one chill breath, .
I knew that I had summone~ to my side
The awful form and majesty of-Death!
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FRANC JOHNSON NEWCOMB

circle that was ever scratched on a sm<lKlth
rock with a bit of flint was, in all probability, a symbGI of
the sun,-the obvious ideograph of that phenomena of nature
which made the deepest impression on the mind of arc~aic
,man. This sun circle is one of the simple symbols that, a1ter
the manner of certain implements of the tStone age, does
not belong to" any definite reIDon or race but markls a
characteristic period of human development among all primates in all countries. To this same category of universal
symbolism .belong triangles to represent clouds, ver~ical
dotted lines depicting rain, a crescent for the moon, and a
jagged line for the lightning. Perhaps even more coniplicat~d designs, such as the cross, the square, the spiral, and
the swastika should be added to this list, but here we meet.
.with students of symbology who argue that these were borrowed from older and more sophisticated civilizations.
The American Indians of the Southwest had no neep to
borrow their symbols of the sun. It is indeed rather astonishing that th~y did not regard the sun as a diety and become
sun-worshippers in a land so dominated by the solar disc.
But none of the present day Amer.inds are worshippers of! the
sun, although the religious ceremonies of every tribe do contain various prayers and rites dedicated to the sun and, the
human blessings derived from its rays. The sunrise, the Sun..
set, the equinox, and-the eclipse are all included in this ~omprehensive ritual, but the sun itself is regarded more- as a
.•
divine miracle than as a god.
In the Navajo legend of creation, the First People,who
were the ImIHortals, carved the sun from a piece of stone.
They made it~in the shape of a cirCle, for even in the b~in
ning, the circ'~ seems to have symbolized obje_ctsand fotces
HE FIRST

T

1.

t See Sand Painting, frontispiece.

(:'

"

.'
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of eternal duration. When it was the right shape, they
covered its face with their most precious stone-the clear
blue turquoise, marked its forehead with white dawn-light,
and lined its chin with the gold of the sunset. Then they
added turquoise horns to indicate strength' and power, decorated it with prayer plumes, and placed it in the eastern sky. '
Here it remained stationa:&, sending out its rays of heat and'
light ever from one place. This did not prove satisfactory to
the First. People, for soon the eastern country became a hot
barren desert while the western land was always covered
witH snow. At a general council it was decided that the sun •
must move across the sky and, in order that it might be endowed with life and the power to move, it must be given a
spirit.
Through legend and symbol, all archaic people have attempted to account for the movement of the sun, the moon,
and the stars in terms within the periphery of their understanding~ They were familiar with the l>irds, butterflies, and
insects which propelled themselves through the air by means
of wings~ and in consequence, the heavenly bodies were often
symboliz;ed as wearing wings O,ir circlets of feathers, to signify the~r power of traveling 11hrough space li~e the ~irds.
The figure of the Winged GloBe mentioned in the Book of
Malachai as the "Sun-of-Righteousness with heali:ng on its
wings," is a symbol that has wandered, under various modiftcatjons, into every part of the jOld World to adorn religious
and governmental insignia, staltues, coins, and temple frescoes. Students of symbology fi.d surprisingly similar feath. ered sun-symbols carved on Mayan ruins, incised in the walls
of long-~bandoned cliff houses,· and painted on plaques used
in the present day religious cer~monies of our Southwestern
Indians.
The Navajo Indians: hO\\fever, did not add wings to
their blu,e-faced sun. The hornis, which it already possessed,
wer~ identical with wing power, while the prayer feathers on ...
its head and at the tips of the horns were indicative of move- .
mente But, being a stone object made and placed in the sky'
I

I
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by creatures of th~ earth, it had no spirit~ife or motivating
force. All spiritual energy, at this particular period of creation, was supposed to be confined to the beings who lived on
the earth.' When it was decided that the sun must b~;'given
Hfe, Johonohai, who was one of the First People, agreed to
die so that his released spiritual energy· might belong to the
sun. 80 it came about that the first death on earth started
the movement of the greatest heavenly body; the ~second
death gave life to the moon, an~ each succeeding death added
to the number of heavenly bodies that received power and
energy to move through space. .
In the legend hich belongs' tOJthe Wind Ceremony, it is
, told that the lightni g serpents carried the spirit of Jp)lOnohai to the sun. In he Arrow Chant,' the story says that he
was a human arro shot upward frem a large black :bow.
In the Eagle Cerem ny he was supposed to have, been 'given
wings which carri d him to his destination, and iIll the'
Shooting Chant he ooms to have made use· of all thme of •
these agencies. As the legend varies, so do the sand-altar/?
made by the. Navaj medicine men. In the Wind Chant we
find the blue face of the sun crossed-by two serpents; i~ the
Arrow Chant, the s irit stands on the face of the sun, while
a shaft of lightning ith barbed arrows encircles it; fealthers
adorn the sun sy-mbo used in the Eagle Ceremony; while the
Shooting Chant sh s us several variations of the ,same
symbol. But no m tter how simple or how elabora~ the
Navajo 8and-altar-o -the--sun may be, its purpose remains
the same. This pu ose is to capture some of the r~diant
energy of the ,sun f r human ,healing and spiritual b~nefit,
through the medium f religious ritual, painted symbol, and.
chanted prayer.
I
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By J. W. DIEFENDORF

mister! Having any luck today?"
·
But Bill Thatcher was not to be disturbed just then. ,
He had spied a deep quiet poCket of water under a brushy
bank just above him and he knew there 'Would be a speckled
trout there. Without looking around to see who had hailed
him, he stepped quietly along to a spot from which he could
cast a fly into that pocket without being seen himself. Measuring the distance carefully with his eye, he reeled out the
proper length of line. Back over his shoulder came the fly.
Obeying the dexterous impulse of his wrist, it described a
figure eight in the air and landed' gently on the water just,
under the edge of the brush. There was instant commotion
in the little pool. Bill's fly disappeared and his line cut the
water with lightning speed as the trout sought safety in the
swift water downstream. A gentle pull brought the fish
back into the deeper water of the pool. Back and forth he 1
raced. Twice he broke water in an attempt to shake the hook
from his mouth. But always Bill's practiced han~ kept the
line tight and the hook held. Gradually the trout weakened.
.His rushes became less violent and soon ceased ~ltogether.
He allowed himself to be drawn closer and closer. Finally
the dip net was slipped under him and he was lifted ashore.
Not till then did Bill Thatcher remember that there had
been witnesses to this battle royal.
, "E\nery bit of thirteen inches! Isn't he a whopper?" 'he
exclaimed as he held up the speckled beauty for the hlSPection of the two men who were now approaching him along tlie
path that followed the stream.
"Sure is," responded the taller of the two. "Got any
more like him ?"
"Got another almost as good," said Bill as he reached
'
into his creel.

H
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The one he p1;111ed out was almost an exact dupl~cate of
.
the one he had just landed.
"Like as two peas, ain't they?" he exulted. . ,
"That's right," said the second man. "I guess ydu have
a license," he added. "You see my friend here is a game
warden.".
"Sure, I got one," Bill answered. "Here she is. Always
keep her right here in this pocket."
The warden took the paper and examined it.
,
"Why, this is a New Mexico license," he exclaimed.:.
"Well, I'm in New Mexico," Bill replied as he replaced
the paper In his pocket.
"The hell you are!" the warden exploded.
"You are in Colorado" his companion added.. "Don't
you know where the line is ?"
Now as a matter of fact Bill did know exactly wherEf the
line was. In fact he had helped to run that line. He knew
that he wasl>above it now, that he was in Colo;rado, and that
he had been caught red-handed. He knew too that it meant a
fine of twenty-five dollars unless he could outwit his companions. Bill's mind worked fast in an emergency.
"Of course I know where it is," he answered without a
moment's hesitation. "It crosses right up yonder where you
.
see that tall pine."
"It does not," snapped the-warden. "You are already a
good quarteJ; of a mile above it."
"Well, where is it then? Show me where it is if you
know so much ~bout it:" Bill replied in a tone that was in'tended to indicate disbelief.
The warden :;tccepted the challenge.
"Fair enough. Come on. ,I'll show you.'" And he
stepped into the path that led down stream.
"AU rig~t. You show me where the line is and I won't
cross it again," said Bill following.
The warden's companion brought up the rear.
~
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"You see," ventured Bill, "No one can tell where the line
is. I have fished up and down here for twenty years ,or
more and I always stopped at that tree up there."
"Well, you've been crossing i"t all the time and you've
crossed it just once too often," growled the warden. "You
see that hill that comes down to a point right at the stream,"
he added pausing in the path.
'
"Yes."
"Well, the line crosses right there."
"Is that so! You're sure, are you?"
"Of course I'm sure. Don't you think I know my busin~sr

.

.

"Yes, I suppos'e you know your business all right. But
I want to see right where it is."
"Well, come on," said the warden now thoroughly exasperated. "I'll show you the exact spot."
"Sure! That's the idea. I want to see right where that
line is."
• When they reached the point where the hill sloped
down to the stream the warden. halted.
"Here you are," he said. "The line crosses right here."
"Now you're sure this is the line?"
"Hell, yes! Haven't I told you that half a dozen times?"
Bill turned to the warden's companion.
"Are you sure this is the line?" he ".queried.
"Say, haven't we answered that enough?" was the reply.
"What's the matter with you anyway? Are you cr~zy?"
"No. Not much," Bill returned. He took one step backwards. "Because, you see, if that is the line, then I've
crossed it once more and I'm back in New Mexico now. My
license is good here. Goodbye, gentlemen."
He waved his hand to them, turned his back, and prepared to cast his fly into a little eddy that swirled at the foot
of a big rock just below him. A few min~tes later another
speckled 'beauty was demanding all his attention. He forgot the two men who were watching him with angry eyes
from above the line.
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Smoke Talk
{'

C?¥MENT AND CORRESPO~n)ENCE

Footnote to HRe'JWoach for cthe Critics'"
his start from an expose of book-reviewing
which was publisl{ed in The'Nation, in 1935, Mr. Alfred
Carter heaps further reproaches upon the critics. (NEW
MEXICO QUARTERLY, August, 1936). Many:"of Mr. Carter's
charges are justified, ~and no one would quarrel with him
over his declaration of independence from the flamboyan~e
that passes as criticism in many of the newspaper~ and thewattached literary sheets.
And yet one can wonder if Mr. Carter hasn't something
of an illusion about the sacrosanct nature of pure .criticism.
He does not say what criticism should be, or establish a
criterion for a bewildered reader of reviews to follow. But
he does imply that if reviewing were relieved of two pressures, that of hurry and that of the .need for selling books, it
would automatically revert to seme previous hypothetical
CC
state of p u r i t y . '
It is easy to over-estimate the value and importance of
criticism, especially when criticism is considered as a guide
to literary endeavor, or as a judge of the worth of literary
achievement. Criticism is, after all, only another literary
genre, interesting in itself; as guide or judge it has been
wayward, erratic, and, in the long. run, without influence.
Sir Philip Sidpey's Essay on Poetry is in itself a delight,
but it was a poor guide; it neither quelled the Puritan
prejudices against the stage, nor offered any, usable suggestion to an Elizabethan playwright-€xcept possibly Ben
Jo~son, and Jonson would have been a classicist anyway,
Sidney or no Sidney. As we look back, it appears that the
Elizabethan playwrights, deliberately shunned the sound,
dignified, mature' criticism of Sidney. CDr. Samuel Johnson
went sadly astray in his estimate of the relative worth of
[311 ]
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. Richardson and Fielding, and assigned the poet Gray to a
lower position than subsequent taste gives him~ That not
so "na~eless blot on a remembered name" was wrong about
Keats, and yet he was a scholar and.a gentleman and his
criticism appeared in a journal that was surely free of the
pernicious influences of hurry and of publishers' advertising
men.. Before Mr. Carter deplores the wishy-washy, on-theone-hand-but-on-the-other type of criticism appearing in
today's journals, let him remember that Croker and Loc~
hart damned Keats heartily, ferociously, wholly. Can the
modern reviewer be blamed for hedging against being as
wholly wrong as the Edinburgh and Blackwood's reviewers
"
were,?
Mr. Carter is right in deploring the social bias of many
reviewers for the New Masses and such journals, one of
whom sought to dismiss Robert Frost's A Further Range,
by saying that Mr. Frost was a reactionary-- and a fascist
- - . That isn't criticism, of course, but neither was it criticism when a certain scholar's class bias showed itself arid
Keats was dismissed as an apothecary's apprentice who
shoqld go at once back to his pill-rolling. The impeccable'
Matthew Arnold con.demned Anna Karenina on· the score
that' no' self-respecting Englishwoman would act as Anna
did. Swinburne, with plenty of time to judge, assigned
Byron to limbo because Byron's workmanship was careless,
not seeing that Byron's· passion was, ultimately, to give
Byron as high a place as Swinburne's meticulous metrics
have ever achieved. Literary history is full of criticism's
misjudgments and false pointings, and if criticism as a literary type were to be judged solely by the accuracy of its
foreeasts or its post facto judgments; the greater part of
even,the purest of it would have its name writ in water. .If
the great critics of the past went into blind alleys, and were
bewil~~ and confused by private prepossession and shortsight.edness and wrong-headedness, wlfat can we expect of a
hara$sed reviewer today? Sainte-Beuve complainea that
his master, Villemain, seemed unwilling to knuckle down and
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pass judgment on Voltaire's Henriade, wrappipg his inde'cision in "opulent sinuosities." Oughtn't that make us a
. little more tolerant of the verbosity and the tortuous indecision of a New' York Times reviewer, who, poor soul, is
usually not wrestling with a static figure of· the past, as M.
Villemain was, but with a.wriggling contemporary? '
Of course, the argument up to this point has been a
kind of tu quoque argument. It has been hinted that frequently the mO$t scholarly criticism of the past ...
was wrong
in its forecasts, erring in its judgments, erected on personal
or class bias, and even indecisive; as if the mistakes of the
past were a perfect excuse for the crudities and callowness
of much present-day criticism or reviewing. Nevertheless,
the leisurely and scholarly past has made its mistakes; and
this fact ought"~to indicate that there is something·wrong'
with Mr. Carter's
assigning the weakness .of· present-day
.
criticism simply to hurry and commercial. pressure. Take
,off these two typically twentieth-century handicaps, and
still you find Dr. Johnson dispraising "Lycida's," Matthew
Arnold quarreling with Tolstoi's "naturalism," Swinburne
softening towards Tennyson after being invited to· dinner
and treated in somewhat lordly fashion. Criticism would
still have its woes if .book production were cut down to two
hundred volumes per year, publishing put into thehands of
.wealthy altruists who spurned best-sellers, and every reviewer required, as in the early days of' the North American,
Review, to expend months, instead of hours, in preparing
his commentary on a new book..
And still Mr. Carter's point is not fully answered. His
point, after· all, is that hurry and commercialism rob reviewing of its dignity, turn the.reviewer into a sort of perfervid, sensational headline writer who showers superlatives on medi'ocre work and overlooks good work and has
not time to support the snap judgments he issues. Mr. Carter might well reply that he is not pleading for perlection in
criticism, but only. for a little more dignity and learning and
caution; that he i~ not asking that the critic. be always right
~
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but only that he be consistent and that he take the time to
support his charges or his exuberant claims. With this point
of vi¢w, of course, no one can have any quarrel. One can only
insi&t that the matter isn't so important or so serious as Mr.
Carter seems to think it is. The" strange thing is that, after
all, our good work does get to the top, does get the attention
it d~serves; mediocre or passable work gets more than its
just :deserts; much poor work gets a hearing and passes on
into the oblivion it d"eserves. With all the confusion of bQ9kanneuncing and book-advertising, the same age-old inforinal
process of distillation goes on: the good comes to the top and
the poor is forgotten-with the limitation, of course, that
all that is remembered is still subject to the vagaries of the
"whirligig of taste." Time, working through the devotion
of "the passionate few," is still the only true -judge, asArnold :Bennett once pointed out.
Criticism, however, lias other functions than prophecy
and judgment. The majority of intelligent readers, indeed,
have given up that super-aesthetical notion of Anatole
'France's 'that criticism is the "adventures of a soul among"
masterpieces"; and yet such readers probably hold to the
idea' that criticism is valuable arid delightful in its own
right. Right or wrong, good or poor, as prophets and
judges, Jonson, Dryden, Coleridge, Arnold, Paul Elmer
More, and James T. Farrell are delightful and enl-ightening.
Even when casting their beams into the wrong corners they
still diffuse light all around. And so, if one takes this view
of criticism, one still has no quarrel with Mr. Carter. Perhaps he is only pleading that present-day criticism be a little
sounder so that it may be a little more enjoyable.
.
It looks as if people who are interested in books wilI
have to take a clever, pragmatic way out. "They will have to
continue looking at Herald-Tribune Books, Saturday Review
. of .Literature, and other such journals, simply to get the
book news; for, after all, even in a regional paradise, they
will want to know what is being issued" from the crumbling
citadels of metropoli~an decadence. But they shall take

I "
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such renorting just as they take highly editorialized· news;
they will look for the little grain of factual announcement
among all the chaff of propaganda. They will do it with a
clear head, suffering under no" illusion that criticism ever
has been or ever can be judicial and definitive.· :For such
criticism as is sound, dignified, enlightening, a 'joy in itself,
but nevertheless not free ·from personalities and errors of
judgment and taste-they will look for this kind of criticism
whenever they can find it, in a few scattered remaining
places.
This whole 'discussionwould be at least more lively if
some issues were more sharply drawn. Here ar:e three. (1)
The metropolitan reviewers are not outright hirelings of the
publishers' advertising ....agents. If there is commercialization of the reviewers, it is not so direct; rather it only reflects
a subtler commercialization permeating our whole civilization. . More important, a complete freedom from commercialization would 'be no guarantee whatever against a majority of the ~ritical lapses recorded by the aforementioned
. Nation authors and by Mr. Carter. (2) There has, never·
been a critical organ or an individual critic free of personal
or social bias. The wary r-eader looks out for this bias in
everything, from the chaste essays of Mr. Paul Elmer More
to the most telegraphic "hot-cha" book announcement in
Time or Esquire. (3) RetiJ~ement into regional quiet is not
a solution to the problem. 4S far as literary cliques or combinations in restraint of literary dissent are concerned, the
small regional group is usually just as capable of sentimental self-congratulation or' bitter excoriation of outsiders as
is the metropolitan group. And with this added da:nger: the
regional group is easily lured from its often severe aesthetic
standards by the possibilities for advertisement"of the region
by its 'celebrities-a chamber-of-commerce attitude towards .
fame which metropolitan groups long ago overcame or
ceased to be interested in.' The growth -of regional culture
and of regional -publishing ventures is in itself a Wholly ,.
commendable revolt against metropolitan denomination, but
f
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in itself it is no automatic $Uarantee against bias in criticism; or against the false issues of personality and group
. affili~tion in determining literary enthusiasms and dislikes.
One'ean seriously question that there is, proportionately, any
more back-slapping in the metropolitan critical press than
in th~ regional. If one wishes to achieve a severe integrity
in his judgments of contemporary literature, he will achieve
it, not by running from metropolis to desert, or vice versa,
but by exercise of much acumen
in his own study.
'
!
• DUDLEY WYNN.

University of New Mexico,:
Albuquerque, N. M.

Autumn

ill1
,

New Mexico
.

By PHYLLIS E. HARVEY

In fall, these desert boundaries
Reveal their gorgeous hues
Of red 'and gold and silver grey ·
And skies of azu~e blue.
No land compares with its calm peace
No temples like it~ rock.
No ancient herder ever saw
The equal of it~ flpcks.
For when the autumn time is here
The cool pure air invites
The wandering footstep to ascend
The tallest mountain heights.
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SaJ,udo a todos paisanos:

The late fall has not been as exciting from thev;iewpoint
of literary" production It.S the spring and summer months.
Now with election over, the football season on th~ wane,
bulbs planted, the question of fall clothes settled, and the
teachers' return next year \assured by a large popul!ar vote,
everybody can
.. get down to business and finish the manuscript, or plan the new book. There are some who can stay
on the job in spite of such upheavals which tend to rip the
pattern of living. Take Erna Fergusson, for instance.
Back from a strenuous year of lecturing and materi~l-gath, ering in Guatemala and Mexico, she settled down tb finish
the manuscript of 'her book on Guatemala after only a few
days of re-orientation to the native scene, and got it off to
Khopf's on 'schedule time. Of course not everybody has a
guest-house in the rear of a charming garden where they can
~ettle down to write, and that may, have somethiNg to do
with the situation.
·
, But, on the other hand,' Irene Fisher h~s a box-car
which is the pride and joy of Albuquerque, and she hasn't
finished that book of lyrics yet. Neither has Lolita:, Pooler
done anything about the folk-tales which a certain pqbIisher
wants. Howeyer, Irene had to "cover" all the aboV1e mentioned upheaV:als in her capacity as "crack" reporter for
the Tribune so we forgive her at this time. And Mrs. Pooler
is so busy teaching the Sandia School, and taking German
and giving Spanish on the side that we forgive her, too,
especially in view of the fact.that she has a story in the New
Mexico Magazine this month based on an actual experience.
I haven't checked up on our Santa Fe friends, but I feel that
Ruth Alexander got side-tracked. If fall gardening was
the cause we don't blame her. She has one of tire, loveliest
[317 ]
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gardens in the state. If it was getting her attractive young
daughter's clothes up to "tops" for the year in New York,
that' too was' important: But we expect Mrs. Alexander
to do something very soon about that material s-he has been
collecting on early stained-glass.
_
Speaking of places to write, Mary Elizabeth White has
turned the third floor of the charming old Lee home into a
studiQ. In between her many duties she has been working
on a ~book of poems for children which will be illustrated'
in oils by Betty Ann Miller. One critic, whos-e opinion 'we
value highly, says the book ought to sell. Amy Passmore
Hurt, tells us that she works wherever she can find a place
for her portable. The peace-and-quiet-spot in the house has
been 'taken over by her son, archaeology enthusiast. Elizabeth Shaffer ,has an editorial office in her home whenever
it isn't taken over by Ezra Egg and the children. Mildred
Adler concocts successful 'plots while she is beating the
eggs4for the cake, or motoring with her doctor-husband ...
Dane Smith uses the Alvarado lobby . . . Matt Pearce has
built a grand east wing to his Isleta-Road adobe, and his new
study has many windows which f~e the mountains ... The
"newest Dean," Dr. St. Clair, has a little more office space
now,. but the same old desk. However, there will be a fireplace in the new home which he and Frank Reeve will soon
occupy, and·we hope a grand desk.
Because we feel that all writers will be interested in
Scribner'8 new department, called Scribner's Presents, we
quote from Warren Bower's letter in regard to it.. ,Mr.
Bower is an instructor in English at New York University, .
author of The College Writer, and a short-story writer of
recoinized repute. We congratulate Scribner's on their
choice of the right man as editor of their new department.
'According to Mr. Bower:
;"We are genuinely interested in work from new writers.
'New' will be interpreted very broadly. In fact, I think of
it as: meaning anyone who doesn't think of himself as having
'arrived.' If manuscripts are addressed to me, I will give
•
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them careful attention and they won't have to go through
the regular mill. So far I haven't used a single rejection
slip; everybody has had a letter or note telling him what is
wrong. I won't promise to keep that up if the manllIscripts
pour in; but every story that _has anything to it, o~ every
author who seems to have promise, will get that 'sort of
treatment.
"Now for requirements; we are looking for stories. of
from two to five thousand words. No limitations at all, but
the treatment has always to be literary in quality. Generally the story element should predom1nate, but this is. not
a strict necessity. Incidentally, I am particularly interested
. ,in seeing the work of talented ·college students."
The Conrad Richters have moved to Los Angeles, where.
Mr. Richter wilt write movie-script for Metro-Goldwyn.
His first job is his own story, The Sea of Grass, now appearing serially in the Saturday Evening Post ... Els)e Ruth
Chant, former English instructor at the University/of New
Mexico, now living in EI Paso, is doing book reviews for
the El Paso Times. She has been .invited to direct the next
play for the EI Paso Workshop Theater, and will'do so, provided her young daughter approves ... The Revolutton. in
Mexico's Lea'f'nirtg, by George I. Sanchez, is r~ceiving very
favorable reviews. The book is a study of the educational
movement in Mexico, and according to the New York Times,
"should be read in connection with Stuart Chase's Mexico"
. . . Professor Helen E. Marshall, formerly of the Department of History of the University of New Mexico is the
author of Dorothy Dix: Forgotten Samaritan. The book
will be published by the University of North Carolina Press
at Chapel Hill and will deal with the reforms initiated by
this humane New England- woman, reforms which influenced.European institutions for the criminal and insane.
Miss Marshall is now Assistant Professor of Social Science
in Illinois State Normat'University ... Bob Hunt, of Santa
Fe, who has been busy compiling the poems for Witter
Bynner's Selected Works, is to have a book of his own
•
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poetry published by the Rydal Press. The title will be The
Early World.
Miss Rebecca W. Smith, English instructor at T. C. U.
in Fort Worth, author, editor, and grand-person, sent us the
following news-letter upon request for' news of the Texas
litera~y group. It arrived in plenty of time for the last
issue of the QUARTERLY, but we held it over until this time
because we wanted to print all of it. Knowing what a busy
person Miss Smith is, we appreciate her very fine contribution, and hope' to hear from her again.
Hasta la proxima vez,
" JULIA KELEHER.

*

*

*

NEWS FROM THE BANKS OF THE SAN MARCOS

Who would expect a summer on the banks of a South
Texas river to be both cool and literary? But with the thermometer well under 100 0 except for one daY,and with Dudley Dobie's remarkable Texas Bookshop over on the hillside,
San :Marcos really rates a four star rank for the Centennial
year. ,
Dudley Dobie won't mind my introducing him as a
cousin of J. Frank's; but if you get on his mailing list for
Texana and Southwest items in general, you'll be calling the
author of Coronado's Children a relative of his. The Dudley
Dobi~ place is simply spilling over with treasures. (Mrs.
Dudley is the sort of bibliophile's wife who lets shelves of
books sit out in the middle of the room, and likes it.) While
you are looking at a real first of Big-Foot Wallace and
Mirabeau Lamar's Verse Memorials, the host-proprietor
come~ staggering out from somewhere under the load of
Stiff's Texas Emigrant and M·rs. Holley's Letters and
Emopr's Mexican Boundary Survey.. .
This summer the presses are turning out a profusion of
books of all kinds relating to Texas, leaning rather to memoirs, [historical studies, and frontier tales. For real significance, I should rate W. P. Webb's The Texas Rang'ers, and
Evetts Haley's Charles Goodnight, at the top for the last
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twelv-e months. But among a group of people who were talking Texas books in the shop the other evening some other
titles stood out, especially -Oswald Mueller's translation of
Ferdinand Roemer~s Texas, a "travelog" of geological ob,
servations in Texas in 1845-1847.
In poetry the year's palm rightly goes to Grace' Noll
Crowell, tlie current State Poet Laureate, for Light of the
Years, a mature, small voltime""in a fine, modest format from
the House of Harper. Patrick Dacus Moreland (Pat to you
and me) has a new eastern publisher, too, for his collected
edition of poems, Seven Song. A young poet in these parts
who will bear watching is this hardboiled romantic,· Boyce
House, whose
, first volume, Texas Rhythm, comes from the
newly established firm of Dealey and Lowe (DaIJas). A
little rowdy is Mr. House-for which let us be thankfulbut some of his poems are really good.
All the Texas presses must have groaned these past few
months with the weight of new books and pamphlets and
songs and play-party games and all that's Texas.. A few
titles must represent their offerings. The Naylor Company
of San Antonio include on their list, Mary Pourdan Atkinson's Texas Indians and George W. Tyler's History:of Bell
County, edited by Professor Charles Ramsdell. The Stock
Company, of Austin, has rendered a real service by their
series of reprints of rare and out-of-print Texan and Southwestern items. Especially useful are Yoakum's History of
Texas, Kendall's Texan-Santa F'e Expedition, and Green's
Mier Expedition. The Tardy Company of Dallas have.
issued modern editions of Duval's Early Times in Texas and
the Adventures of Big-Foot Wallace, with introduetions and
notes by Mabel Major and Rebecca W. Smith, and Ehren·
berg's With/Milam and Fannin.
The old timers are not aIt dead yet. "Matt" Pearce·
caught one of them, Jim (Lane)" Cook, si.tting still long
enough out in aNew Mexico tourist camp to get a gorgeous
yarn from him and to record it in Lane of the Llano. Mabel
Major and Rebecca W. Smith are editing the colorful adven#

1&
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tures of a great old scou't and courier who rode for Mackenzie. It will appear in the fall as My Foot's in the Stirrup. J.
Frank .Dobie's syndicated series, "The Flavour of Texas,"
will probably appear aS,a volume on the fall lists. ,)
Were this a gossip column I could add that I'v ' heard
that the regional magazine, The Southwester, is to be given
first aid after its lapse of a few months. There is talk of a
permanent organization of Texas literary' people as' a part
of the
Centennial commemoration, perhaps a sort' of Texas
•
Institute of Letters. And Fannie RBrtchford, the invaluable
Curator of the Wrenn Library at the University of Texas,
. promises on her wor:d of honor 'as a scholar and a gentleman,
that the long awaited volume of Scott's letters sponsored by
the Wrenn staff will appear-soon. '
REBECCA W. SMITH.
The Cardinal Coop, Vogelsang Lodge,
San Marcos, Texas, July 31, 1936.
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Autumnal

;"

By

SPUD JOHNSON

An old man on an older hill
Where many suns have shone,
Wanders late into autumn
Wanting to be alone..
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Mexico: A Revolution by Education-George I. Sanchez-New York,
The Viking Press, 1936.

.has been Ute subject of discussion for m~gazine
articles, pamphlets, and,numerous books. Her natural ,
• resources- have been extolled, her scenic beauty -praised, and
her political upheavals decried. In the course of the .last
decade, much ink has been used up in interpreting Mexican
problems, and in some cases with a goop deal of sympathy
though perhaps with too much sentimentality.
. The word "revolution" connotes to the American public
an armed strife, a series of upris~ngs, a highly undesirable
state of affairs. So much so, that there is always an inquiry
on the lips of potential visitors to Mexico: "Are things settled
enough to make travel safe1"
Now comes Dr. George Sanchez with the same word
"revolution"
" and adds .another word from which Americans
are wont to shy, "socialism." This simply because we fail
to understand the meaning of the revolution in Mexico.
Dr.. George Sanchez has carefully interpreted the signHicance
of the revolution by sounding thel fundamental causes leading up to it al,ld by making a scholarly analysis of a factor
hitherto dealt 'with only in an incidental way.· Education in
present day Mexico is something that extends beyond the red
brick school ,house; it is a vital social force that is changing
feudal down-trodden Mexico"into a cultured nation. "They
(the schools) symbolize the change from feudalism to socialism, from exploitation to co-operation, from slavery to freedonl. They wage a revolution by education."
If we look jlskance at socialism, we are reconciled to it
when we read Sanchez's account of its function in Mexico.
'" Says he: . . . "The socialistic school derrn>nstrates the practicability of co-ordinating the technical function of a school
with social action and economic reform. This combination
raises the function of the school beyond the mere teaching of
subject matter and permits school work to extend into the
[ 323 ]
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fields of individual and social hygiene, agricultural, and industrial. enterprise, 'home and family life, and' all those cultural processes that are related to Mexican life." Such a presentation disabuses the mind of any a priori misconception
and clarifies a problem that Mexico is trying to solve through
its educational institutions.
The picture given .by Sanchez is complete in the sense
that it comprises all forms of education throughout the republic; 'the rural schools, the secondary schools, and the
higher institutions. But most of the discussion has to do
with the part that schools play in the social reconstruction of
the republic. From Dr. Sanchez's account we gather that
the revolution, in its true sense, is a redeeming process
brought about briefly by education. Furthermore, the material growth of Mexico and the proper adaptation to her economic medium is part of her present educational system.
Through. this study of Mexico's program is ,the reader given
a proper insight into the southern republic's life and development. Dr. Sanchez does not waive important issues such
as those 'arising through the conflict of ..church versus the
state and in this connection we are given a new and unbiased
version of what is actually the situation below the Rio
Grande. As a scholar he presents the case substantiated by
vital statistics and quotations from the legal code that leave
no doubts in the- reader's Wind. In fact, Dr. Sanchez's attempt to do justice to his task may at times lead him to
become too specialized, but it is well that someone takes the
trouble to be minute on a subject that needs a proper and
unbiased presentation to the reading public.
One need not look for sweeping generalizations and prophecies in this author's work. He has presented a clear and
interesting picture of what he saw and studied. The freshness so evident throughout is due to a fortunate circumstance: Dr. Sanchez penetrated into the heart of Mexico, discussed the matter with the foremost educators and leaders of
Mexico
without the usual guider or interpreter. -With the
.
kn9wledge of the language, Dr. Sanchez acquired first hand
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information and enlisted the hearty co-operation of the
Mexican people.
, The first 'part of the book has nothing that is p~rticu
larly new and revealing. The past histol-y of Mexico has
been sufficiently treated by other authors to allow little more
than a retelling." The important part of this study is the one
dealing with the present school movement and it is here that
Dr~ Sanchez presents something new. 'Mter reading "Revolution by,Education" one gets a perspective of the Mexican
Revolution that hitherto has not been conveyed. "University of New Mexico
ARTHUR CAMPA
4lbuquerque
I

.

Ancient Life in Mexico and Central America-Edgar L. Hewet~The
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis-364 pp+~.-$4.00.
\

The faculty of the University of New Mexico has to its
credit, a notable group of scholarly publications, which,
though not large, is in many ways enviable. Dr. Edgar L.
Bewett's book, Ancient Life- in the American Southwest, is,
one which achieved wide succ(!ss and general acclaim. There .
followed, recently, a companion volume by the same' author,
Ancient Life in Mexico and Central America, and there is
ready to be issued by the University of New Mexico Press, a
third, dealing with the Chaco Canyon area. The three will
constitute a remarkable production for a period of a few
years, and could only flow froJll wells of knowledge, experience, and thought, stored up during more than a score of
years as a philosophical "dirt archaeologist."
Ancient Life in Mexico arid Central America, as the
foreword says, will be most profitable to those who have read
the preceding book. It is written for the layman and the
student, with a minimum of technical detail, and a dramatic
sweep of movement that is entrancing-yet it is keen in
al!alysis and based solidly upon essential facts. The process
of its production was not a' wild scramble for material to
fill pages·, but a careful and painstaking selection from
super-abundance.
"I,
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The end pages of the volume present a simplified map
showing the hypothetical population movements to ancient
Mexico and Central America from the north. These move( ments are expanded in the volume into a series of vast
migrations of a people seeking, no one knows why, for new
abodes; to ~hich later, through uncounted centuries, they
adapted themselves as no other people in the world has been
adapted. Exc~llent photographic and sketch illustrations
add greatly to the book's attractiveness, and at its end is an
ample' inde~. But these accessories do not make the book.
They are soon eclipsed by the magic of the words and phrases
which weave such a human interest story as keeps a reader
at it long after his, bed time has passed.
.
The organization ~ of material is similar to that of
Ancient Life in the American Southwest. Here is the work
of an archaeologist who sees in his task' the ~need for an
interpreter and philosopher. Paradoxically, it is an archaeologist whose face is to the future rather than the past.
Remains of cultures that have been, surviving fragments of
peoples whose golden age is gone, are meaningless except
that they hold up a lesson and forecast for the future.. This
view is made clear in the opening chapter, a critical essay
on the writing of ancient American history; and it is realized
in the closing chapter, "A Race's Future," and the afterword. Between, one ,is led by easy stages from the relatively
known of the American Southwest, along natural migration routes, to the less known realm; and. from the present '
through the recent past of historical knowledge, until at last
he feels at home among the most archaic culture remains of
strange lands.
These characteristics of the writer are pronounced and
make his book live:
He moves unerringly, forcefully, boldly to his, conclu( sions, which grow with irresistable logic out'of his premises.
He has written carefully, weighing each sentence and
word. He demonstrates the adage, "Tedious writing makes
easy reading."

I

I
-i
1

.
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He consistently holds to' his belief that the problem of
archaeology is a human problem. Technicalities are useful
insofar as they serve the main problem, wasteful and confusing when ends in themselves. .
,
,His whole' book forcefully argues that mechanical
achievement is not the measure of a culture's worth. The
quest of all humanity ils for a harmonious way of life, and
its achievement ensures for a people, true greatness.
And last, but not least, as one reads he can ima~natively
see a twinkle in th~author's~ye, for he is not without humor.
PAUL WALTER, JR.

University of New Mexico
,

Followers of the Sunr-Harvey Fergusson-A. A. Knopf, 1936-$2.50.

So much folk lore and anecdote have come out of the
Southwest, with its lavish tradition of Indian, Spanish and ~
Anglo, that critics of Southwestern literature have called
the literary product interesting but immature, vital but
naive. As one who prizes the folk product, my argument
would begin with the disparager right there. Folk tales
simply told entertain and inform me 190re than many of
the most skillfully elaborated and techllically accomplished
short stories of the highest marketable value. But not to
argue that point, but another-has the Southwestern scene
inspired fiction of novel length and have novelists of distinction been developed here?
.
This is a book revIew, not an essay, but a review which
can treat of an essay theme. The list of Southwestern novelists includes Emerson Hough, Eugene Manlove Rhodes,
Willa Cather, Mary Austin, Oliver La Farg~" Paul Horgan,
Harvey Fergusson and as' many more Who have written less
but whose work would bulwark the case for novel length
fiction within this region. My review is aboq.t then~wly
issued work of Harvey Fergusson, a major figure in th~ list
of regional writers of the Uni~ed States.
fJ
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Followers of the Sun is a single edition of three earlier
novels, The Blood of the Conquerors (1921), Wolf Song
(1927), and In Those Days (1929). The three novels ar~
called "A Tv!logy of the Santa Fe Trail" because, as Mr.
Fergusson wtites in his Introduction, "They all deal with the
same region: and spring from the same .impulse." That
impulse was ~he "great migr~tion from,!} the time when lone
hunters invaded a wilderness until the frontier had been
pushed intO the ocean and the westward flow of human
energy had come nearly to a stop."
In Mr. Fergusson's well written criticism of his own
work, printed now seven years after the completion of the
last novel, he speaks of Time and Change as the mighty
characters in the pageant of history who dwarf the other
actors in the mis-en-scene of In Those Days. These force~
are felt in all of the novels, but rather as background than
as character. In fact, in the panorama of the Southwest
and in groups of characters as they fit this scene, they are
more faithfully represented here, I believe, than anywhere
else in Western fiction. Few western writers command as
fine strength in picturing word and interpreting detail. Mr.
Fergusson, however, does not always realize fully his own
definition of the "business of the novelist," that to "reduce
themes of social significance to terms of individual destiny."
He draws character widely, but he chooses in these three
novels no. characters of considerable destiny.
One remembers Ramon, of Blood, of the Conquerors,
Sam Las~, of Wolf Song, and an attractive character from
another Gf Mr. Fergusson's ,works, Footloose McGarnigle,
as three ~spects of the same individual, the same life-loving,
easy-goinig out-door man, a prey .to circumstance but" never
its victim. Some fulfillment of' life comes to each of them
without ~ny great climax of joy or despair. There are poignant, life-searing moments of ;struggle in them and epic
hardihoo~, such as Sam Lash's pursuit of Black Wolf, but
their are no epic conclusions. Bob Jayson of In Those Days,
might h~ve
, been more of a dynast if he had been wed to
I

/
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Emily Robinsop and fo~ght the battle of conventionaIlty,
society and prdgress-which he inherited by way of Annie without consciJus choice. But Mr: Fergusson may answer,
"He would have been less the man or Bob Jayson."
Harvey Fergusson is a good self-interpreter. His introduction is a stimulating es..say on the pioneer spirit and the
elements of that spirit in later society. The reader today
'can have the three novels and the author's critical preface
in FoUowers of the Sun, a combination forming a distinguished chapter in the library of American literature.
T. M. PEARCE.
~lbuquerque, N. M.

.
,

Personally Speaking
world was settled on the mor~ing of Septem..
ber 17, 4004 B. C., the r~tio of man to woman was
equal; but soon it .became the disproportion of three to one.
This was unfair, but safe; and man hastened to strike at the
thing he was frightened of. As'long ago as five thousand'
years, a Chinese looked about carefully to see t:Q.at no woman
was near, nodded sagely, and enunciated, "A woman's
tongue is her sword and she does not let it rust." What an
agreement there must have been at that, if his cronies could
hear him above their clatter.
.
"
Fiomvhis numerical superiority alone man had the advantage, so ,one thinks, looking grFtvely down the staircase
of the centuries. And constantly there were, in consequence,
more men to write than women. Therefore as years passed
.Baudelaire was able to say with impunity, "Woman is natural ; in other words, abominable." ~ After all, what can one
do with those creatures one fears, but scorn them (looking
meanwhile out of the corner of the eye to see if allis safe) ?
Nor has woman been vocal enough, in writing that is, to
defend or counterattack.' If she has written, often it is in
eulogy of some scamp; or, after all, since she has no fear of

W
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men, but a secret disdain, why bother with the trousered
gentry? Let them wag on!
So has woman been damned. Outnumbered at the ~rst,
outvocalized, feared, she has been stung throughout the
centuries,' from the comment of St. Francis that "To converse wrth. women and not be hurt by it. is as difficult as to
take firi in,to one's bosom and not, be burned," to the milder
acid of Oscar Wilde's "Women are sphinxes-without secrets." jIAnd she has been content with an occasional retort
that fe'1 men forget.
Het lapses of memory are curious. There is a competent ahtd
solid work of fact, by Vera
Fediaevsky ~nd Patty
I .
'
Smith Hill,
on Nursery School .iand Parent Education in
I
Soviet Russia, one of the Russian Commissariat of Education, th~ other professor emeritus at Columbia University,
a book qhock full of outlines, and! pictures, and information.
Yet one klmost
gets the impressioh that the whole business is
, ,
.of impottance only to thewomel\l concerned. In fact, that
men might be even an inexplicable intrusion, ambiguous
bu~s in a china shop. The aims of Soviet creches is told
frinkly:, ('~~J\to liberate ~oman in order td enable her to
participate in industrial, social, ~nd political life; b. to pro-<
vide communist education for all, children; c. to organize a
system of preventive and curative medical service, in order
to decrease children's morbidity and ~ortality." Think of
the morbidity of tire male parent,; so dispossessed!
No, woman goes her own way: unconcerned, or rhapsodic, or careless. She has her own life. Virginia Moore,
for example, dedicates her littl~ book of poetry, Homer's
Golden Chain, to a certail) Lancelbt; but one thinks that this
competent and solid work of imagination woul~ have been
written anyway, for the sake of images like this:
I·

"

I

I

I

~.

•

.

,
I

;.

Lying in bed, I watched the morning break,
Cr31ck like an egg and spill the white light out.
It happened swiftly but the slow eyes take
Time in seeing, from ~ habit of doubt.
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Whatever her faults, she of the feminine persuasion
can rarely be accused of works like The Descent of the Idol, a
patient historical novel translated from the Czech of J.
DUl-ych. Even at her worst fihe writes a little more f~lici
tously, or at least coyly, than this. It is idly that ~hoinas
Mann compares tke Idol to War and Peace. Mayee it doesn't
read so nakedly in the Czech! Yet we have with us today
Vic Hurley's Swish of the Kris, the sanguine story of the
Phillippine Moslem Moros, and William Wash Williamsr~Tke
Quiet Lodger of Irving Place, reminiscences of O. Henry as
the great cham, of short story writer-so And bot~, are
written clumsily. It took Hurley seven years to pierc~ the
history of his indomitable, resista~t natives, who alo~e of
savages withstood the golden age might of Spain, andj'who
~
succurilbed only to the houris of Islam and the artillery of
r
the Americans. Similarly, Williams, a cub reporter ~ fre- i
quented the company of the silent, heavy o. Henry for ~~ven
years, drinking with him in saloons, while the quick l eyes
absorbed and ready ears heard all that was to be seen and
heard; sitting with him in parks while his br~in iny~nted
.' tales about the tramps who strolled by ... It is an inter$ting
revelation of the methods and personality of this trickster of
the short story and master of American types. But it is a
'pity that neither of these books is more competently peinned.
Now that's the one comment that cannot be appl~ed to
Arthur Guiterman's Gaily the Troubadour. It is typical
.. Guiterman, and in the nature poems a finer Guiterman.
There is a strain of more soger verse in him that peers ,'"
through his thoughtful lines, and it is not unrefreshing.
Said a Frenchman, Joubert, once: "To like' only beautiful women and to put up with bad looks: signs of decadence."
A,nd with that Chinese observation, let us put aside the'
magazine, choose our woman an'd book, and seek our Bough!
WILLIS J AeOBS.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

j
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